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P R £ r A S I 
gone thing a bit queer hme happened to a nit. 
nge h*» moved too fast for hia* . . .The machine 
hag t*ken fro® us the work of ear haMe.1 
ABQWT THE Till thftt the civilised countries of the 
world were fearfully watching the prelude to the firet 
World War, another eonfliet also wae in the Baking—a war 
of ideas in the field of Awerionn literature that opened 
with what has been termed, the "Battle of the Village" and 
which grew out of that into a victory for Naturalls« end 
the Xoosely-termed Movm&nt" in literature and art. 
America, hnd, by 1915, in the epaoe of a few deo&dee 
become suddenly a strong and powerful industrial giant—a 
tall, awkward giant suffering with growing p&ini—terribly 
strong, but even more terribly Immature. America, had die-
covered a new way of living, but not a new way of life. 
America «?as speeding toward the future with one foot in a 
Ford, ear, but it could not lift the other from the buggy. 
The old order of individual lets and cmftes^nehip had given 
way to the new order of ettimderdizntlon, -and with the change 
©aise a ne® way of thought and life thet el«o wa® becoming 
1 Sherwood Andereon, Pusated America (flew Yorkt 
Horace Live right, Incorporated,1951'I f" p." 41. 
vii 
standardised. And as a physical revolution swelled and burst 
into th® chaos of the first world w«*r, ao realistic novel­
ist e, Journalists, rauofcr-nutere, and historians raised their 
voloes to expose th® fruits of modern alvllit&tlon with sharp 
and penetrating criticism. 
jyaong thee® ?rltera was Sherwood Anderson, one who ®«w 
what was happening to &sierisat 
Already the giant that was t« he Icing in the plao* 
of th® old kings mm oa.ll ing hit servants and hi® 
ana lee to serve him. He used the nethods of ©id 
ting* and promised his follower® booty and gain. 
• . • And all over th® country, in the town®, the 
farm houses, and the growing cities of the new 
country, people stirr©d and awakened. Thought and 
poetry died or passed at a heritage to feeble fawn* 
ing mm ®ho also h®o#»® servants of the new order. 
In hi* oonaern* Anderson harped on variations of this thea®, 
repeating it in all of his works: 11 The factory came and swept 
th® individual wortaan aside and with hii® went such of the old 
wo r Km an* e feeling toward tool® and ftftterials, * Wot only did 
Anderson see a danger in the loss of pride in er^ftsis&nship 
among the workers, he also taw it destroying the Integrity of 
th® TOr'cfsan in prose who, Anderson writes, "wants also to live 
on the sas® expensive so rile of the hanker or brnker. * y' He 
wondered also about the problem of love and marriage. R# ®«s 
deeply concerned with the attitude of writers and the publlo 
alike toward the trestaent of eex in life and it® refleotlon 
2 Sherwood Anderson, Poor white (We* York: B.w» Heubseh, 
Inoorpormted, 19S0), pp. 63-64. 
viii 
in literature. A statement in the *Easy Chair* section of 
H^roer* s Ungazino particularly offended him, and hi® answer 
w»« typio ,1 of his general reaction. Th® statement was, 
Anderson wrote in hie ZlSSSlZSt 
something to th® effect that a writer should present 
to the public only what he called th® more cheerful. 
aspecta of our ooxnon existence J . . * My own. exper­
iences in living h.-;s already taught we that sex was 
a tremendous force in life. It twitted people» beat 
upon the®, often distracted and destroyed their live* 
. • • why hesitate to put do«n whatever is is men1® 
and women's lives, anking th# picture wholets 
^'..Anderson brooded on the problem of nan* s ^djustraent to other 
wen and woman, he sought for the re-establlshment of imn* s 
dignity and worth in an age In which the machine was F«pl%o-» 
ln6̂  s*n* s usefulness to society* 'Uth a fertile Imagination 
coupled with sensitivity and tempered with insight, Anderson 
felt the restlessness growing in the lives of men and worsen, 
symptoms of which were expressed in individual revolt by 
writers against customs «nd morals outmoded "by a new age, 
writers who began to sst down what they observed end felt, 
writers who recorded with fidelity life in which situations 
could not mlways be depended upon to fit into the conventional 
Victorian story book pattern, of * mcrsl and happy ending. 
Anderson, too, began to write. *lt was,* he tell® us, 
"a little tale of something sesn or felt, something remember** 
out of sty experience of people.* riestlese, dissatisfied, he 
S Sherwood Anderson, Mesolrs (Hew Yorfc: flarcourt. 
Brace #.nd Company, 1942}, p. £a£. The statement was credited by 
* _. -a . A. — rr'4 1 t i « — r\_ 1 _ r* ~ m. - i 
%x 
had beoo»©4 unwillingly, that epitome of the new age in 
America? a successful midtle-^ged business man* II# had 
married and was the father of four children. He Mint a eteady 
luce®©, a ho©# and a business. *But was it necessary to have 
»©ney? To spend a Ufa trying to grow rioh? what wa® to b® 
galnedf*^ These were question* he Kept asking himself, and 
they gave Ills no peace. He, like hi® father, was toy Inclina­
tion a d&ydresffier» a storyteller.;/ He could not measure life 
by dollars and cents, nor regulate his hours by the slock; he 
could not find that quality in him te resmln a dutiful father 
and a business raan. The siost significant event in hie life 
W8.8 the day he suddenly walked, out of hin paint factory %nd 
into a new life, ft© beg-on hi® search for the answers to hit 
Questions; at the *^e of forty he beoaw.# e story teller. 
In esah of his stories And ere on is oonoemed with 
problens of life. Alfred Adler hate defined the "three major 
problems of life* ast The proble® of profession ^nd occupation; 
the eolation of the question of eooiel rewpons lbil it lee 8 
and the problem of lovs? and ^ar-fiag#.^ The purpose of this 
4 Ibid.. i>. 11?. 
5 Alfred Mler, Understanding Human '>>tu.re (flew 3To*fct 
garden City Publishing eos»p»ny, 1^7), pp. 5*3^-40. these three 
problems suir#jeri*ed art to be found in Poor White, where Ander­
son wrote of Hugh ileVey, hie central character! % . .he knew 
whnt he wanted. He wen ted ?aen rand woaen and olo«e association 
with men and woaen. often his probl eta wbr yet raore staple. 
He wanted a wo«s«, one who would love hi® «nd lie close to him 
at night, fie wanted the respect of hie f el lore in the town 
where he h«d come to live his life.* (p. 36"2) 
* 
thesis shall fee to examine each of these problems In th# 
novels of Sherwood Anderson and, toy reference to the author1 s 
autobiographies and hit other writings, to evaluate the degree 
to which these problems are Anderson's own problems which he 
attespted to solve by trm®terring thm to the character# In 
hi© books. 
the opening chapter of this thesis will give briefly 
the fe.%olt§rown«J of literature of th® opening period of th® 
twentieth oentury before introducing the writers of the 
naturalistic! school, who®# voices were heard in force by a 
public !3ore sytap&thetic to their rlawt following the end of 
the war? to show that Sherwood Anderson was ««ong those who 
Joined the revolt Srow the romantic, *glsd* school of writers, 
a revolt which precipitated the "Battle of the Village}* and, 
finally, to show th# change in taste m& type of fiction 
whloh paved the way for encouragesient and acceptance of the 
naturalistic school of writers and the Kodem Mov»ssjent. 
Chapter Two will treat of his "search for salvation; * his 
b.?»e%g round, hi® purpose in becoming a, writer; the reasons for 
his sudden surrender to the urge to write, » capitulation wade 
at the expense of his hose, fatally, and business at a tlae 
when he could look forward to a prosperous career# the nesrt 
three ofcapters will tre.*t in detail the three tsajor problea# 
that •'r. Anderson faced, burdens »hloh he shifted to the 
characters in his novels. 
*1 
Chapter six *111 au«9srl*e these probleBs-^brieflj', 
because conclusions have been drawn at the end of each 
chapter and In aany of the chapter «eotlons m well—end 
will attempt to show that although Anderson failed to arrive 
at satisfactory solutions for hie problem® or to find m ade­
quate philosophy of life, hit "philosophy of failure1* Jus­
tified his purpose in writing. Sherwood Anderson's strength 
lay in hit recognition that too much of modern writing wee 
objective, and in hie subjective style, his search for the 
disguised facts about modern lift and his penetrating analy­
sis of what whs wrong about th^t lif«, he stood, as one 
critic sua^arlaei, "shoulder to shoulder with the best of 
hi® contemporaries the world over.»® nherwood Ander«on 
stated human problems validly, but hi® weakness lay in the 
fact that once having stated the®, he could not find the 
answers for himself, and baoaus® of this, his characters re­
flected this confusion. 
Confusion 1® one of the Keynote* in m analyst* of 
either his life or of his writings. *% m a confused child 
f in a confuted world, * he wrote In hie jgld*'American Changs, 
but, as Alyse Gregory aptly pointed out, "it 1® not fro® 
6 Cleveland 0. Chase, Sherwood Anderson (l?ew Yorlts 
SSeBride and Cor»nany, 192?), p". 18.' 
7 Sherwood Anderson, ¥id-American Chants (tfew Yortcg 
John Lane Cmvmf, 1918), p. IB. 
xll 
confused children, however eftgaging they say be, that on# 
looks for art.*® why is It, then, that Anderson, whose 
writings have been branded awkward, inarticulate, ©heap 
Mft sentimentalis«, distftttaful, anoenwlno ing«*»to nam# but 
a few eherges--and valid charges at that—at the suu# tiae 
is hailed «*®tt fey some of the s«®@ Grilles as one •who taps 
<m oeoasions deeper veins than «l«e*t mf other of our oon~ 
Q 
tewporary novelists,* and as *©se of the msnt thoroughly 
and integrally writers who bare ever «srist«i»t10 
Thie question Corns th« these of the last •••t&cm of this 
thesis, a study of a mu who kept writing little tales of 
people, who put thes through experiences he hlnaelf had 
ttmn. throughj who, m he tells us, fc«pt trying to think 
hi® way through his own waddle# 
S Hyse Gregory, "Sherwood .Anderson,* £h§ Dial, LXXV 
(September, 1929)v pp. E4&»46« the quotation'is eertatnly 
apt when applied to Sherwood Anderson, tout, of course, it 
was taken out of ••nt*xt« Anderson* s words, frow a pom, 
•Qhioaf®% were applied to the eity, not to himself, the 
opening. line of this poe« reads #1 a® mature, a aan child, 
in Amh»i«&, in the test . . ,* et®. 
9 Chaw, jgg. £&•» p. t4«S. 
*© I&IS* * P« *»• 

CHAPTER 1 
An Introduction .to the Literary Baokaround 
Qf tlit Twentieth Ontunr 
£o me it eeeats that as writers we shall have to 
tli.ro* ourB«lv«e with greater daring into life, 
we shall have to begin to write oat of the people 
%nd not for the people. we *h*.ll hair# to find 
within ourselves a little of that courage. . , . 
$e shell, 1 aa #ure, hare tsuoh crude blundering 
lyaerican writing before the gift of beauty and 
subtlety in prose ehell honestly belong to us. 
Iff oasyt fC CJF.T a proper perspective on the writ Inge 
©f Sherwood Anderson, it is necessary to view briefly the 
literary background of the decades preceding the twentieth 
century. The dominant force in American literature during 
the first three quarters of the nineteenth century wes, of 
course, rosmntioiew, to be followed by reallew, which in 
turn n&ved the wey in the twentieth century for the accept­
ance of naturallam toy the reading public. 
The trend of American thought before the Civil War 
encouraged every mm to believe hiiatelf the issefce* of hie 
own actions. In m sparsely nettled continent, with large 
».rese of undeveloped lend awaiting eettlesent by enjr adven-
1 Sherwood Anderson, "An apology for fJmidity.* Sfrtr» 
wood Andereon* 8 notebook ($ew York: Bonl end Liverlsrht. 
TfeS), PP.  iw nni M7" 
2 
tureaase or hardy soul who ©hoa# to stake © claia, depend­
ent Tor the moat part upon his own ability to provide for 
himself the necessities of life, wan felt hiasself a free 
agent. ftosi»nti©isia was reflected in high Idealists and th* 
life of the spirit. with ths cowing of industrialism, of 
eosrseree and finane* and big business, industry stood for 
monetary profit, »aterial progress, and th» mil* of oonmon 
sense and expediency.® with the grovth of science, of hew 
inventions, and with the rise of machine labor and the 
spread of technology, industriallsa» wept aside the era of 
the romantic period. It meant, in literature, a complete 
reversal of thought, »* ooisplete bresfc with the .methods of 
our early roasntlolsts, all of show assumed in their fiction 
the same grandiose attitude that characterized our national 
lift during the first half* of tne nineteenth century.1* The 
romanticist was imaginative rather than truthful; the true, 
If unplessant, served only as an obat&cle over which the 
hero would vault to final victory.® 
It hm been said that "no poet can chant his verses 
with ringing assurances who does not feel behind Mis the 
iroral support of hie *age, or at least of a living and articu­
late element of that age.*- It is perhaps this fact more 
2 fSupsell Blankenehip, American I.,ltgrst»re (Mew fork: 
Henry Holt «nd Company, ItSl), p. 39&, 
3 Ibid., P. 477. 
3 
than any other that caused id 1. ffowe1® great novel, The 
story of j, goantry town, which has been not unjustly called 
*a work that tresibles on the brlnit of a greatness comparable 
to that of Huckleberry Finn m& Moby Mek.»g to be rejected 
in 1883 by a rending publics whose literary taste had been 
cloyed by lighter and sore frothy fstrm, Ju&t *• Moby Dick 
was not appreciated for almost seventy years until the 
Melville renalseance in 1919 brought its qualities to light. 
M Howe* s story, "the first strong note of that long- and 
bitter revolt frota the American tillage,*® surtrt its prede­
cessor, fhe ffoosler Schoolmaster. written In 1S?1 by Edward 
fggletton, were pioneer examples of realism seasoned with 
naturalism, but both ®ere at least thirty years ahead of 
their tine a® far as a favorable reception by the reading 
public *a® concerned. 
One reason why How® and Sg^Teeton could serve only 
as distant forerunners of a new era in literature was that 
they wrote in a. period that marked a low eoint not only in 
literature and architecture, but el so in moral values. 
While o? course political graft and business chicanery were 
no dies©very or sole property of the decadea ending the 
5 Ibid., p. 482. 
6 Ludvig Lewieohn, Expressionlea in America (He* Torkj 
Harper ami Brothers, 1952)7 P.P* 2?^-i0. The revolt, 
Lewisohn adfis, "was to culminate many years later in the 
works of Edgar Lee Masters and Sherwood Anderson.* 
4 
nineteenth century, *that period certainly sas the stoat; •*-
olaslve ani brazen bribery am! graft that was ever perpet-
rated In the history o f  our nation, Just m  it erected m m f  
a monument to the atrocious artistic taste of our people.*'' 
iihile land. specul at ion was being conducted on a gigantic 
acfllt, accompanied by stccfc fannipul.itions of various shade# 
of illegality, *hll« votes of the public and of legislators 
were bought and sold with oynio&l indifference or apathy 
toward morml values involved., the faerie an public was oon-
pl;*cently reading such sentimental ro»*nces as E.p. fto#*# 
Barrier? &urn«d Away and. |ft Fell && **th his wife. 
Ironically, these #ugnr OGnted teles of aentiisental love 
invariably pointed up the tnors.1 of avoiding evil and doing 
good. 
The decline of rossmticlsit cannot be set or bounded 
by est act d».tea, but the beginning of the end may be not®d 
with the rise in popularity of *-loe*l color* tterie* follow­
ing the civil vttr9 and the culmination we# reached with the 
closing of the frontier in the 1890s by the spanning of th® 
continent by transcontinental railroads, the need for the 
rise of centers of industry brought on by mechanical progress 
had turned rural villages intfactory towne and cities, and 
where this did not happen» village»rs flooded to the expand-
? Bl.-^nkenship, g%9 olt.. p. 404. 
© 
lug eitiea to find work, Clone in the fast*rifling Indus­
trial Age were the frontiersman, the individual er&ftswan, 
and many of the independent farmers who ecu! .4 get their own 
hour* and wages in a «elf-suf f ioient scheme ef life. Uses 
hiring and firing of men—a condition traveling to the in­
sensitive dictatea of economics lawa—aiaa* buying of raw 
aateriula anfl selling of finiahed proAuata, resulted in 
cheap at and ardi sat ion. 'fith the conflict of ideas and the 
economic upheaval following the Civil war and the exr-^naloii 
to the west, east varied expressions In literature, *»hieh 
reaolved into Sealiaw, the "three aoat important atonea* in 
the foundation of which were western Husor, the Literature 
of the folk, m& the Vogue of Local Color.® 
*ealiaa haa been defined by willia® Dean Ho*ella# 
ita chief apokeasaan, m "nothing aore and nothing leas than 
the truthful presentation of material."9 Waturalie® goes a 
step farther. One® the material has been truthfully pre­
sented, the naturalist seeks to interpret it. ?hl« theory 
wm originally developed by Es>ile sola in two booka of 
oritioiaot, The jjsturallatio Hovel iet® and The gxperinental 
ttpvel. In the latter he writes* 
8 Louis wanri, editor, XM :'lne 2l 3e*liats (Hew York? 
The *•* aces 11 lan Company, 19SB) 9 p. 9, 
9 »illi&m Dean Powells, Critlclsaa and Fiction. (lew 
York: Harper and Brothers, 1891J, p. 73. 
6 
The idea of experiment e«rrim with it the idea of 
rsodlfixation, fe start, Indeed, fro® the Iwt facts, 
which are our indestructible b»sis; but to show the 
mechanism of these facts it is necessary for uss to 
produce #.n4 direct the phenomena; this is our ahAre 
of invention, here it th© genius in the boo!;..10 
In other wonts, Sola asserts that #ve sunt modify nature, 
without departing from nature, when m employ the estperi-
atwtal method in our novels, * further, lol n declared that 
"the question of heredity has a great influence in the In­
tellectual and pessionete manifestations of man,* and he 
attached "oonsidersble importance* to the surroundings.** 
Thus, four influences making for literary reelism 
an?! the rise of naturalists may be summed upt The closing of 
a period of American history which began with the Civil war 
and which wa® climaxed with the closing of the frontiers 
the rift® of industrialismj the influence of science, seen 
in the tendency to observe closely phenomena under the 
writer1® view—a theory developed by Solaj -anti th® Influence 
of foreign writers, particularly Zola, but ail 90 Balaao, 
Flaubert* Hardy, Tolstoy, and Dostoevski. 
The beginning of naturalism, *s that of the other 
period®, likewise cannot be set with m?mt certainty, bat 
10 isile Zola, The Experimental Hovel (Mew fork* 
fhe (Jaisel Publishing Company,' TsW), p. 11. 
11 Ibid.. p. 19. 
f 
tartly in atephen Crm®' s The mA Badge &£ Pouring# (1896} 
•jlaterio.ftn naturalls* had its fir at triuiaph, *3,8 a reception 
not granted many other naturalistic writer© in flit ator®y 
infancy of this period. for «»»ple, fheodore Dreiser1 s 
Miter SmsM* *^t«a in. 1900, b«e*uM it mpmt the ling* 
•ring traditions of the ronantio novel toy its inconclusive 
ending, it# laofc of "iop&l" Ju%i»@nt# caused m m&oh con­
troversy that the book wm withdrawn and found only re­
luctant acceptance fifteen year© later. In lilts Edgar Lee 
lusters published lf£&j £&|£ ifiSMlM* * •««* which, in 
•AditIon to its own intrinsic worth, was an inspiration to 
other writer®. Waturalissi, Indeed, not only produced eo»e 
notable writers, but also because the incentive for other 
literary as well. 
The sociological sohool was * direct development of 
naturalisa, and the revival of wmmm in the late 
nineties was only a reaction to the sasae influence. 
The village controversy in our literature vai pre­
cipitated by a naturali§tie study of the small town 
in Spoon Itiver Anthology und the new roaanoe accepts 
the basio ooniention of natural i§® as the excuse for 
its r@»»»ti® treatment of life, then® are important 
movements since 1890, and each one has a direct kin­
ship with the natural!®tie ®ove?aent.13 
iiSSS Hag rollow«d in 1919 by Sherwood 
Anderson* s wlnesburg. Ohio, a work in prose slailar in that 
If ®l«MB&#nship, jgg. oit.. p. 524. 
18 |Md.. p. 521. 
8 
IS si®© stripped the shallow opti»l»» %n<i sentimentality 
from the prevalent and popular of th# smll town. 
But long cherished Ideals are hardy and <lo not tile without & 
struggle, and in the mmlng "Battle of the Village" the ten-
ti&sntsl status quo was not without it® vigor©m defender#. 
S«oh writers as Booth farkirsgtcm, willias Allen white, and 
Zone. Sale of the "Friendship Village* period viewed in 
synthesis the Aaerlo&n town as on# where folksy neighbors 
gossiped over the br.ok yard, fence, where life ©entered 
around the whltt-steepled ahurch, the high sehool ©lass 
play, the friendly cpHtlng party, the corner drug store. 
"By sos« «%gleal feat unsatisfied desire has been exorcised 
fro« the hearts of the people, and all live together, happy 
in the perforaa.no® of the dally round of hoaely t*sK®. *** 
Typleal of the defenders of the village was Booth farkington, 
•ho®# facile technique in creating oharocters could never get 
thea beyond flotlon and his Invented plots. Truth in every­
day llf# escaped this type of writer? hit characters sieved 
in & heightened, Imaginary world of s«l«et®d incidents. 
Jtises Branch Cabell h*s written In Beyond Life s "very true 
and disorlninAtlng oriti0isis,t of Tftrklngtont 
fh# world to us is not very strikingly suggestive of 
a eoeralo gumdrop variegated by oceans of molasses* 
Ibid., p. 661 
0 
we dltpute if u&nipotenoe ever, at sny ti«e, at 
confectioner* e apprentice} and to as wh.ntever work­
man may have been employed in laying out that *nob1« 
and joyous city* appear undoubtedly to haf# font on 
stri&e.1" 
fhe oulainatlon of the ^Battle of the "filing#* her­
alded th© ftCGsptfefto®, reluctantly at first, of naturalism 
which, for the purpoae of this thesis, may be defined briefly 
as "a liter*ry aethod which uae« th# Material ordinarily 
utilized by reaXitss, the cocwon tnd ordinary along with the 
:."3crs elevated, and at th© sstae time att wants to stpf>r«l®# the 
value of this si at trial in tans o? a peeeintietlo philosophy. "*® 
Zol&*n scientific approach, mentioned previously in thie 
introduction, will be developed later in brief fans as it 
applies to iihenreod Anderson' 8 writings; however, because 
the purpose of thie thesis llee in another field, no serious 
attempt will be sad# to draw any conclusions regarding 
analysis and causation, nor to explore the r&alficatlons of 
free will vertiit determinism, the importance of environment 
over hereditys nor the oonfliot of natural less in teeriea 
with Puritanism and the frontier spirit, both dominant 
eleaents of thought up to th# beginning of the twentieth 
century. All of these are important in their own right, and 
15 Ibid.» p, 653.The original source was unavailable* 
1© ibid., p. 611. 
10 
it is sufficient here to nentlon only that the oh*n$t in 
public t«ste, conditioned for the pail several deoadts, «ai 
precipitated by world tar %» that the final result est a 
widening general aooeptanoe of a nor® realistic end inter­
pretive type of writing, and that the naturalist* «rere quiek 
to take advantage of the situation. Ajseng this group the 
novelists entered the field to expos® the sha«, the pre­
tentiousness, and the sterility of American thought and 
life; they exposed the Hypoorlsy an£ false purltannioal 
standards of the towfts and sitits; they exposed the indus­
trial system which h#,d enthroned the business mm as king 
and had made automatons of the ttor&man; they set mmn up in 
his new environment end explored the workings of his s»ind; 
they stripped prudlshness and fear fro® the subject of sex. 
md not the least a»ong these write*"® was Sherwood Anderson, 
typloal of the groups 
Disillusioned individualists, with no f^ith in re­
formers or in any part of the bourgeois' ©lass in 
oontrol of sooiety, they offered no definite program 
of ehm§Bm hut found full relief in full and hearty 
protest. 
17 John Herbert ieison, Contemporary trends (ttew Xorlei 
The MeonlllttB Company, 193®), p. 10. 
\ 
OHAPfia II 
Sherwood jindereen'g .Scarcl* fop Salvation 
U.sn Qmmt think clearly of eelf, cannot 
see hlaeelf except through other®. The 
eelf you geek, the tn*e eelf you want t© 
fuuse, to accept, perhaps t© I Que, If hid­
den away.1 
XN ALL or HIS *Oft£S, Sherwood Anderson drew heavily 
upon experience* from hie o«n life, admitting In his em­
pire that the lspreselone a writer gathers during the 
first twenty year® of hie life of people and events are 
bound to beooiae source materials for hiss all of hi# life, 
because during those fomotive year® the Imagination ie 
most alive.8 Alfred Adler hue noted that "the weet Im­
portant determinants of the structure of the »oul life are 
generated in the earliest day® of childhood.*3 In a study 
of the use of psychology and philosophy In Bhenrood 
1 &her*aod Anderson, Meaolre {Sew York? Haroourt, 
Br«ce and Company, 1042}, p. 6. 
2 Ibid.. p. 40» See ale© pp. !§,§?•2®,3g»35 panels, 
54, etc., ae well as hit other autoblographiee. 
3 Alfred Adler, tindersturidine: Hugan Mature {Mew Yorkt 
the aerden City Publiehing Co»p«my, 192?), p. 5. 
in 
Andersen's lift as reflected In characters In hit novels, 
It would be well to investigate briefly the author1 • own 
background and hie important formative years. 
^ 8herwood Anderson was born in Qisdm, Ohio, in 187©, 
the eon of m Itallan-American mother and an Improvident, 
easy-going; Civil war veteran, a® ltd a rootless life in 
one ildwestern village after another, attended high school 
until he WAS eighteen* working after eehool hour® on 
neighboring farms, at county fair® with raoe horse®, and 
for a while in a bicycle fmetory. Upon the outbreak of 
the 5pan 1 ah-Asaer 1 oan war he enlisted In the aray and spent 
an uneventful period in Cuba, returning to find that he was 
regarded as a hero. He enrolled at sittenburg College and 
later drifted to Chicago, where, according to hit own 
account in his II two ire, he worked with half-hearted teal in 
an advertising agency, devoting hie major interest to writ­
ing. After his smrrlsige he set up « paint factory in 
Elyria, Ohio, although writing continued to be hie »ajor 
interest, and in lfrlS he walfced out of his business and 
left his fussily, the next period of his life, the "Chicago 
period*, came to an end about 1926, after he had Joined a 
group of writers including Floyd Dell, Kmllit Oarland, 
Margaret fuller, Harriett Monroe and others. Behind hln 
was the "Elyrl-i Crisis", which W.A. Sutton has shown to be 
1*1 
in the nature of a. nervoua breakdown resulting in temporary 
behind hi® was the failure of three Marriage*. a 
happier aerrlage and the first oosseerolal sucoese of a novel 
marked s. turning point for Anderson .about 1PS5. fie ssoved to 
Haw lork to continue writing, later moving to a Virginia 
faro and. the editorship of two weekly newspapers. Anderson 
died in 1941 while on « trip to South Aiserica. His Memoirs 
w*a published posthumously and he bed left behind sat ©rial 
for several nm books.® 
Sherwood Andereon1 a life is not only to be found In 
hie autoblog?aphie0*«be wrote no 1 em than four}-*it 1» ale© 
shown in almoet everythlng he wrote. Few author® have re­
vealed theraeelvee ©o candidly m& e© completely a* he did in 
1 Bta mmm* xm a his m%§-
4 f.A. Sutton, "Sherwood Anderson1e F«r?a*tlve Tears— 
1876-1913", unpublished doctoral dissertation, Ohio state 
University. Quoted fro® Robert F. Hay, "Sherwood Anderson— 
;®»-;Gonf©!FiBiii|g Seal let,11 Iffflfw or M|a£SlBZS» 
XXVIII (January 6, 1946), p. 18. 
i aoae of the biography above has been taken fro® 
Paul Hoeenfeld* * introduction to «tt 8&mgflj8#8IB8ga 
Reader (Boatont Houghton if If ft In Company, imrt.Sr. Ro#en-
feld*a Assertion that Anderson attended high eehool until he 
wee eighteen, tor lr»§tanee, hae been quoted In preferenoe to 
other statements whioh ©tain that he had no forts®! schooling 
after he wee fourteen* 
14 
book, or hl» ttesaolrg; ami f*ot», id«*«, experiment* im­
pression#, an,A hit philosophy of life which are expressed 
In them, ar® also to be found in all of his novels. In his 
legolm Anderson ideal ti.#d for the most part hi® childhood 
life, as he 4id in J I|gg M>1 MiM jjUCT and nor# fully in 
tmm A MM»i8t Childhood. Yet underlying such fond and 
often idyllic memories there can !m glindeed a thread of 
diii&ppointwgnt and bitterness, a resentment of poverty, of 
the fact that his father was an irresponsible, shiftless 
drea®er and that hi# mother died too young in lift because 
of overwork. Anderson could writ© such blithe statements as 
Lucky to hair® been born jtn American in what say 
well turn out t© be America1s happiest period, to 
have been born poor and in a «»r.«*ll town where 
community life was intimate stnd close, to have hud 
wor'c as a laborer tooth in factories and on. farm®, 
thus to have known whence mmm the food that nour­
ished #ty body and what toil went into its produat«» 
tlon, to have had the ©other and the invariably 
picturesque father 2 hud* lucky in my brother«; 
on the whole in *y loves of women, in having been g 
bom with h talent; lucky in all circumstances . . . 
On the other hand, he noted that even at an early ag® *re 
had began asking ouTwelves the unanswerable quePtions * 
Why is it that one is born into life in a big 
house, with a carriage at the door, with n® 
thought of where food cone® fro®, with warn 
clothes to wear, all of life to be lived in lux­
ury, while we others, outside in the cold, often 
6 ££ggl££, pp. 3-4. 
IB 
In ragged clothes, Ilk© little anlis&ls compelled 
to hunt our food from day to dayt Why la ltt 
shy 1® lit Shy does oar ©ether have to wash the 
dirty clothes tolled by other people?7 
The result, Anderson continued, was not envy of others, but 
e kind of Shane that took the for®, of hatred toward hi* 
father, a hatred that was not dispelled for many years. 
ihatever say have been hie later feelings toward his father, 
Sherwood. Anderson* * childhood life oould not have been m 
happy, his father us "Invariably picturesque*, nor Mderson 
a# "lucky in all clreuiastiwtQes* as he would like to have had 
hie readers—or h 1m s elf—bel1eve. Hie first three novel#, 
IIMI mfMmmls m &  m m ,  ummMm iss mw, ibm 
White (10̂ 0), reflect the ©ant putt mm of insecurity in 
childhood, the sane desire of a boy to escape the poverty 
«nd intellectual sterility of the sm&ll town which he 
hated, Especially in his first novel and somewhat in Poor 
white one can find disappointment in Anderson's young Sam 
McPherson or Hugh Hofey toward their fathers, a disappoint­
ment which in the former navel turns into bitter hostility# 
Windy MoPherson is an exnet picture of Anderson* e father as 
he described hit® in £ ii^og iMM and 4n 22S&U&* 
"A boy wants something very special fro® hie father*, 
Anderson wrote in Memoirs: *1 knoa that as * taall boy I 
7 IMS* * p* 27* 
u 
wanted my father to be & cert- In thing fee was not..,* proud, 
•silent, dignified father,*® This incident, life# Anderson'e 
a.eoarl; tion of his own childhood insecurity and poverty 
•hen he was *ht.lf unaware of the terror of aotisa& hunger 
and yet . . * vaguely conscious of {hiej aother* e fright and 
s&dnes# » . ,*9 if a part of the childhood e*perl«no®# 
Andereon gives to windy jgcPhergon* a aon. 
Like ss&ny of the characters in his novele, Anderson, 
after a period of activity a» a newsboy and J&ck-of-all 
trades in various Ohio towns, eettled in Chicago about 1910, 
where he worked at joba ranging fro® day lnborer to adver­
tising oo-py writer. In Chicago he started working on his 
short starlet* It was a preoccupation that would not let 
hi© »estj he wn.s in the grip of a compulsion that led hi® 
to set down worda on clean blank sheet® of paper. "The act 
did eosaethlng for ae, * he noted in his Meaolrii 
I kept writing little talee of people. I put thesi 
through experienoee t had ayeelf been through and 
suddenly there easae ft new revelation. It ws this— 
th#*t it 1# only fey thinking hard of othere that you 
can attain self-knoi?l®dge, 0 
8 jjyyi», p, 48# 
9 See Meyolre. p. 20. One o«n question here whether 
Anderson*a graphic account of hit childhood poverty it bmsed 
entirely on fact, or whether in later yeare, aarried away by 
the picture, he caet a epell of roisantiol»« ©r even •entl* 
mentality over the incident. 
*0 MSS2AZS# P* «• 
1? 
Anderson« struggling to tot •what nature neirer intended £hia] | 
to be—a us of basinete* ©ought refuge in. writing. Jfe 
wrote reams of aaterial; the reaas became bale®, and the 
Mil, h« reoolleot®, were piled in great boxee, often left 
®o®e plm®$ forgotten* It was a period of *etemal question­
ing of self, of effort® to lose hitaself in booki, and a® lie 
beoiae increasingly absorbed is his eeoapt to writing., lie 
began to withdraw nor# m& more into hi* world ©f fietion, 
to loss himself in the writing of ©there, 
If I sould not think clearly of what sseeaed to «e 
the fait# position in life into ifeioh I had got 1 
could taJse eowe iaaginary figure, a tall mm with 
red heir, let ue my, and pat hi® in the suae 
position in life in which I found aytelf. It was 
not ayeelf. It was another. The iaaginary figure 
perhaps ©rented in »y fanoy began & little to live. 
He had adventure** Life beat in upon hiss. He be~ 
ens# wore and wore real to ®e and in hie growing 
reality I wore and wore lost eelf.11 
Although Anderson beoaae happier, went lee® on sprees with 
other sen, and beoswe »ore absorbed in the life around hi®, 
it was all disastrous to hie business and to hit hose life* 
81® relations with hi* wife, after *a long silent struggle*» 
ended in divoreef hie offioe beoaae to hi® BIO re and wore of 
a prison, and he wae ©unfilled to it by the thought of hie 
responsibilitlee to hie employees and hie associates. Bat 
it wae a situation whieh h*4 to oorae to * oonelasisn* and 
11 Ibid*, p. 1®3* 
Anderson resolved it theatrioally in hi# own «ajrt 
fhe thought occurred to »• Che candidly stated 
in hi® laisizi#] if «•» thought «• « little 
insane they wowld forgive me if I lit out, left 
the business In whieh they Had invested their 
mmej on their h**nds. I did it one day—walked 
into »y office and tailed to the stenographer—it 
was a bright #ar» day in summer, J closed the 
door in ay offlee «M spoke to h#r* A startled 
look O«M« into h@r ayes># *lty feet art ©old and 
wet,* I said. *t have toon walking too leaf @» 
flit bed of a river. * Saying these words I walked 
out of tht door leaving her a taring after me with 
frightened eyes* J walked eastward along a rail* 
road traok, toward the city of Cleveland. There 
were five or six dollars In ay pocket.ig 
8# 
What was th® reason for Norwood Anderson1 a sudden 
flight frora a successful career as a paint manufacturer? 
flty did he leave hit business, his wife and children to 
rush nadly to a strange oity to btgln scribbling as if ha 
were possessed? shut compulsion led hi« into this field? 
Anderson1a "search for salvation*, according to CI ifton 
fadlouut, started, after h« was forty, and at that age it 
was difficult for Anderson to plunge into a new type of 
work. Men after forty, said Fadistan, write because they 
18 Ibid., p. 194 
If 
are upset about something.13 What—granting this thesis-
was Anderson upset Mbout? 
He wm upset about the drebness of people* t lives-* 
in the oitiesj where they le4 monotonous existences »t 
aonotonouB Jobs *nd returned along monotonous streets to 
monotonous hosies and *ives. What w&a the meaning of life 
Inert? '4aa man the real Machine, arid the aechaniems in the 
factories hin Master? las a an bom to pun«sh holes in 
pieces of steel eight or ten hour® <% day or tend bobbins 
in * ootton Bill only to spend the rest of his ti»e In 
drinking, or with a wife whose drab outlook on lif# swtohed 
his own? fa® tiler® nothing to look forward to bat the next 
Any*® routine of work, nothing to see on the horlson but 
the neighbor* s *ash on a courtyard line? Why waft there no 
order or purpose in life? why had mm failed to live up to 
the challenge offered by the vaohiite age to build a better 
life? 
Sherwood Anderson wm upset about the towns and 
villages in Aweriea. was the factory system destroying 
their individualisra? Were townspeople really the kindly, 
virtuous neighbors that books and a&gnsines pictured, or 
behind this popular opinion was there, as there was in the 
13 Clifton P»ai»an, Ŝherwood Anderson; the Starch 
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self and others, and forego travelling through lift alone 
ami alsunderttood in one1® motives and thougkts? for what 
is rain striving? If he has m goal on ehioh to est his 
sight® he is little wore than txisting from day to day. 
But hon is on® to find that goal, or to reoognlae it? 
On# of the predominant %hmm in the writings of 
Sherwood Anderson is ®#x. tfhy wm Anderson so preoccupied 
with the ©abject? fai it sex that a a an needed to csafee 
hie life oomplatef Anderson*s flr»t three marrlag®s were 
failures. The women he picked, up on the street® nay have 
helped hi» release a physlo&l tension within hia, but for 
the moment only, %nd never did they esse the confusion and 
perplexities. In hi© wind* Bodies, not alnd®, met—and 
Anderson, unsatisfied, remained a lonely wan. "As the oon-
fusion of the seventeen-year-old was lately sexual, one 
expects the confusion of the forty-year-old to be sexual 
also," Fftdlssun noted, adding that the large part which sex 
played In Andereon1« writings wm not due to any personal 
obsession, tout to the phenomenon of reeaergent adolescence.14 
14 Ibid. Fadlman goes on to say that "This rediscov­
ery Cof 1 ove—n arela e IsHtJ In raiddle age, expressed primarily 
In terms of sexual behavior, is the key to an understanding 
of Anderson, as It is the key to an understanding of the 
whole American experience he represent,®. It explains the 
peculiar nature of Anderson1s •confusion*• . • . It explains 
the qualities of Anderson*s art and it explains, 1 believe, 
why that art ha® lost much of its appeal and has not dev®l» 
oped quite a# we all hoped it ono® woult?.*• 
ssuoh of Anderson*s writings expressed & longing for 
escape,*® and his best <?or&6 may be his stories about his 
boyhood day®, Here Is th# psychological fact of % aan not 
satisfied with life, bewildered by it a complexities, look­
ing backward to his yoath ana boyhood *!th no®talgia. fin­
able to cope with th# problorae feeing the adult, he eub-
serged hlnnett to lose hie identity, reappearing »e a boy, 
or reshaping his life into another channel by tpeans of hie 
characters. finny author© h*.ve written autobiographiesj of 
the novels of others, th® first often contains sauch auto­
biographical 3s«te?ial~-the hero, for instance, ie liKely to 
contain mmf of the qualities of his creator, and th® temp­
tation to ideal1st thee# qualities Is often carried out. 
Anderson went further; he wm In every novel he wrote. In 
his earlier works hie characters found that power and fane 
However, ra&y not Fadlaan* s conclusion be regarded 
only as a partial answer! Anderson*# preoccupation with sex 
may be in part due to *the phenomenon of reemergent adol­
escence*, yet Anderson saw fro® an adult viewpoint that sex 
mm a vital, urgent, and natural force that shaped people*e 
lives, and on# which had been barely mentioned in American 
writing before hit ti®e. HI® un-adolescent purpose in. 
writing was to bring »ex back to what seeaed. to hlfi its 
norr.el place in the picture of life. (See If tapirs, p. £94.) 
15 for instance, in Memoirs, he wrote* "I escaped 
out of myself* (p. 189). See also pp. 160, IPS, f?£2» etc. 
He noted (pp. 184-85) that th# critics ahtraeterieed all of 
hi® tales as being of one sort̂ -eeoape. Anderson*© reply 
was that ". . . it must have filtered to »e then, an for that 
is otter it doe® yet, that the real tale of iisterlcan lives ie 
as yet Just that.* 
23 
were illusions and transitory* In later novels Anderson 
used hie oh&raoters in attempts to solve hit own personal 
problease, gat a creation can be no wiser and no stronger 
than it® creator, and a® a result, after facing Anderson1 s 
problems in a fictional world, the characters cannot re­
solve them satisfactorily. 
Hot only in hie autobiographies, bat in hie novels 
as well, Anderson wist intrude to bare hi® thought® to ths 
reader, inviting his to share in confidences, to loo* into 
the author* a secrets, to see his weaknesses and failings. 
Although the reader soon becomes wary of believing literally 
all that Anderson has spread out for hia>,*® throughout his 
writings one senses that Anderson was searching his soul, 
that he was compelled to set his ev«ry act and thought on 
paper, with the result that in his attempt to explore the 
lives of his characters he revealed himself. He groped, he 
became inarticulate, he got tangled up in his half-farmed, 
half-sensed Impressions. He was blunt. He was sentimental 
and garrulous. He was ungrawiatleal and crude and a 
blunderer, but he was a poet, fa was a self-admiring fraud, 
16 "What care I for the parson's age, the color of 
his hair, the length of his legs?* Anderson wrote in Mem­
oirs. "when writing of another being, I have always found 
it best to do so in accordance with ay feeling. Besides, 
»en do not exist in facts. They exist in dreaste. tfy 
readers, therefore, those who go along with n«, will have 
to be patient. I a» an imaginative man.* (p. ©.) 
m 
yet he was authentic. 
As he onot yearned for the neohnnio to leave hi* 
machine so that he could find eatiafaction in worts turned 
out by hi# mm band*, eo Anderson resitted the temptation 
to beeoiae a coaaeroial writer, to leirn the eo-oalled 
*trlak« of the trade", to work up hackneyed and purely 
fictitious plot# for papular oonauaption. He mm widely 
read in the elas#let, but he t»s Anderson in hi# own 
writings. 
Ptrlmps thlo asy explain, hie oonpttloloft to writ#, to 
®e#te salvation; He knew that to btcose a draftsman who 
created hii own products bonoatly and with dignity gave a 
•an «&ti«f&0tion and a purpose in life. 
The background of the literary age and the purpose 
of Sherwood .Anderson in writing have feten briefly treated 
up to title point. With the several insiders tu given in thia 
ohapter of the inter-relation of the life or the Ideas of 
the author to the a© t Ions of oh a. rasters? in his ttovela 
serf lag a® typical examples, an exaatination say now be ntdt 
of the three aajor probleas of life with which Anderson was 
west vitally concerned! the problems of profession and 
occupation, of »an»f toolal responeibllitlea, and of love 
and marriage* the next three chapters, forming the body of 
this thesle, will attempt to show ho* Sherwood Anderson 
sought solutions for thm® problems by transferring thm to 
the Qhmrmt®r« In his sewn novels, and he* tfef actions of 
th.es® eh#*raoter« failed to provide itia «?ith Ratlsfaotory 
cone lu«t ion* • 

OHAPTSR III 
the Probl— of profession and Occupation 
Something is wrong with siodern American lift 
and we Araerieano So not want; to loot at it. 
fe wieti prefer to e&ll our# el yes a great 
people and let it go at that,* 
Oil OF THE riAfimgS Of the fait rite of the indus­
trial age in Auerioa was the dti%lis» between materialiaa 
m& spiritualis*; the aeeeptanoe of efficient—-and there-
for® cheaper—sieth ode of produotion resulted in standard­
ization, and a by-product of the age w*s standardisation 
in thinking, to the dleoerning, it could mem only a 
battle for quality against quantity v^t* »» 'Regis tficjhftttd 
hm pointed out, 
. . .the fight in Aaterlea today is, at th# bottom, 
that of the elite againet the massee. . . , This 
probleia lies far beyond the power of etatietioe. 
It cannot be coped with by economist* or eooiolo-
gists. It fall# within the pale of the **or.Vl let, 
the syetie and the philosopher.8 
1 Sherwood Anderson, Hi <»«* York: John 
Lane Ooapany, 191?), p. 100. 
m 
Bherwcod Andersen «&w clearly thie duelimi between 
arterial law and spiritual quantity verm® qtiftlltyt 
the difference, for instance, between the brotherhood ©f 
Christianity toward which moet merlesmm pay lit* service on 
S^ind?iye and the intend* competition and unprincipled 
rival ry between ®*n in business the other fix dgty» of the 
weetc. He rteogni&ed the growing tendency of mm to place 
the isost value on accumulated riches; he em that 
with us the lewis of aspiration ooncern chiefly 
the high prwetige which corses with the aocuitulac­
tion of evidence® of material wealth. Failure to 
achieve such culturally fixed goals lower# the 
anticipated statue* 
Anderson recognised too that emotional strain® isay be set 
ap by the divergence between profession and practise, where 
the true moral code, at revealed in tht tolerance shown for 
the 73en who gain wealth by graft or dishonest stock manipu­
lations, gambling, bootlegging, i« far different from the 
theoretical ssorsl cod# taught by ohuroh and eohool, or from 
that found embodied in the law. The differentiation has 
given rise to rational Itation, for *when our action does not 
fit the profession, we consciously and unconsciously find 
eveuses for the divergence. 
3 Perclval Jsf. Symonds, The Dyn̂ lca of Human MiM|-
went (Mew Xorki D. Apple ton-Century Company, 1946), pTiii. 
4 Ilmball toung, JM tl MiM$* 
went (Mew York? F,fl. Crofts and Ooepany, 1940), p. 887. 
m 
In hi® earlier novel® Anderson was a. "sentimental 
rebel against industrialism.Mis concern seeded in a 
1ar$e part esthetic: He deplored the lose of beauty and 
orderliness- in the new age. The physical ugliness of the 
coal saining towns# ©f grimy Ohio Ago streets, was one side 
of the picture; the other was the sentimental thought of 
workers straggling through factory gates, "with never an 
epigram on their lips. Anderson beostse the champion of 
a fast-disappearing slues, the defender of the individual 
oraftsaan whose stability in life oiwe fro« the satisfaction 
of creating his material with his own hands, and a prophet 
who called for a return to pre-induetrial days. He wrote of 
the craftSWMR as the salt of the earth, the upholder of de~ 
sooraoy, and the stuff upon which a great America was 
founded. In his later worke, however, he was to forego his 
yearning for the past, so that in his last two novels oan 
be found recognition of new phenomena of American llfej the 
adaptability of the American to the machine a§e, and the 
love of a worker for his machine. Here too any be found 
the fulfilment of a prophecy made sixteen years earlier in 
his third novel, that class distinction—a result of war 
5 Clifton Fadiwan, "Sherwood Anderson? The Search for 
Salvation," The MatIon* GXXXV (Woveaber 9, 1932), p. 455. 
© Anderson, Marching ŵ n, p. 11. 
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between those who have and those who have not—would nocompany 
tin® rise of Industrially. 
The foregoing four points* The dual Ism of materialism 
and spiritualism; AtuUrton'e rebellion against i!idustri&lls«i 
the maladjustment of life in the industrial age, a profelew 
*hich includes the rise of economic class distinction and it# 
effect on individual e; and Anderson* s change in attitude 
toward the factories, will for® the body of this chapter, 
which deals with the search for a solution to «ta*i*s problem 
of profession and occupation. 
1. 
Anderson attacked the problem of materialism versus 
splritualisa? ©oat vigorously in his first three novelsj 
this section will trace thle subject in these books in their 
order of publication. 
m glafll iaffatati,!,! m m  w w *  &«• Mcphersoii 
"represents the two states of the American conscience, the 
f M«tterl«lis» may be thought of for the purpose of 
this thesis as "the ethical doctrine that consideration of 
material well-being, especially of the individual hlatself» 
should rule in the determining of conduct,* or "fhe ten­
dency to give undue importance to material interests.* 
Spiritualism is the opposite of thlsj it is *The practice 
of forming ideals,* or "The tendency to idealise.* 
w 
ChrSttisn and th# primitive,*® ami the concept of rationalisa-
tion play® it® p«rt. Mcpherson1 « dual nature! th# 4«hrewd, 
bold, heedless one* and "the shy, sensitive one.struggled 
within him, th# former fed toy John felfer when San wee & boy 
and neyrlehed later toy his harft-fintid business aeeooiotes in 
Ohlorago, and the latter nurtured by Mary Underwood and Janet 
Sborly, who opposed his childhood lov» of »oney and deeir* 
for power {fhieh wae compensation for the humiliation hie 
father had oaueed htm) by leading him to an understanding of 
great booXe and another way of life, Xoung S«® fitoPhereon* ft 
resentment of poverty, the fear oaueed by went, the hard-
ship of toil which oaueed hie mother to die m early death, 
his §h«se of hi# improvident father, "a ©enfiimed liar and 
braggart, * ©aueed the l«d to believe "that the logical 
answer to the eituntion wm money in the bank **nd with all 
the ardour of hie boy*a heart he strove to realise that 
answer.**0 Bm KoPherton set out t© be a »oney~»*ker. 
Andvrton noted that aoaspent&tion played a major p&rti further, 
the youth rationalised hi# situation and found divergence 
in hi® attempt to find security in material thing*t 
8 Miehaud, o&. olt., p. 171. 
9 Page 34t. 
10 Sherwood Anderson, Windy igoPherfton'e Son (*•» Yorkt 
l.». Stubech, Incorporated, 19S32, rev. ed.), p. 22, 
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f«d- by Baz&«r «*i2!s«r» th® silent aether, and lit 
some subtle way by th® very air h® br®«th«d, th® 
belief within lain that to nsa*® mon»y would is 
icift way atak® ap for th® ©Id hi&f-forgott®!! huai-
liatioa in tli# lift of tli® tioPhtrson ffasily mad 
would «®t it @11 a 3>ore ••ear* foundation thai* th® 
wobbly Windy h«4 pravidati, gr®w and influenood 
111® thoughts and ao||. in hie btd at night he 
dreas#d of dollar®. 1 
fiie story of young aaa McPherson it paralleled by Andtrson*« 
own lift vhioh h® had set down in hi® autot>iogcaphi®®i hi® 
poverty-strioken youth, hi® overwork ad 3Gth®r and ®hiftl«*s, 
garrulous father} young Mobby* Anderson, th® "boy eternally 
% Q 
seeding Job®,* ' who, a® a friend told hi® later, "used to 
go about . . . daolarlng [hi®] determination to b® a rioh 
1 % 
mm, th® most powerful in th® Stat® . . w And«r*on 
fulfilled hi® own boyhood dream® in the main oharaofer® ia 
his first three nov®ls; all ro®« from pov®rty and obsfearity 
in ®»ali Midwestern towns to fan® and fortune. In th® 
author* s first novel, young San MoPherscn, with his h®ad 
full of the idea of matting mors money, went to Ohioag© to 
make hit business start, closing the signifleano# and roaano® 
of it, "getting his sens® of th® bigness of it in dollars 
11 Ibid., p. 74. 
IE Sherwood Anderson, Maaolr® (Mew York? Haroourt, 
Srao® and Qmpmf, 1942}, p. 58. 
13 iM5« * p* *so* 
sg 
and oenfcg,*3"4 and Joining the oaotp of the isateriallata.^* 
A turning point in hie life oawe when he was mad* fearer of 
all the materiala need in the faotoriea of the grant Rainey 
Arm a Qorsp&ny, ana fro® the first day, *hen he "began to 
forge ahead in the naltiey <Jofflp«ny, * the novel tafeee on a 
typical romantic etory~boek pattern of a young wars* s 
meteoric ri»» to eueoeas. Barely turned twenty, h« beoame 
treasurers he siarried hie employer* a daughter, bttswi an 
e®ployee~aei»ber of the board, then flinty1® right hand »an 
and virtual manager of the entire eoispaay, In an a»alga»*i-
tion deal with a rival oospiwriy, by bribery and fete Kanlpti** 
1atIon and a broken promise to his wife, he merged th# two 
companies under the rival1s name, justifying Ms aetleii 
that to do otherwise would be false to his own principles. 
But Anderson has ahown here that his principles were lifce 
thoue of the 
brut# trader, blindly intent upon gain; aueh of 
the quality that ha# given America a® aany of 
its so-oalled great »en. It wa» the quality . . • 
that had made hi« tay . . • *1 will do what I 
l* ZSMZ XS& erton*# son. f»* 133, 
16 Anderson ®ignifio»ntly brought this out in the 
youth1® first job, where the boy above preference for the 
elder of two partner® of hi# firs, a ha-rd-fiated, ealoulat* 
icg business wan, in oontraet to the younger partner, 
oollege-bred and interested in furthering the education of 
youth, Kaeh day, Anderson wrote (p. 196), loPherion «eaw 
aore olearly the power of eaeh," 
M 
oan, * when in truth h® atauS, «I will g#t what 
I esn.* 
further, Anderson oaused iioPlttrson again to rationiiilte 
M# actioni 
Insttad of another windy tfoPherton failing- to 
blow his bugle before the waiting, crowd, he 
was fit ill the matt who made *«o6, the mm who 
achieved, She kind of Man.of whoa jS3s#rio& 
boasts before the world.4® 
Sum IfoPhnrson had reached the top of hit materialistio 
oareert Mi® position* his wife, hi* sottntry, hi® end in. 
life was, he thought, "the v«ry apex of life or the earth, 
and to hi* Is his pride it seeded that he was in son# way 
the aaker of It all##1̂  
Integrated with the story of nm worhereon*« rise to 
power is the story of a type, a crowd, a gang—the proftaot 
of the new Industrial age—of »«n who "went »sd of ®o»«y 
taafelng, fwho] played with great industrial institutions 
18 
and railroad systess like excited children. ..." 
Anderson revealed also how @os»e ©f the partieipante, 
*eapt«ln« of industry turned penmen, oaesars beoosae ink 
•lingers* had bo&sted of their exploits to * public which 
admired then for getting away with it. 
ilfia: Mm* p- ®4«* 
17 Ibid., p. 203. 
18 Ibid,, p. 240, 
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Although 3e» -CoPherson a foremost aeaber of the 
business and industrial tycoon® of hit day, pride in his 
accomplishments could not sustain hi® on the top level. 
Hi® dreaas of "noble parenthood* thwarted by the inability 
of hie wife to bear children, iiam and his *lf# dr«w apart 
and he plunged store deeply Into his worfc. ;fe controlled 
the press, congress-sen, legislators, and went after all* 
r̂ ilrô ds, Mining, timber; but he drank steadily, played 
poker fop big stakes, and steadily degenerated. And for 
all his wtalth «nd power, tfae found that 
the great forward movement In modem Industry of 
which he had dreamed of being « part had for hist . 
turned out to be a huge raeajsingless g»»bl& with 
loaded dioe against a credulous public.1 
iteossieg dissatisfied, disillusioned, s«n In later years sew 
that the financiers, for the most part, "were but shrewd 
OQ 
greedy vultures feeding upon the public ©r upon each other.* 
He recalled a eentenoe he had subconsciously written while 
voting to change the name of his company—ft sytsbol of the 
latent spiritual nature of the nan is shown by the action*-
*?h# best wen spend, their 1 ives seeking truth." He threw 
stock on the market and paefeed his bags. *!le would try to 
spend his life seeking Truth.The "notorial life had 
w JM&. * p. »BO. 
®0 Ibid.. p. m%. 
21 Ibid.. p. 2u, 
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failed hin. 
The them© of a&teri&lisis versus spiritualis» is % 
dots in an t eletmnt of Anderson's second novel, Marohing Hen 
(131?). the du-d nature of his central character, lioflisn 
(leaut) ns^regor, is one of fcrainn versus of a youth 
#10, mi oh 11*# his praflJKjeteor, Saw l-toPherson, grew up in 
a squalid ulning town. Opposing forces of lot# ?md hat# 
are brought out #*rly in th# novel, *h#n he found a young 
neighfoar reading th# Blbl# and li#ten#d to hla eay that he 
would go anong sien like Ohrlet If h# h®d th# power to do 
That ha wanted to Coal CweS, Beiut socked his and the 
#tatera#n% of reaching the gospel of lov#s 
•lien of Qo«l Creek,* he shouted, raitaicking 
Mike, "X hat# you. • . • I hate you b#oau«# 
you are weak and disorganized like oattie. 1 
would like to cota® among you t©ashing th© 
power of fore® • • • X would like to sl&y you 
on# by 011#, not with weapon* but with ray 
naked fists.* 
Toung Beaut McGregor* s gospel of hat# is underscored again 
and again throughout th# earl ier part of the novel 
22 Starching Men, pp. 52-03. 
23 For example? "It  teemed to hi* right and natural 
th«t he should hat# men" (p. 12); the worda of & drunken oo« 
Juliet that he wae like Jiapolnon in test he had utter con­
tempt for mm *s«#st«d to give point to rseaut1 ej hatred of 
the disorganized ineffectiveness of the life sfeout him* 
{p. 44} j he goaa to ahioago to find worls, *huge, grao#lecft 
of body, indolent of aind, untrained, uneducated, hating 
th# world. , . * (p. @3). 
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Anderson*» apology for hatred It m indietuent ©f the sodeift 
Industrial praetlee of ruthless competition, for the reader 
is told that Me{frager*e equipment to ®eet the oompetltioa 
of Qhleago was better than he knew* 
In a disorderly haphazard world hatred is as 
effective an impulse to drive a»«n forward to sue* 
oe»® as love and high hope. It 1® a world-old 
impulse sleeping in the heart of mm since the 
day of Sain. In a way it rings true and strong 
above the hideous Jangle ©f modem llf®. Inspiring 
fear it ueurpe power.m 
In disorderly and haphazard Chieago, Beaut relied on hate to 
find *orltf®® but at last he oa«e to the real isation that 
brute strength was not enough! a transition is seen in hie 
words to his superintendent! "Brains ire Intended to help 
fists, . .I»v« got tooth."®6 He felt that he had won two 
"battles at that moment? the first with hi# fists when he 
was the victor in a direot and brutal attack on hie fore­
man, and the second with his brain when he forestalled 
patronage of his superintendent by quickly paying for 
drinks in a saloon. He begun to rely on hit brain and 
24 Emtlljiff IS®, p. 64. 
25 for ex&atplet "Vshen so»e pert young nan tried to 
stop hi® he did not say words but drew baok his fist threat­
eningly and, glowering, walked in* (p. 67). He finds a Job 
in an apple warehouse"through an exhibition of strength" 
(p. 68); he chokes the foreman into submission and takes 
his Job away frost hla (pp. 70-71). 
 ̂SiglMei IfSi P- ?3. 
9f 
studied for the law. In a sensational wurdtr trial ht 
cleared an innocent mm and gained « eity-wld# reputation. 
Then A® leader of & labor group that spreads In wise and 
power, h© ec&ttunded attention throughout the nation. 
Up to this point ifodregor is Ilk# Saw l^oFhersoitt 
powerful, purposeful, a forcc to be reckoned with, using 
brut* fore# whenever necessary, •••king material gain, 
•Why has thought nearer succeeded in replacing action?* he 
27 
asked hire self, and again, at his mother1 ® funeral, he 
roared at a travelling socialist oratori "You will h.-we to 
do ?s©r« than think; ... Mankind should fee like a great 
fiat re&dy to ara*ah and strike. It should to# ready to 
knock down what stands in its way.*2® The transition froa 
action to thought was completed and the change in his 
oh&raoter effected when he saw miners at his mother*a 
funeral aaroh up a hill, when the line of silent figures 
marching was etched like a picture on his aiml, so that he 
beo&me oonecious of a strange power and beauty in the rhyth® 
of their aaroh and began to feel a sense of orderliness and 
unity there. His hatred toward men of his home town faded 
and the idea, of If arching Men began to grow in his Hind, a 
vague* thought that solidarity and unity of purpose among all 
27 Ibid.» p. 129. 
Ibid.. p. 148. 
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workers could be achieved by marching—of sen shoulder to 
shoulder achieving in mmn orderliness a singleness of 
purpose, loSregor gave up a career at a successful aria* 
in;?3 lawyer to ftevote hie lift to the Ideal that had been 
first implanted in hatred in hit saind by a drunken wonder­
ing 'joullet. The material life had failed also Beaut 
jfsSregor. 
There are many stories in Ami ergon'b third novel, 
Poor gfrlte (%m0); what ŝ ves the book from becoming a 
coll action ©f unconnected short stories is the relation­
ship of the sain character® to the minor personages who 
appear in brief incidents, wuoh a® George Millard is the 
thread upon which ar® strung the various stories in 
Wineiburg, Ohio. Hugh ife¥ey*e attempt to ©vereoae the 
barrier that separated hi» from norwal relationship with 
others, and Glare Butterwrth* s search for happiness are 
united in the closing pages of £&2£ SllSS after KoV«y 
found for himself the eolation to the problem of occupation, 
then Steve Hunter, one of Anderson1® symbols of a prortuct 
of the Industrial era— *a solid buelness san, a sent or of 
the new age*—wanted Hugh to re-make a labor-saving rtevice 
to circumvent the patent of an Iowa ssan in order to freeze 
hits out in an unscrupulous business deal, Hugh began to 
wrestle with hie contolenoe, and the problem of material-
w 
lea versus spiritualism,, once *tiugh began to think,*1 de« 
sanded an answer. "There wtis art unconeelou* defiance of 
a whole civilization,* Anderecn wrote, In Hugh*« attitude 
toward any part of the pl»n.®® 
As Sa» tfePhereon end Btaut 8e&regor hud rational­
ized their notion© and had deliberately sought c^p»-eoii» 
pen eat ion in the fiercely corrpetetlve flell of the 
material world of big business, so Hugh ffefey covered tip 
hi® unsuccessful attempt# to establish social communication 
v;itli hi® fellow beings by devoting his life to the study 
and invention of labor-earring machinery, trying "to adjust 
his Hind to the realization of the fact that -he w&e not to 
be accepted as a fellow by the citizen® of the nm place t© 
which he hod co«e. although he had been the prltmry 
force, through hi® Invention®, in the transformation of 
the farming town of BMwell into a growing factor? center, 
Anderson ha® shown that Hugh had not aooepted the respon­
sibility of hi®, action®# Hugh had not seen ttmt control 
of his inventions had phased into the hand® of a few 
business «#n who were exploiting him and the townspeople 
for their own gain. Hugh*8 brain had b«#n entirely turned 
29 Sherwood Anderson, Poor white (Hew Torks t.t, 
Heubsoh, Incorporated, 10SO}, p. $<tS» 
30 Ibid., p• €>4:« 
m 
toward the making of new au-.ohinery without foreseeing the 
oons«uu«noe8 of his work, (there is a strong renir.der here 
of StAiit lioaregor1 s ory ©£ *'*hy has thought never succeeded 
iii replacing aetio»tM)i And the saving of Hugh y.oVey ©ass® 
at the mmml he did ©tart to think, when he found that the 
ta&terialietie life had Tailed hia. 
In eaoh of the foregoing novels of Anderson, a 
oliia&x was reached when 3 an ueFherson, Bernt Kcciregor, or 
Jiugh M'eVey shouldered arid, fought their way to the top of 
the world, surveyed the isateri&lietie seene below, and 
found it wanting. Up to this point Andereon had been lead* 
in̂  up %n valid human problems, bat once 0having uncovered 
•V» 
the truth, he lacked the courage to f*oe it. *v In none of 
these first three novel®, once the problem has toeen exposed, 
has Anderson carried it through to a satisfactory conclusion, 
so that while he successfully and often with great insight 
oould write of the tragedy and the unf4.1 filled opportunities 
awaiting ©sua who has ohosen to follow a ea&terialistic goal, 
his interpretation of the values of the spiritual life 
leaves his reader® more often than not with the feeling that 
Anderson mm confused, end that in his is on fusion he sought 
31 Cleveland B, aims#, Sherwood Anderson (lew Yorfct 
ItoSride anft Companyt p. 6. 
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refuge la ®enfcl«3®nt*li8M ,<*«& wiehful thinking, or rttreat#®® 
8. 
And»r®on*t expose of s&t«riall«i and th® dual n&tur® 
of hie central character® for© a »*Jor then© of hi® first 
three novels; in all of his works, however, it it ©aay to 
trace hi# sentimental rebellion against th® for©## of in-
dustrialiss. The drab and oft«n alarming piotur® of a die-
organised America horrified hi®| he «&w th® industrial age 
turning men into a vast, undisciplined army, "going in 
route-step along the road to they know not what ®nd. * 
Hie fir#t novel eet th® ton® for what he mm to repeat in 
anxious digressions of various degree® of emphaei® in all 
hi« workss 
I hw« eaid that the ®ens® of equity in 3m 
fought an unequal battle. He w«® In business, 
and young in bu«in®«®# in a day when all Araer-
3S Chase ha-® eueainetly stated An&ereon* a weakness! 
"He ha® th® comparatively rare gift ef stating human problem® 
validly |but ©no® having stated the®, h® wins "off, hysterically 
frightened at what he ha® don©. He has sufficient insight 
into people, events and amotions to broach & number of per­
tinent subjects, but not once, even in winesfcmrg. ha® he car­
ried hie investigation® to the end without flinching. * (p. 80) 
For a more detailed analysis of these statements, see 
pp 84ff of thie theti®* 
35 Marching Men, p. 11. 
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Ion '!*.%§ Helped -vith a blind grappling for gain. 
The nation *«s drunlc with it# tru§ts were being 
fomed, mlm§ opened; from the ground -spurted 
oil slid gas; railroads creeping westward opened 
yearly vast empire® of new land. To he poor was 
to he * fool| thought waited, art waited! *nd 
men at their fires ides gathered their children 
«rotind then and talked glowingly of aen of dol­
lars, holding the® up as prophats fit to lead 
the youth of the young nation. 
Again and again in 3*a*ahliif Men Anderson presented the pic­
ture of a. oountry whleh ha® atleeed the opportunity to uti­
lize its newly-ditoovered resources for the benefit of its 
peoplet *. . .raan, oonlng out of Europe and given willlone 
of square alle® of black fertile land, mines and forest®, 
hs,ve failed in the challenge given the® by fate and have 
produced out of the stately order of nature only the sor-
*n 
did disorder of mm,* Sot only has »an produced disorder 
in his surroundings, hut also—end this was even wore 
oppressive to Anderson—man1s thoughts have turned toward 
sseohanieal progress! »A sense of quiet growth awoke in 
sleeping minds. It w«e the tirse for art end beauty to 
ftwa'«e in the lend . • • Instead, the giant, Industry, 
awoke.* It was indeed an oppressive thought to Anderson. 
As the smterl&listio age advaneed, he yearned for the past 
3* *l"dy lloFhereon* a Jon, pp. 139-40. 
35 if a roblna Men, pp. 63-64. for other examples of 
the •sordid disorder*1 of stun, of the *»ls-fSre quality* of 
American life, see pp. 11-12, Si, 61-65, 66-67, 7$-77, 79, 
100-101, 14#, 160-60 passim. 175, 188, 391 # etc. 
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with a nostalgic tenderness, bringing up visions of *& 
quaint and interesting civilization" that was being de­
veloped even in the snallest of the rural villages; of nen 
who worked hard bat viho had tin# to think and to reach out 
toward th® solution of the tsystery of enistenoe, of *» 
feeling, ill expressed, that Aiteriea had something real 
36 
end spiritual to offer to the rest of the world, • 
People were neighbors who took tine to know #*oh other, he 
wrote, "and there was no oonatant «nd confusing roar of 
machinery and of new projects afoot, for the SOPent man­
kind sseessed about to take tine t© try to understand it-
eelf."M Anderson had a sentimental word even for 
drunken reprobates: 
Ssse toaoh of nature, a sweet undercurrent of 
life, stays alive in the® and i§ handed down 
to those who write of thera, and the ®o*t worth­
less »eii that walks the streets of *n Ohio or 
Iowa town may be the father of an epigram that 
colours all the life of the taen about him. 
Hie resinifsoenoes that *i» the prairie towns of the South 
fro* which have ooae eo fanny ©f our writing «ent the 
citizens swagger through life" was an attempt to shut out 
the ugliness of the presents 
In & raining town or deep in the entrails of one 
of our cities life is different* There the dis­
order and stintesstiess of our Am«rlm.n lives be-
a* 
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eo»e a crime for utiloh aen pa# heavily, LotIn* 
st®p with one another, ssen lose Also a senee or 
their own lndlvi&italltsr »@ that a tttou*an4 of 
them fs«y hm driven in a disorderly ***• is at 
the door of & Chicago faotory uorning after soro« 
ing and year after year with,never an eplgraa from 
the lips of any one of then,*5® 
In «&©h of hie navel® «uafa mm&lm of the results of a 
40 
great po»«r misdirected are to to® found, Anderson was at 
hie beat in theee mmm$ in hie ooupmrison of the virtues 
of the pont-oivll var tays to the nodem age he oftea b®» 
came vaguely s#ntit»@ntai» What tmvtd hiis froa soft senti-
®tatikll«a *as that in spite of eueh ideal 1st is r»i«ie» 
cenoti of by-gone day®, h« had the insight to look into the 
lives of the villager#, who wer® not always as Mindly and 
m vlrtuou® as he had wished then to he. fhi® vm shown in 
hie earlier novels by the relation of the sajor characters 
to the townspeople. 
3am, Beaut, and Hugh, in Anderson* e first three 
novels, retpeotively, grew up to hat# their hoae towns, 
la mm &B «»!• i# expressed fully, yet a 
boy osnnot grow up in s, town without feeling »®»# eort of 
nffeotioit for its thus Sua felt "that i» a way he w«s a 
ohlld of Caxtonj* he r««isfeer#d th» enooursgement and. 
words of »dvloe# the praise for his *o!tw»«aklng ability, 
A 
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felndneoaee given teeoauee of his tolling mother, bat la 
apite of them reooXleotiona, h# did not want to stay, 
flathar, upon leaving town, 
L,lk» the Ho* an Emperor he wished that all 
the world had but one head that he ftlght out 
it off with s elaati. The town, that had seeaed 
to paternal, so otteery, to £»t#Bt on viahlng 
hi® well, now istassud horrible. 
An a youth, 3sua had been startled toy oonreeneas of aptteh 
and revelations of ugly brutality even in well-meaning and 
kindly man; when ht wa® .mature he decided that *lt la a 
quality in our Uvea , , , American iaen and women have not 
learned to be clean and noble and natural, like their 
forest® and their wide, clenn plain® . . . * 
fill aankind alwaya go on with that old soiling, 
quesrly expressed hunger in it® blood, and with 
that look in it® eye®? #111 It nevtr shrive itself 
and understand itaelf, and turn fiercely and ener­
getically toward the building of a. bigger and 
oleaner mm of stent4* 
fh# pattern la repeated in Anderson*s second and 
third novel®, *fh» town of Coal Creek mm hideous,® he 
«»*« m mmmm iir# mm imsi# hugh mov«* w«® 
born *in a little holt of a town atuak ©n the mud bank on 
the western shore of the Mlealaaippl Hiver in the State 
of slseouri. It wae a alterable plme in whioh t© be 
40 P. 1X0. Sim had become disillusioned because of 
violous gossip oonoerning; his friend Mary underwood, the 
school teacher. 
41 Ibid., pp. 311-12 
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bora. And like ttm iwhersoa tnd Beaut uofcregor* ffagh 
4S 
Ifovey "began to hat® his own father and his own people,* w 
In these novels Anderson painted sordid pictures of aea 
In theee SJB«11 town* living like brutes: 9 In Ooal Greek 
when aen got drank they staggered In silence through the 
44 streetBj * they drank greedily in saloons and went hose 
to beat their *ivee; the miner#, feeling the injustice 
of their lot, found no -?ay to e*pretc thewselves,*® 
Again in Marching Iten is to be seen the picture of 
a boy leaving hi® host© town full of hatred for its people; 
Beaut'e thoughts a® his train leaves Coal Creek were it 
virtual echo of Sua Moflregor*#! 
He looked back at Coal Or«*k» full of hate. Like 
Hero he sight have wished that all of the people 
of the town had but one head so that he sight 
have cut it off with a sweep of a sword orjpooked 
it into the gutter with on® swinging blow,*8 
Exesples of Anderson*e rebellion against the forees 
of industriallss in his first three novels often oontrasted 
existence In a dirty, noisy elty with the rowantlo Ideal of 
a  sweeter and more gentle life in a rural oomwunlty; in 
*2 P2££ mm* P. a. 
43 Ibid., p. 14, 
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hi® last four novels he hod accepted the situation of modem 
times so that his writing doee not refleot wiehful thinking 
of escape so mioh at it does a concern whioh he expressed 
through hi® eh&r&oters, Typical of this 1# John Webster*• 
thought in Many Marrl&ggqt 
'thy is it that so many house* along the street 
were ugly? Were people unaware? Gould any one 
&e quite completely unaware? could one wear 
ugly oonnonplaoe clothe*, live always In an 
ugly or a ooamonplaee street of a eofsaonolaoe 
town ant remain always unaware?47 
3. 
Sherwood Andereon was not only * sentimental rebel 
against industrial is®, ousting nostalgic glances over hie 
shoulder at an earlier, predominantly rural Aii©rioa» 
wistfully idealising eaoh town as having a ©hamster of 
its own, and the people who lived In these towns at being 
to eaoh other like «#»t>ers of a great family,4® he also 
took the proWeos of the Industrial age, using them as a 
sajor thesis In aost of his novels, and exposed the re-
suits to sharp orltioisia. An analysis of Anderson*8 
attaok fall® la three major divisions! The effect® of in-
4? Page 38. 
mm Bills P* *«• 
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dustriallsia on the towns of the Midwest and the souths the 
rise of «i econoialo el ass distinction; and its effect on 
individuala. 
Concerning th® first division, Anderson in his 
earlier novels fired hie biggest guns at Chicago, whose 
leading citizens "had ©liwoiared for the exposition [of l@0s] 
and had loudly talked of the great growth that «M to cowe 
[but who] did not know what to do with the growth now that 
it had come. Long, digressive paragraphs nay be found 
in MM *"*» « leaser extent, in jggg lightly 
oonoerning Anderson* s indignation over the grimy eordidnese 
of the city, where, "given a free hand, an undi8©ri»lnate 
lot of badly trained oarpenters and brioklayers had builded 
houses beside the cobblestone road that touched the fantas-
so 
tio in their uneightliness and inconvenience** In Poor 
white he portrayed a rapid, unplanned JBetasorphosie of a 
town from an agrloultwral village into an ugly factory 
center. In IsyEii SSiiES Mi m m m  /hereon* s 
attention shifted to the South as he pictured the rise of 
the ©ill villages and the encroachment of the industrial 
age fro® the North and Midweet. 
i m f a j m .  m s b *  p *  « * •  
50 Marohlmt Men, p, 76. See alto pp. 61-63, 75-?6, 
-78, 100-101, etc,, and pp» 18 and 41 in Park tmghter. 
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fhore is muoh In. hie first two novels that ftay fee 
el&seified as "aoeiologioal*--»Anderson reported the griit 
desperation of people oaught In m eoonomio depression,, 
for instance, In OMoag©—but Irs .Poor |M||, hi® third 
novel, lis went bent&th the surfae® of objective reporting 
to reeord the beginning of a elm® etrugglet the riee of 
&n eeonoai© ©1MS distinction, a phenomenon ©f the in­
dustrial age who#® prophet for auoh of the nation in later 
novele WAS Judge Msriby who, in Poor White, sounds p®f»sift~ 
ent end on is oa ft warning# as *a sort of John the iaptlut 
crying out of the eciting of tho new iayi* 
"Well, there*a going to be n sew war here," 
be tsdfi, "It won't b« lik« the Givil War, Juet 
iliootiag off gnus and tilling people*e bodi##. 
At first it*# going to b® * war between Individ-
ual? to ®## to vh*t ol*s» a mm suet belong; 
then it it going to be a long, tileat war b#twt#» 
olnatia, between thoM «h© have and tbou wis© 51 
©»n*t .get it. It'll be the worst war of all.* 
The preliminary sklrsiehes of the a!ass war predicted toy 
Judge nmtofi already beginning to take eha.pt in the earlier 
part of Poor yhlte.* mmived Impetus when, after the work­
ers tn the new factory were incited fey paid organisers to 
strike, to® Sutterworth, onetiise gentleman faraer and 
lover-of fast hopees and now » budding industrialist, 
milled against thera in a flush of arrogant prints 
«• £SST BMS# P* w. 
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They better look out. . . • We*re Inventing new 
issehlnee pretty fast now-ays . . , pretty soon 
we111 do all tli@ work by ta&ehinea. then what'11 
»t A©? we*11 kiofe all the workers out and let 
thefgStrllce till they' re sick, that*» what we1!! 
Judge Ranby*» "new war* vae, In Poor White, still In the 
stage of a struggle between individuals to see to what 
8ln.ee a nmn ®aet belong, bat Anderson already had placed 
torn Butterworth atnd his partner Steve Hunter among *thoee 
who have*! 
They were solid business nmt mentors of the 
new ag®, the kind of sen who, in the future of 
America and perhaps of the whole world, were to 
u® the maker® of fc-ovemisaent, the solders of 
public opinion, the owners of the preee, the 
publishers of books, buyers of pictures, and in 
the goodness of their heart®, the feeders of an 
occasional starring and Improvident poet, lost 
on other roads."3 
I» i£Z£B& 2£2i£S and And#r»on transferred. hie 
loe&le to the Upper South and wrote of "the coming of the 
Q&chlne, ecienoe, mechanioal progress, the over-balance,*®* 
im lneident of which i© revealed In a girl factory worker* 8 
argument that In the modem industrial world "a aan or 
woman got too much lost, wae made to feel too etsall,® and 
Anderson grimly added that whereas great care was ta&en to 
52 Ibid., pp. S51-82. 
53 Ibid., pp. 180-81. 
54 jOt Brandon, p. 215. 
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keep <lust from aoouniulating on mmhinm fey uteane of hood®, 
llit workers «er# 1 eft to breathe It into their lungs.®® 
One of the b'tsie needs, And®reon was s&ying throughout 
these "last two novals, is that a worker mat be given b%ck 
his dignity and «@nsi« of inport^noe, values whleh were lost 
with the dying out of the ©raftsraisn am! his trad®. There 
is little pride of icoossplishment for a factory worker, 
und Anderson tried anxiously an»3, earnestly to paint both 
tilt worker and the industrialist to the example of the 
f̂ rmeri 
See th® farmer, even on poor land, «ho has raited 
a snail patoh of good oom« a® ©an walk a littlt 
raore proudly. Something grows in a man through RfS 
work. It onn be killed when hi# work, is degraded, 
It's not too l>*.te to ohnnge, Anderson seemed further to 
plead, pointing out th# fmt that the factory worker® 
were not yet too far rewoved fro® their fathers and grand­
father®, th&t *they were not too far away from something 
els©, something onoe very much alive.,* individuality... 
the day of America*s great©r richness . . . Day of the 
B7 
craftsman too..." Anderson in Kit Brandon wrote of the 
son© and daughters, us It were, of hi® characters in 
55 Ibid., p. 8S>. 
58 Ibid., p. 8J5. 
f7 Ibid.. p. $4. 
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Poor ifhitf. and showed that even on© generation l?..ter the 
wir between individual® had swung over into the war be-
tween Qlmm®. lit Poer white neighbors ©oapeted as 
f&atory worker rtndi foreman; In Kit Brandon the gulf had 
beaorae almost impassible and the line© had been set be­
tween classes. The feeling mm expressed by on© of the 
sill girls, bitteply denouncing the "continual strutting 
of those up above®? 
We oomt out of the factory aftmr one of the long 
day® or a longer night. Po they think we are 
blind? S-uraH we see? We Re® so rauch blossoming 
in jyterioa, fin# roads being built, the automo­
bile®, always getting faster, more beautiful. 
!e see rich voraen, riohly gowned. f® see beautiful 
houses built for those who never as%de anything 
with their hands."8 
lit Brandon herself felt that her lif® was bounded by 
barriers of alas® distinction. She did riot like her Job 
in the mill factory for *ehe thought the leas of the feel­
ing of being a part of something big and significant ew« 
from a certain attitude toward workers by those up above. 
It cr-ie from society.* It was an invisible force that per-
raeated every seotisn of the town when the workers trooped 
In on Saturday night, "aonte^pt, held tight too, treasured 
go 
by those not will workers." fhe oomplete swing fro* a 
f*8 Ibid., p» 85. 
Ibid., pp*. 62*3. 
ft rug git betw 0#n Individuals to a war between olastsa la 
to be found suâ ed up In two quotations froa Anderson* • 
last novels. In Beyond Desire the oontesapt of on® class 
for another is euooinotly sxpreased: *?or the town teara 
to have played the a 111 boys [ in baseball] would hav® been 
almost like playing, niggers, fhey wouldn* t» h*ve said that, 
SO 
but they felt it." In his last novel, Anderson observed 
that the thing basically wrong with material wealth is a 
feeling of superiority to other#?*'these people 2 set 
shuffling through the streets, They are of an inferior 
stools,* s On this notion, he wrote, wa.9 the basis on which 
was built the Idea of Southern aristocracy in Araerioa, 
••toaiethlng to put gainst the fact of chattel slavery while 
It exieted,* which has carried over to fee applied against 
the factory workers? "You go into & Southern oity,* he 
stated in fit Brandon. "and see there, walking stlong, a 
very beautiful woman. loa are with a Southerner. •Look,1 
you cry* 'how beautiful she is.1 •wha-i, a nl®er beau­
tiful?* Or*..*Can there be suoh a thing as a beautiful 
factory girl?1*6* 
60 Page 59. 
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Anderson not only has written a history of the »ar 
between class®!, he also has noted its effect on individ­
ual e. The changes wrought by the industrial age are ex­
pressed in l oor ffhlta only incMentfilly in their physical 
sense;he emphasised, rather, the effect on the lives or 
the people and the teaper ©i' the oorajaunlty. He showed the 
chang© in character of foa Butterssorth; he selected two 
townspeople in the persons of Ben ?e&ler, carpenter, and 
Ld Mall, carpenter's assistant, to illustrate the change 
in thought of the canraunity and the beginning of the 
oleevage of the townspeople into two claeees; find he 
personified the independent, proud age ©f the self-sufficient 
craftsman and the brash, young, callous industrial age in 
old Joe .ainsworth, master harness taaker, and young Joe 
Glbeon, hie assistant. 
A new prosperity brought on by the success of a 
factory had mads a new mm of Ton gutterworthi *fiow he 
talked like a prince , . .Hie daughter, returning from 
62 For example! "Already the town had changed, three 
mw brick buildings were being erected on Main street • • • 
workmen employed In the building of the factory had come to 
toirn to live, and rsany new houses were being built. Every­
where things were astir.41 (pp» 1SS-6.) 
63 122£ $MM> P« *96-
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college, noticed "for the first time how his person hud ohanged. 
Like Steve Hunter he was beginning to grow fat. 
the lean hardness of hie eheeks had gone, hie 
Jaws seeaied heavier, even his hands had changed 
their oolor. He.wore a diamond ring on his 
left hand . . . 
On their trip hoae from the station he would not let his 
horse walk, but kept cracking the whip over hie back, de­
claring to his daughter, "I'M a different man than I was 
©8 
when you went away,• the ©hange in his character was 
further underscored when he confessed that he had given up 
his longing to own and to drive fast racing horses* 
Anderson knew that there was no place for horses in the 
industrial world, and as Tom Butterworth, his spokesman 
for the new order, race® the motor of his automobile, he 
is made to shout "there would the damned race horses be 
66 
now . . . trying to catch up with me in this ear?* 
The separation of the employer from the employed is 
represented in Id Hall who, becoming a foreman at the 
factory, got $29 a week, *s*ore «oney than he had ever 
dreaded of earning in a week.Just as the town banker*s 
64 |£&« Cit. 
65 Ibid., p. 19?, 
66 Ibid.» p. 349. 
6? Ibid., p. 214. 
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mind also "began to secrete the poison of the age,*®8 in 
three deft little sketches Anderson aptly showed the change 
which unaccustomed prosperity and authority had wrought in 
the former carpenter* s assistant. In one inoident he 
smugly hefted his wallet; he counted the sseney in it—twice. 
In A second scene he WAS at first upset and Joked when he 
was addressed as *Mr. Hall9 by an old tobacconist, the first 
time that he had ewer been called by a title; later he "was 
sorry he had not accepted the title without protest.• He 
grew to feel about the mm under hits a kind of superiority! 
*1 ean*t be getting thick with the».*^ In a third instance 
he worked with his men to outdo theft, so that they took up 
the challenge and worked faster, feeling still a rssn~to~aan 
«nd a personal relationship with a neighbor and an equal. 
However, they learned later that a piece-work plan was to 
be put in effect and that their pay was to be based on the 
output of their two weeks of furious effort, the prophecy 
of Judge Hanby was beginning to reveal Itself, the effect 
of which Anderson showed the roots in Poor White and the 
mature flowering in jjeyond jge8|£$ 111 HSS&23-
Following the building of a factory In Bidwell and 
the influ* of new labor, B«n Pealer, town carpenter, beeaae 
66 Ibid.. p. 128. 
60 Ibid.. p. 214. 
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a contractor* He no longer had ti»e to go Into the country 
on pleasant tout relatively profitless* b^rn-buildlng jobe, 
with their attendant hour* of gossip, coffee in the kitchen, 
and neighborly ©onsradeehip; he did not loaf in the drug 
store with eotap&nlons at the end of the day. He acquired a 
lumber yard, worried about his .property being loet through 
fire or theft, became irritable, lost sleep, dreaae4 one 
night of killing his brother, and the next 'nomlng decided 
to insure his property. Anderson* s comment wae n® ironical 
a* he could a&Xe it. "That settles it,* Ben Pealer tai 
s«de to esyj •It1® ilraple enough, you see. That nettles 
everything.* 
The unequal battle of an aged craftsraan clinging to 
the proud traditions of the pa«t against the rising tide 
of aachinea la reduced in scale to a struggle between old 
Joe Wftlneworth, the harneee «.iker, and young Jin §ib®on, 
hi® assistant—and "the contest concerned the question of 
who »as to run the ehop.* Joe faln«worth expressed the 
ideal of the crafteaan'e faith in hi® work and the right# 
it gave him} *1 know ay trade and do not have to bow down 
to any man , . . Leaam your trade. Don't listen to talk 
. . • the »«n who know® hi® trade ie a mm, He ©an tell 
70 ifiia., pp. 204-ao*, 
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every one to §© to the devil.In. the «ind ©f fow 
Butt#fwortti*« daughter Slurs. *the harness ««k«r had eaaie 
to atwid for mil the ften «wdt wcneii In the world who were 
In stor«t revolt in»t the Absorption of the age in 
«aehln#s and the product of ts&ahine*. He had stood us a 
protecting figure gainst what her father had-booont* arid 
At 
what she thought her hatband hud bmme, * Joe wains-
worth, "who had been the first wan in Biftwelt to feel the 
94 
touoh of the heavy finger of industrial is*, * fe#©.«»e a 
silent, disgruntled nan when he w*e urged by fow Butter-
worth to repair harness t»«d« by ift&ehine* in a faotory. 
Jim Gibson gradually 4Umi3i*t«6 the elder nan and began to 
buy »f*ohine»aade harness, to raise prloes, to install sore 
"efficient* methods, so that within a year the shop began 
to auks money, but Jos oould not understand why, .although 
he had put nearly twice as nuoh »on#y in the bank during 
the two year* his assistant had been with him as he hud 
earned slowly after twenty years of work, the faot eeeneA 
00 unimportant.^® To* Butterworth, of ©ours#, sided with 
jim libson: 
IT bid, i p • 85« 
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That* a the kind, of a an to han&l# weaker#* Jo# 
^ainsworth «in* t got the ohatraeter . - « The 
damn fool® I . * . They think they can stop the 
machines. Let *m try. They want to go on In 
their old hand«.mede way. Let 1 am look oat. le 
*m look out for such men as J Is (Jloson and ae. 
Anderson* s observations, hotrever, went deeper than 
mere reporting of feeling, while he unfolded the fulfil-
went of Judge H-snby* » prophecy, showing the rite of cits# 
di@tinot.ion and it# effect on individual*, he indieted the 
worker for s&eeptlng & subservient role,, for admiring the 
Steve Hunters and Toss Suttereorthe, for silowing the® to 
beooase "the solder® of publio opinion*? and in an eiriaple, 
typical of many, Anderson stepped into & novel himself, to 
take the reader by the elbow and lead hi& &*ide for sn 
earnest ©hat# "lou see* {Anderson says to his reader), 
•this is what so saany people are thinking; this is what 
lit Brandon was thinking, although she eouldn*t put it 
into words. Let g§ explain it to youi* 
the thing Kit had often felt, never quite defined 
in her own wind, was defined often enough in things 
heard. . . , the rich, the ones up above them, 
mill owners, polltlolans, prominent men and woaen 
of all sorts in the will towns were like the «©vle 
stars in Hollywood. "Their doing what they do is 
not like our doing it." The idea was in some in* 
definable way like that. "They suit he sa»art. 1*8? 
not SBsrt.* there was a politSolan aeoused of 
attftUft-f a still.ion dollars fro# the state. He 
;. laughed. *fhy you are wlstaken. I didn't steal a 
million.. I stole two million," 
76 lt>id., pp. 381-S2. 
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flier# were .pour, often torupulouisly honest, 
eurlouely religious, who gave his a 'kind of 
admiration. They went to the j>o?« 1 s and voted 
for him. ••After all, he* B smart. He* s a big 
aaa. * 
Or he got in trouble, denied hit guilt, waB 
tried, convicted and they were sorry for hi». 7 
8© concerned was Andereon with this the®© that he digressed. 
for ft sizeable part of Kit Brandon to hamper the point home 
in the etory of Alf wea. there-ay the, hi® grandfather, and hie 
father, who S*&s m small fat tan snd a ©onetant hard drinker, 
although he did not drink in publics ... he vae after *11 
m teatheresythe. 
In windy MoPheraon*« son. Anderson described one of 
the result# of the industrial agei #fhe type, the crowd, 
the gang* of induetriallets who, with the apathy if not 
the approval or admiration of the public, seized power 
and control of JURerloan basinets j in Park Laughter he 
portrayed the oyniolert and looseness of morale in Paris 
following the first world War, when restraint m# toeaed 
aside, and in lit Brandon Anderson surveyed the opening of 
the Prohibition era and in a. bitter parody of big bu«ine«8 
in America exposed another type of gang fro» that in 
IIMZ MSEMOSala las iTOftMg Ha— the bootlegger 
ii| Brandon. pp. S84-SS, 
78 Ibid., p. 297. 
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crowd., *& st-ecle! r*ee sprung «p in the «ld«t of toe let F* 
•-and he e chared thi# type with the pioneers of America, 
Tom Hal*ey, a rm runner <*nd a minor big shot, w*« *• 
pioneer of business, or in<fu»try#*i 
He was like a Bin building % r%llroad %crose the 
continent in an earlier day . . . stealing land 
along til# railroad as fie went . . . corrupting 
legislatures of state* ft« he went. H# mat like 
a fur trader, of an earlier day . . , breaking 
down the moral# of Indians. He wag an organiser 
in ftteel., in oil, he wm a chief. 9 
He felt htetelf in the Aiaerican business tradition! "He had 
thought about it, hw? hie own pride. He felt thet American 
business, men, captains of indue try, were reel ly big nen and 
fin 
that he »&® OR the road to bigness.* And Anderson in­
cluded in Kit 8randon the story of the woney crop of the 
southern hill s—moon liquor—a,® part of the history of the 
growth of other Aseriean big business flrrsa: organized steel, 
the oil industry, tobacco, the woolen industry, torn ffalsey 
organised thousand* of er.-3.ll scattered units under one 
head, and in applying modem business method® he *h«<i but 
followed in the footsteps of others In a modern world,*®* 
At- the etoofc swindl.es, land-grabbing*, vote bribing® of 
79 » P. 46. 
«k.- Told,« p. 116. 
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the induetrial 1st® «et with the complacent mppr4vnl and, 
m Andereon lins shown, often with the admiration of the 
general publlo If the 11?egallty *«r® brttsen enough, so 
Anderson showed In Kit Brandon how the 11 Halt llquoy 
racket became successful and a force in tht business world 
'be©muse It had the tacit approval of the politicians and 
the support even of those who professed openly to oppose 
It. Kit Brandon, ruts runnier#1 aoooaplioe# rationalised in 
typical fashion that the law enforcement officials were 
mt too far rmore®. fmm the law breakers, "And the 
people who buy the stuff, too* . . « If we* re so bad 
op 
what about the one® who pay for the stuff we run to tlieaf* • 
fled In with the story of Sit Brandon and Red Ollwer 
In .Anderson1® last two novel® are the story of labor, of 
the ri»© of the cotton mill in the South and the muehroot® 
growth, of mill town a, and of a new type of «a« in the Upper 
South, of man corrupted by the advance of the saohlne agei 
the "Will l>addy*, who moved down in numbers fro® the hills 
to pl9.ee their wives arid all of their daughter® to work, 
in the rill. tott still mm euoh sen In »ny sslll town, 
Anderson related* "They art lost there* . . » They mm 
lost »qu1*, wandering aisles sly about, sitting like 
B2 Ibid,, p. 248. 
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Xmli.-rns in the sun &.nrt j>exfa<v« off, all day, toward 
the hills out of ̂ hleh they h '.?e cm*, 
In Amlerson*» indictment of the moral# of th© nwm 
&&e, the forces of tmterislisEi hyv# been ehcim to be 
responsible, and in exposing the effects of the industrial 
age upon individuals, Anderson has noted that ranch of th® 
lie® with the people, who have pi need the highest 
value on a moral code which iB divergent from that taught 
by official religion and oorale, or embodied in the law. 
4« 
In the progress of hla novels from ffln̂ y tfoPhe rsen*s 
Son, Anderson has chronologically recorded the rise of the 
Industrial towns of the Midwest and the South, the making 
of a new economic class distinction, and the effect of 
industrialls» on Individuals. While Anderson consistently 
protested the loss of dignity and self-respect of these who 
have become merely tender® of aaohinee, while he recorded 
the rise, to power of industrial g«.ng® «nd business tycoons, 
abetted in the admiration and tacit approval ©Ten of those 
83 Ibid,. p. 21, 
64 
who were awittingly victimised, in SSEM ISMSS »B<I 111 
Br&n&on he rem-tined no longer & sentimental rebel against 
Industrialism. He recognl&ed at last and was fascinated 
84 
by the sleekness and stirring power of the modem machinej 
he exclaimed with rapture on the change brought about by 
fast highways and the motor car, he called for a poet to 
express the beauties of the iseeh»«ie»l wonders of the ege. 
At the s»«e tiae Anderson ree©gniied that the new age had 
brought with it auch that is ugly; whet is slgnifieant is 
that Anderson no longer seesed to revolt against the in­
dustrial system, but rsther he ©ailed for the workmen to 
•rise in nobility to the nobility of the machine.•®® In 
lurching Men he cried out for "order" and "purpose* to 
©esse into the A»eriean way of life; in his last two novels 
84 For instance in feffifpf written in 1931, he 
declared "I sat sick of my old self that protested against 
the Machine. I aa sick of that self in sae . . . that would 
not live in ay own age.* In an article in The Motion (see 
blbliogr&phy) 01ifton Fadlraan eh&raoterl«eI this statement 
as one of "childish ferocity* against the machine age. This 
thesis gives the opposite viewpoint. Further in the quota­
tion, for instance, Anderson *sings of the glories of a ride 
in a machine.* "If I had ausic in ae,* he oontlnued, *1 
would orchestrate this.* {p. 14). See page 4S5 of F&diman*s 
article and at least pages 14 and 15 of Perhaps women. 
@5 ®. . .oh, Afterloan workmen, American inventors, 
you have done something here, eh iseehanleal age, this is 
your finest aocoraplishraent.* (Kit Brandon, p. 170.) 
®« Sherwood toderson, gip^# 
C. Soribner1s Sons, 1935), p.147. 
33 
he found it, and he reserved hi® highest praise for the 
silli **In the rail! there w&e always a tense of order, of 
mfli 
things noving forward toward an orderly end . . I# 
repeated thi® phrate Again and again in what atsounted to 
almost lyrical outbursts, transferring with a great eiirge 
of feeling hi® own impressions of visit® to the millet 
Oh, the great light rooms, the singing machine®, 
the shouting dancing machines i Look: at the® 
againet the sky in cities ! S®g the machine* 
running in a thousand aille J*w* 
The big rooras were »clean and orderly," each thread from 
the spool® was in ite place, the machines knew what they 
had to do, and each machine *went singing and huasRlng* to 
SB 
its task. Bed Oliver, Anderson18 spokesman In. Beyond 
Peelre for the author1® fascination for the precision of 
the machines, quite naturally felt "a kind of exaltation* 
in the meat. *In the mill, at never before in hi® young 
life,* Anderson wrote, *Hed got a sense of the hunan slnd 
doing something definite and in [of course l] an orderly 
way.*88 It wa® alaoat too rauoh for Anderson to bear; he 
sl»o«t stuttered in hie excitement; he repeated histselfs 
•There wa# soaething cmiltant in fled, wording in that place,* 
8? Sherwood Anderson, Bey&nd Bet Ire (Sew Yorkt Horace 
Liverlght, Incorporated, 1932), p. 59, 
88 Ibid., p. 49. 
m 
end to impress the point on the rmder, .Anderson must 
interpolate! 
On some days all the nerves In 1*1# body s««ai#d to 
Anne® m& run Kith the »ii*shin#s. without knowing 
•hat *s*8 happening to htm hm had fallen into the 
?*th of the Ajaerlos.fi genius, for gen®rat Ion® fee* 
for© his day, the best brsins ©f Aateriea hud gone 
into the smiling of ««®h smohlnes as he found in 
the Bill, . . •Without quite realising it, «t«d m 
hed struck upon mt its best, at lt« finest. 
Thie 1® a far ery from the dingy bicycle factory, the re­
converted plo-kl# work© in Poor White, and the perfunctory 
treatment of Fred iray* # wheel faotory in Baric Laughter I 
the new age hat beooree a shallenge to .Andersons *0o»e on 
workers** he shouteA, w»tan# together in this. Makers of 
these modern beautiful machines, stand on your own dignity.* 
Perhaps there will come ft time, he added., when the work, of 
mm in teeriea will stand with that of other unknown men 
who built the e«the£r*ls in the Kiddle Ages.90 
Anderson delivered this high praise, but at the suae 
tine he was concerned. with the oa«**ld«dnetft of the Indus-
trial age—"that ©urlou® contrast, the ©are lavish## on the 
Ol 
naehlne, the carelessness about hw«an lives.* on the one 
hand he wrote that the tl»® hud con# when the greater 
8® Ibid,, p. 49. 
so liI Haute# p- «»• 
9i £iiiiM mmIts# P* 
at 
majority of jtoerloaii wopteen had. found » actual love of th# 
Qp 
a.eahlnti* *nd love of th# factories, on th# other h*m& 
he confessed that he Amnmf what he had seen there in the 
o!4 d*ye—*not to eld either—little children In the »ill» 
at twelve, tired women working %11 night*-the intense epeett 
of the aodem Machines, n#rvoiis exhaustion—* . •* He 
wrote of the breaking down of the morel fiber of American 
manhood through the tees of a Job, the lost of an essential 
something in the Jobless that can never he aemsiireA in 
dollar®; he saw the contradiction* of unettployed in a land 
of plenty, of beautiful highways9 faet automobiles, power­
ful. saohlne® and mmm production of ©heap el©thee, hooks, 
and household goods eontrested with ugly houses, equ«lId 
tenement districts, disease, poverty, crime; he wrote of an 
ago whioh could give birth to the great wonder® of the in­
dustrial world, and yet an age whose workmen oould not 
find pride in their aoooapllshaentsi he wrote of the order­
liness and purpose of the Bill in sharp contrast to the 
life in & sill town, m the streets, in the store#. All. 
these contrasts and ©eatradiotlow# patsloft Andovoon #o 
much that he tried to cosspoee hi# thought® in two book®, 
EfglMS mm ln hls wanderings 
m Ibid., p, 108. 
93 Ibid,, p. 9,9* 
§8 
through the HMwtst and the South, he found a rlah land with 
04 
16a people rieh in hanger for a n®» h«Xi§f* m found that 
tli# basis for ariatooraey was money; he wond®r«d if ther* 
were any neoesaity for any ont'a b«tng feral:# in a land lilt® 
m 
this. mder&on found that She aaohlno age *a« dominating 
aan, <iiid that the roles of i«mnt and mast#!* did not favor 
th® tenAur of the aaehlne, This thought It amplifloA in 
?®rfaar>& woaon. whioh wa# mritien in *& growing conviction 
that ttodoret wan 1® losing hi® ability to retain hi» nan» 
hood, in th# fao® of th# aodom way of atlilting th® 
aaohin® and that what hop# th©r® is for hl» lies in women. * 
Further, hi® alBt was to arous® a rami fear sad p®rhap® 
respect for th® ssaohin®, both in mm and wowent *At lta«t 
II it arouses fear in ®oaen ®©nothing Intelligent say b® 
don® to ««vo mm tpom the dominane® of th® maehlno before 
hie poteno®, hi® ability to enve hl««#lf, la quit® gon®.*^ 
Anderson1® oonoero, a® taps-eased in thofto two work® a® veil 
at in hib novels, has a Bound psychological bael®. Pro-
fee&or liab&ll leung has brought out th® faot that wh®& th® 
handicrafts thrived, th® workman*8 tools w#r« alao®t a part 
94 Ibid., p. xlv, 
95 Ibid., p. *111. 
96 Shereood An'leraon, Perhaps goncn (flaw Yorki Homo® 
tlveright, Incorporated, 1931), introd'ttot'ion. 
m 
of himself %nd that the pr,niaet of his work not only **• 
0. unified and complete objuot, bat th&fc it Involved hi® 
entire personality. The modern factory work®? operate® a 
~-i.ohine which makes only a a-ml! part of the finished 
article am! often m. Individual worker has no conception 
of th© finished product a® a totality, or thlnfcs of hie 
work as his own creation* Thus, the former pride in skill 
and workmanehlp Is lout, smd the artistry of the product 
97 
i« transferred frois the man to the nnchine. this loss 
of pride and dignity in work Is a si* J or theme of Anderson 
fro?, first to last, yet In hie last two novels he had ooae 
to see the reverse side of the picture, that soise ©f th# 
dire effects predicted of the Industrial resolution have 
not been fulfilled, professor Young states that "the 
anxiety about the industrial ereatIrenes« of the ordinary 
worker reflects a certain sentimentality regarding the 
•past;* his statement that this arose from a false notion 
that ev*ry craftsman was a potential genius and fro® a 
belief that there was sosie special virtue in the handicraft* 
and soae special vise in aachine production reflects 
Anderson*8 sentimental rebellion against industry in his 
earlier novels, and his realisation in his later works that 
9? Young, Personality and pmfelm» of i|jbi£|SSSl» 
P • 5tH. 
m ibid*, p. its. 
90 
Jttnerlca has gone through a transitional phase la th# Ad­
aption of worker® to machine production. Yet there was 
still a pr obis® with «hich Anderson woe struggling! 
The sills themselves had that combination of th© 
terrible with the magnificent that is so discon­
certing. Anyone working In these places inset 
feel the power of the sills and there is a sense 
in whloh all~po*er it beautiful—and alto, to be 
sure, ugly. 
Anderson resolved the opposing sides— *ind here Is one of 
th# mala theses In the probl em of profession ami occupa­
tion which forms s najor part of hi# novels—#There Is 
always the old question—to sanke sen rise in nobility to 
the nobility of the machine«This Is not, of course, 
m answer to the problems of profession .^nd occupation, be­
cause It raise® saersly another question. Although Anderson 
had at least reconciled the working aan with the amchine, 
he ha© laid his finger on one of th# major problens of the 
industrial age and has found that nan, with all his great 
oap&Mlltles, has succeeded practically where he has failed 
morally. Man, In his great inventive genius, has created a 
new machine-age civilization, but in so doing, has become 
Its slave rather than Its natter. the fault, Anderson fin­
ally realised, lay not In the machine, but In stands in­
ability to utilise it for the greatest possible service to 
mankind. Materialism is still triumphant over spiritual is®. 
** gaislfi Mmdm* P- 14?. 
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ConolailQB 
In ail of Sherwood Anderson'« novels a pattern 
emerges in the author* s moral indietaunt of the induetrial 
age. He exposed its effect on the lives of the people, 
he wrote of "the speeding up and the standardization of 
life and thought, the- one input## 110 doubt the result of 
101 
the other."1 He (deplored the lack of free thought brought 
about by the et andardixation of rnggmimm and newspapers, 
with their oiroulation running into the Millions and 
dominated by advertieing accounts »n<1 the tmt that a 
level of aeAioorltar watt he maintained to hold their tre­
mendously large circulations, #0 that •» sort of ©ontin-
•1 no 
ual and terrible perversion of life goes on.• He was 
eon®timed even more for hie colleagues in writing who, 
instead of standing off ae prophets to warn of the dangers 
of the Materialletlo life, are oaught in the eame net of 
etanftarftlsatloit as their brother workers in the faetory, 
who subordinate honest reaotione to life to trioke of 
trade in writing. "The writer,• Anderson noted, "is per­
petually sailed upon to see® to be doing something while 
101 Sherwood Anderson, Sherwood Andereon1 e notebook 
(Ke» Tork? Boni and Liverlght, 192©) ," p, 139. 
108 Ibid., p. 145. 
n 
doing nothing at all, There li the fjerpetual tragedy of 
unfulfillaent.*10S The tragedy, in Andei*»on*n eyes, w»a 
that "such writers are, out ant all, aen who wight have 
been at least half artlet# under decent conditions. They 
have been twisted out of their natural functions us art let*. 
Anderson saw that the danger in such regimentation of 
thought is »the notion to confer® to type is NR'I highest 
j»is®i©n,# and that by channeling the Mlndt ©f «e« in one 
rigid groove, America is following the doctrine held in 
high esteew in jfohenaoll em derraany, where they succeeded, 
Anderson said, in salting the doctrine the national ideal 
after ©rushing the individuality out of every one.*0̂  
With this background of Anderson* s indictment of 
the effects of standardization in »ind, it becomes easy to 
trace his thoughts expressed in his champions ©f individ­
ualism! Saw KcPherson, Beaut McSregor, Hugh leTey, Joe 
fninsworth, Clara Butterworth, Bruce Dudley, Sponge 
Martin, led Oliver, and lit Brandon, to mention only the 
©ajor characters in his seven novels. Their hatred of the 
ugliness of the material life about them, their attempt* 
to escape the domination of the industrial age or the 
103 Ibid*, p. 145. 
104 Ibid., p. 141. 
108 JgO||« It. 
narrowneee and aoapseneae of the ttsll town or the harsh 
t>fltrf«nR9«t of a city devout of beauty, their ••*roh for 
tills beauty and §elf-®*prestIon which often hud to eat 
through the acres of the aoolety of whlesh tlity «?era eosee-
tlsee unwilling wewbtre* thtlr hungering for sooethlng In 
ehlefc to believe, their longing for dignity R*d purpose 
In life which had been d#»i«d the® toy the industrial agn­
ail these are but of Sh#rw>©d Anie^son1® sermons 
to the reader in which he pl««A«d far * pawn®, for a«r»tal 
steak taking, for a searching of the soul to iinswer *the 
ooet important question the younger generation Is asking* 
Are our live# worth living?* 
Is It living at *11 to spend all ©f our beat 
y#«tr« in helping to build oltle* larger, inerease 
the number and sit® of our factories, bylid up 
Individual fortune#, »aKe acre dirt *nd noise *nd 
Indulge In an ever*Increasingly louder talk of 
•progress? 
Or 1® th#r# a quitter, ©ore leisurely and al­
together «r»re ohartalnf imf of lif# we vlght b#gi« 
to live, here In #®erioa§1instead of having to run 
off to Europe to find It? ̂  
10® Ibid., p. 14? 

CHtt'TfcK IV 
The Problem of the Solution of Man1! soelal ;iest>oneibll itles 
Are there people, always fro® the beginning to 
the end of lift, lonely? What a&kes It so?1 
t h e  SECOND bajon THMK of Sherwood Anderson' * novels 
In his exploration of the AntriOftte and subtle relations 
of art Individual to his environment and toother people.2 
In Anderson1a writings a reflection of hit own loneliness 
Is found; he could set down the frustration, the often des­
perate attempts of & Hugh SioVey, Aline dray or Kit Brandon 
to beat down the sails in which they hsv© imprisoned the®-
selves; the lonely »iM listening to its own footsteps down 
dark eilent street®, the lonely heart reaching out for 
understanding but not quite knowing how to effeot satis-
1 Sherwood Anderson. Kit irandon fiew York: C. Scrlb-
ner* s Son#, 1®S5)# p» 286. 
2 »He is studying the »#«ns by which this relation-
ship is established, how it is expressed, the use wad insuf­
ficiency of words in. expressing it, the effect upon the 
individual of hi® failure to establish such relationships* 
In exploring this field Anderson incidentally show# the 
loneliness, the essential isolation of all people, however 
far they ®»y or may not have gone toward, orienting them­
selves in life.11 —Cleveland S. Ch«e, Sherwood Undersea 
{flew York? MoFride and Company, 192?), p. M, 
75 
faotory cotwsu nidation; for during hie early writing days 
Anderson hisself *wanted nor© than anything to draw close 
to someone* at a time when the b res. oh between hi®, wife m& 
him wa« widening in spite of their "furtive an*! often half-
desperate efforts** to draw close to eaeh other, efforts 
which did not succeed. ® "aossetises I think we 
&re the loneliest people in the world," .Anderson wrote in 
hia Memoirs.1^ and in a retreat from life he retired to 
his rootis to bury himself in other, imagined lives, to lose 
hiaeelf In the writing of ethers, who became wore m€ more 
real to hi© as he lost sore and sore of selfthis re­
treat from the answer to a mystic and illusory question of 
*why are people lonely?* is to be found in all of his 
novels, and a tesroh for & solution was to vex Anderson 
all of hi© life. He poured out hundreds of thousends of 
word® in an atteapt to stake hie character# live, so that 
they might work oat the aniwer for him. "If I eould do 
that I would not be so lonely,* he kept telling himself, 
"I eould surround myself with imagined figures so real that 
3 Sherwood Anderson, Memoirs (Sew YorKt tl&reourt, 
Brace and Costpeny, 1948), p. 187, (um pp. 187-189.} 
4 JMI*# p* 6. 
5 Ibid., p. 193. 
n 
they would be like companions to Be."6 Hie oher&etere 
were real to hi®, for he once wrote that men A® not exist 
in facts, they exist in dr«asi, Anderson hisaself existed 
in hit dreamst MIs the somen! in which I look down into 
t;i@ loveliness af & woman' e eyes lass a part of sty lift 
because it happened in faney?*̂  Anderson1 § brain-children 
are in a certain *ay peculiar to his own feelInge, and h# 
could write with authenticity of their probteos in ee#kin§ 
relationship with ethers, for he knew what Parrlngton hat 
terased, in writing of Anderson* a works, "the consequence— 
s black loneliness—the hunger of fellowship And its 
4eaial.tf® Thi0 hunger i® to be found in a aarlsed degree 
in Anderson1 e writings, which show that, unlike west 
persons, who nave "only limited capacity for projection, 
Q 
perhaps because they have had limited identifications,*w 
he had the large ampacities to transfer hi® fueling®, his 
desires and his conflict® into print through his character#. 
That they were not suoceasfwl in resolving these conflict* 
6 Ibid., p« £»22« 
? see Usaaa^S, p. 11«. 
8 Vernon Louis Harrington, M£n JMirmtf Jkll ilMSSi 
Thought. Ill (Stew York: Haroourt, Brace and Cowpsny, 1930), 
p. 370. 
9 p«relval ». Symonds, ff|§ Syngas it f o| Huwan 
gent (flew Yortej F.S. Orofts and Soapany, 1§4Q), p. 510, 
n 
&»<§ desires that Anderson projected Is not surprising, for 
on the whole, projection a® a m m h m t m  Is ewi-
sitlertd s nsther poor kind of adjustment. It 
may be thought ©f ft* «w* attempt to cure the eon-
niet within the self, bat it 1® an Ineffectual 
our©. * . . Projecting certain charaateristlos 
in oneself out onto persons or objects represent® 
a failure to permit awareness of these oh#raoter­
istics in oneself and a failure to mmn&ge thers,iU 
In a discussion in this chapter of "the profolesi of 
the solution of siart*# social responsibilities,* 41fred 
Mler*§ definition of *th« relationship between the * I1 
and the 'you* "—that 1# to say, "the question whether he 
has fostered hie contact between himeelf and hie fellowe 
in an approximately oorreot manner or whether h® has 
hindered this contact,* will bt dealt with* The chapter 
is divided into three parti} (1) A discussion of Anderson's 
central charactersj (2) the failure of Anderson to face the 
problem or to find a solution through these ohar»ct#r»| 
and <3) the purpose of the author in writing each novel* 
1. 
Sherwood Anderson*s central character® were not al­
ways accurately drawn; they are not what loosely stay be 
10 Ibid*, p. 516 
fB 
©ailed *true to life* because they mm not » atrror of 
hinmelf of of other people? they are, ra.th®r» ©Itadoiry 
lsagee of what he wished hiss self or others to fee* and 
often his characters were stereotyped in *ragu# phraseei 
there w»# something about Beaut Sfeflregor "that held the 
attention.then he walked upon the street® of Oo.al 
Creek "hie great body inepir##; fear," and in hie blue eyet 
•anger flashed qttiek and sudden.Hie father vae *a 
tall elleitt mui . , . inspiring fear bom of hatred. **® 
Margaret Ormsby, •'like tteQrtgor himself, had not been de­
feated by lire*she wa# & pro&mt of her age 
and of juserloan life in our tl»e»»*1S but her mother "had 
never §e«sed a real part of the life around her.#*F' To* 
1? 
tfaleey Hw&® bom with a talent,* Kit Brandon had ftsone-
thing la her voioe that o©«manded8^® and Cat# wa# "the 
11 Sherwood Anderson, BHSIK Hi <»«* *«**» <*oh» 
Lane Company, 101?), p. 84. 
M&rohlni: tfen. p. 54. 
15 ibid.. p. 15. 
14 Ibid., p. 1S9. 
15 Ibid.. p. lit. 
ibid.# p. sio. 
Ml tUMSl# P- 1««. 
1© 1M** p* *»• 
n 
ia 
sort of w m m  «en do not trifle with.* In 8«« KePheriot* 
*ther§ was a quality of .alsost lyrical beauty,Jufit me 
SI 
there was ^something beautiful * pbout iMJreger,. Anderson*s 
characters mre typed with «u«h repetitious phrases, tout in 
spit# of mioh banality of this »ert, often lit ere&ted, not 
Individuals, but personification* of the universal qualities 
of greed, repression, ambition, loneliness, frustration, 
uncertainty, and kindred symbol®, just as (at hit bestJ 
oo 
tfane Webster wae *a oendlt that has never been lighted,• 
and Mary Underwood was *& sort of cinder in the eye® of 
Ox ton.the sensitiveness of Sherwood Anderson to im­
pressions, his groping toward the unknown, that "mystic 
ejaculation of a ®ind in quest of itself,*s* is seen in 
his atteapts to explore the oease of reserve between 
hvmm beings, to push down the "wall" whieh barriosdee 
19 Ibid., p. W« 
20 Sherwood Anderson, Windy MMpSSilJim <*•» 
Yorki B.f, Heubeoh, Ineorporated, rev. ed. / , p. 41, 
21 ISB. P. 13f, 
22 Sherwood Anderson, Many Marriages (Sew forki S.w. 
fteu&soh, Incorporated, 1989)/ p. 20. 
28 lUffllg JS&« P- «*• 
24 aegis ilohaud, jfcm Aaterlemt level today* J Soelo* 
l2SiM JS| ̂fyo^o|^§|o^^"^l tBoetonrLltrrerBrawn Sni 
Company,1938), p. 1SS. 
to 
them froia effective cossanieatlon -and full understanding. 
H® m m  §CJ baffled by hie ineffeefcivencee to m m h  out to 
another that hit stories and many ©f his poe«s reveal hit 
wild desire to tear ftcm walls, houeee, a *holc city— 
anything that #«p&rmt®€ one fro* another or from * eossplete 
llf®. Hie tlaotbtirg. Ohio ie » revelation of «tuft fctppcM 
to j,.topi® who have repressed their emotions, whoee bottled* 
up p»e«lon» imv# left %hm rrey to fear, repre§»®d er©t» 
icisste, or fimttrafioa, Reflection# of this the«.@ are 
exemplified, to take but one incident fro« hi© novels, in 
Park Laughter. notieeably in the episode of the Quat*t 
Arts 8*11 and the philosophy of noee Frank, who felt 
Hunclean" after the event because §ht did not give way to 
the luet ®he felt within htr.gS &nder#on called repeatedly 
for a mass c&thare£*•»«•& publ io purging of all that is re-
pressed and hidden, «i a solution, whioh ie beet expressed 
in Many itwlmn 
There was a deep well within every mm and wosmn 
and when life ©sate in at the door of the houee, 
that wae the body, it reaohed down and tore the 
heavy iron lid off the well. Park hidden thing®, 
festering in the well, o«ae out and found txprw* 
eion for thesselvee, and the airaole was that, 
expreeeed, they kenc often very beautiful. There 
was a cleansing, a strange tort of renewal within 
SS Page 183 
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the house of^the man or mman mhm the ̂ od Life 
had cone in. ® 
2. 
Anderson1 e stories are filled with such, symbols as 
"the wall,* "the well,* and "the house,* which represent 
repressions and Inhibition® which prevent one1® norma! 
contact with other people. His central characters are 
pm 
often inarticulate dreamers starching for their place 
in the world, or ones who seek to be underetood without 
having acquired the ability or weans either of under* 
standing themselves or of expressing their thought® to 
26 Page 21?. Other examples of Anderson4® use of 
the oatharsls these Inolude Hike McCarthy* a public con­
fession of hie sine, which evoked a comment fro® John 
Telfer In Windy Mofhereon*a Soil thet, but for « quirk in 
his brain, Bile McCarthy "wight himself have been a kind 
of Christ with a pipe In hi® south* (p. 55). Jkgaln, In 
Brandon, fit was made to say that it we® better for 
people"to be sometime in life openly, even publicly 
lowi •It* s better to feel everything you can feel—throw 
It a«tF* (pp. 25-27, oats s la), *hlch Is an echo of John 
Webster* s thought in Iliiy Iiirrlages. where he thought 
that It would be "an anwingly beaut 1 ful thing* If every 
living being should by one common Impulse commit the 
tfioet unforgivable sin of which they were eonseiouss *#h«t 
a great cleansing tiae that would be* (p. 33). 
27 often Anderson's ehartoters, especially in his 
earlier novels, gain a reputation for wisdo® and ability 
because of their Inarticulateness. Anderson* s first 
novel describee, for instance, Edwardst "Being a silent 
man, he had created an ltapreeeion of remarkable shrewdness 
m 
others, that success Anderson had, unlike Sinclair Lewi* 
in hie Kaln street, lay In hi® power to express the con­
flicts of lift in terras of personalities by probing their 
thoughte and emotions by indirect narration or soliloquies, 
and he was not above stepping into the story himself to 
d raw the reader's attention to a certain problems he 
hover® in the winge a# an anxious stag© si&itagar to prompt 
hie characters with word® of advlne, o©«fort ©r encourage­
ment. whereae Sinclair Lewis paints sharp pictures of 
external scenes of a Gopher Prairie, of a house or a street 
or a Model f Ford—these literary stage props renaln but 
shadowy background* in Sherwood Anderson1 n works, where 
the attention 1© ottered ®it!«*in the characters them­
selves or their thoughts. 
and ability* (p. 236). Beaut MeUregor passed as a mystery 
in his Chicago hoarding house and "by keeping ellenee he 
won a reputation for wisdom* (p. 81). Hugh McVey became a 
he*K> in the eyes of the townspeople in like wanner f©l~ 
losi&g: a business deals *llin silence made it possible for 
the people ... to let their Hindi take hold of something 
they thought was truly herole* (p. ISO). Anderson carried 
hie admiration for reserve into hi® women oharaetersi Mary 
Underwood, "though different . . . had like Jane Morhereon, 
a habit of alienee; and under her silenee, she, like Sa«#s 
aother, possessed an unusually strong vigorous ralnd* (p. 58). 
t  
this is reminiscent of Anderson1 • statement of his 
own mother in J $tm flftSfrU ||ory, of a woman wUose words 
were filled with •strange wiedoft* and who *aowianded **11 of 
[then] by the strength of her silences* (p. 18). In 
»arehln*E Men Anderson indulged in a lengthy soliloquy on 
how a an has been defeated by hie ability to say words*, that 
"the brown bear in the forest has no such power and the lack 
of it has enabled hla to retain a kind of nobility of bear­
ing sadly lacking in us* (See pp. 122-S3). 
S3 
Anderson f .died, however, when he attempt ad to probe 
deeper to find motivation for actions or thoughts. He 
faltered, groped for words and cirae to en inarticulate 
h-.lt, baffled in his attest to express vague end almost 
indefinable riecires. He sought .net only to state hua.<>n 
rroblems (which he did successfully) # bat he attempted t© 
follow £&lie sola's precepts for the natural is tic writer 
in finding the relations which unite a phenomenon of any 
kind to its nearest cause. Anderson was going off froa 
pa 
the known to the unknown, a courteous venture, but a 
venture that became elusive and sometimes cloudy in 
^ystioiem and eynsbolle®, their outlines to be grasped 
Partly by intuition on the part of the reader, who not 
28 Jola e«ys that '•we experimental novelists [ have 
the task of goingj from the known to the unknown, to sake 
ourselves masters of natureJ while the ideal1stie novel­
ist ts deliberately regain in the unknown, through all eorte 
of religious and philosophical prejudices, under the as­
tounding pretense that the unknown le nobler and more 
beautiful than the known,*—Salle sola, The iLTperlfaental 
ISM m4 mm mm* the Freneh''fey Belief!. 
tih era en (Tfew Yo rki The ..'ncsel Publishing Company, 1093), 
p. 27« 
2ola would have hit novelist operate on the charact­
ers, the raselone, on the hut&tm and social data in the same 
way that the scientists operate on inanimate and living 
being®! by scientific investigation m& experimental reason­
ing to combat the hypotheses of the ideallets a© that 
purely imaginative novel® would be replaced by novels of 
observation and experiment, dominated by deter®lnis» (Sola, 
p. 18}. However, to atterapt to reduce human nature t© a 
formula, to attempt to find a "nearest cause* in the Infin­
ity of inter-related causes and effects of phenomena would 
necessitate a Brave Sew World of Aldoue "uxley to wake it 
operable. 
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always 1® mire he 1® following th# correct p«th aoo©rding 
to the vngue guldepotts set up by th# author. Anderson* s 
characters could not solve the problems of lift, because 
their author could, not pin down the Bedrest cause of the 
phenomenon. It has been a«ntion«d that Anderson could 
lead up to a problett,. often with great insight, but one# 
having approached. it, he could not face It squarely and 
retreated in confusion with another question instead of an 
answer, fhl® will be shown, in the following paragraph. 
Anderson, in his first novel, sent J*** UoPherson 
on # world-wide search for ••Truth" after Mcpherson had 
realised that th# Material life had failed his. Anderson1® 
1net-page sua mtion is not a statement nor a dieeoverjr, 
but a question* Sa« tfofhtrson could only wonders "Could he 
surrender to others, live for others?* David Ormsby ends 
Anderson*e second novel with a series of questions, of 
which the last is •what if McGregor and not myself knew 
the road to Beauty?• Hugh WcVey in the third novel could 
overcome his inarticulateness so that he was "not self-
conscious in th® presence of his western,* but although Hugh 
had at last been brought to SI arm, he was *a living If not 
quit® satisfying ooupanlon to her." In Many Mar rl ago 
John Webster sntakt off with his stenographer, his islnd 
full of doubt®, bolstering his sagging courage with little 
pep talks to himself but, &® Anderson1s spokesaan for the 
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theory of approaching love direetly and boldly, finally 
and reluctantly admits that *it night b# that it wouianH 
work at all.* In Part Laughter it it Bruce Dudlty who 
niM off with Aline amy in order to fulfill Anderson* s 
theory of direst love, tout no problem in tolveds rathti*, 
new and store complicated problems® are raised. For one 
thing, .after Bruce hud won her, he "began alwoit at ©n@« 
thinking of •cm«thlng else.* He still netded to find 
"the right kind* of work; Aline*c going «*«y fro® Fred 
was inevitable, Anderson wrote near the conclusion, as 
had been Bruoe*e in leaving his wife. "It wa# her 
problem but- he still had m problem of his own,* In both 
Many a&rriaaeg and Park Laughter And«r«on'» eolution is 
eso&pet the two couples, afraid to tme life and it® 
problems, run away, fled Oliver in Beyond Desire has to 
die in order to feel that he is a part of hit group and hue 
re~«?on hi# dignity and eelf-resoeot, and Ethel Long, 
eoap*lied by pent-up frustration, rushed out of her house 
to drive swlly through the countryside. Kit Brandon, in 
Anderson*e last novel, baffled through ."572 page# by a feel­
ing of being eeparated frm others, leave® her hoael&itd 
still unsatisfied, and only a faint hope is given the 
reader in the last sentence of the book that "there »ight 
be ®osse on# other puzsled anfl baffled young on# with who® 
she could make a real partnership in living.* 
In Hlg atttupts to explore the relationship of on# 
human "being to another, Andersen sought to Justify the lives 
of hie olmr^oters who could hot find their plaoe In society 
by having then search for a "purpose* in life; this is the 
predominant these of his first two novel n. In Poor fhlts 
Anderson began to develop his "wall* theory and the book 
turns away from the central Mes of the previous two works— 
whioh were stories of a duel between fltt and brains—of 
man1 s searoh for a ••purpose* in life; and In this third 
novel the emphasis it not on aotlon, on -icooapllshaent, on 
rough and tuutSe business deals in a fast-growing Aaerioa, 
but moves fro® an outer to mn Inner struggle. In ft may 
Marriages Anderson delivered an almost continuous monologue 
of a »«n*® attempt to explain to hit daughter (and 
Anderson*® atteapt to explain to his reader) that on« must 
embrace life to the full; that love between two people, if 
recognised, should be expressed; that aarriage between two 
people who do not love each other or who do not find sat­
isfaction in physio il as well a® mental expression of it 
is not only a sham, but ugly and frustrating m veil. 
fhis therae forms also the major part of 5ar& Laughter, in 
which & secondary thetae 1® carried by Bruet Dudley and hi® 
•esrch for hi® "purpoee* in life, end again the •wall* 
these Is reeaert. Beyond Desire is four stories of will 
workers in Southern factories; it is alio a tale of frus­
tration? and repressed eraotione which Anderson had pre-
viouely described in the Quat# z Arts Ball episode in Parte 
Laughter. In fit Prandon Anderson, returning to the primary 
theme of hie firet t*o novel e, ef»h&#iged totion over mental 
utruggle. The book portray# the oynlo«!# restless An^riea 
following the first world War, the glorifloatIon of the 
re©-running rsaket in the «©uth# the effect® of Industrial­
isation on the character of the people of the cotton nille, 
wherein—ne a previous chapter of this thesis has brought 
out--®an hue lost his dignity, aelf reepeot, and sentift of 
sooial responsibility teeesuse hie work It regarded werely 
m part of the n*. chine. -*ere, too, n.re echoes of Poor 
White and Park l̂ aahttf. and in fit Prandon*e search for 
s "purpose in life* Anderson portrayed another Saa 
MoPhereon, Beaut McGregor, or Bruoe Dudley. 
that is thie elusive "purpose" that Anderson*e 
central characters pursue? Saa Mcpherson seeks "Truth* 
after the material life had fulled hi», but he seeks in 
vain through work and charity. At the conclusion of the 
bools and at the end of a world-wide search, he adopts 
three children, vaguely feeling *that he wlsjht tee tear-
m 
gaining for m end in lift, for purpose to core int© hit 
0q 
cm lift,* ' that fee night surrender to other® and to 
live for other#; to be able to understand the® and to 
lev® then, 
the tingle theme *hleh Anderson pounded with 
f<2edge-hammer blow* into if« robing: lien If th«t A«erisan§, 
individually and eolleotlvtly, l.ncfc unity and orderli­
ness In life. The eigne of awakening in the land, he 
wrote, will be recognised in the "passionate saeeing of 
30 
raen for accomplishment,* and the •purpose* of Beaut 
filesregor wm to unit© aen, to create a vast order out of 
disorder in an idea, of *S?arohlng Men, * where the petty 
individuality and heller skelter of cro@ft purposes 
•ssould be directed and unified in a mysstlsal conception 
of sen walking shoulder to shoulder, out of ^tiieh "there 
wl^ht arise & greater voice, something to asAe the wntere 
of the very sea tremble.*'"51 Ifoaregor*s purpose, like 
3m Mcpherson's, reached to his future children to the 
extent that he at one tiae had wished to warry a mmm 
he did not love because he ftlt that the could bear hi® 
beautiful children. 
29 Wlndjr lePhareon*» Son, p. 341. 
so wmMgg las* p« S6. 
nitt*.. PP. ot-TS, amis. 
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there art thra® *purpo«®s* In Poor White. Hugh 
ItoVey struggles to find hie plaae In society hy beooning 
mi inventor, which * would be the ear® way of placing hit 
feet at last upon the path of progress he wae tiering to 
•jig 
find*j ha sa&lliiates Ms inarticulateness and laofe of 
success In fostering his contact between himself and hi# 
fellows in an approximately correct wanner "by turning hi# 
attention to mechanical problems, the solution of which 
%% 
he felt as "Justifying hit existence.* The need for 
love and companionship prove stronger, however, arid, with 
KoVey* s successful struggle to Steep hi® integrity and to 
escape the doalnanoe of the machine, Is finally attained. 
The second theme le She passing of Cl^ra Butterworth tvm 
adolescence into maturity, of a girl rho *dld not want 
*S4-
stupidly to aeoept life* and for her search for a eola­
tion or anew#? to the new thoughts she was beginning to 
have about life. The third purpose In ffoor White is 
Anderson*s attempt to picture how modern aaohlnery has 
lightened man*« labors, but that it ie controlled by 
Industrialists, and that the industrial sy&tns, wrongly 
us©d, has merely bound over the la&orer to a new form of 
32 P0or Whit®, p. 80* 
53 Ibid., p. 103. 
34 Ibid.. p. 165. 
m  
•l&very—one in nhtoh he hat been robbed not only of 
any freetat of thought or not ion, Out of hie seas® of 
dignity and aeooapliaihaent in work. 
The purpose of Joint Wefcuttr in Many Sf arrives 
is to ^iv# way to the Impulses within hteielf,3® utile!! 
in this instan©# is to settle love and to go toward It 
dirtatly. But before ho runs off with hi# secretary, he 
fe«ls aoiapelled to justify his actions to hit daughter, 
*eo that she in her turn asay learn to lire and not close 
aM look the doors of her being11 as Webster fait that hies 
own doort had been looked.®** 
Anderson pursued this theme of erotic sinoerity In 
rMm daughter, where Bruce Dudley not only wants to find 
the right woaan to marry, but also the right Hind of 
work too. He is a faint echo and a blend of S-'ra MePheraon# 
Beaut MoSregor, and Hugh MoVey. Like tforherson, he left 
a seours job to nearoh for an elusive truthj lllte !l®3re§or# 
he wanted to be preeminent la something;; and like MoVey, 
he soufht for an understanding with his fellow-men. Bruae 
.Dudley is like Anderson, too, a mm who *alway» h%d 
burisd may « kind of inner tenderness shout word*, ideas, 
35 Many ifarrlage^, p. 87. 
36 Ibid., p. 89. 
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aooda. He had wanted to experiraant, slowly, going oare-
fully, handling words aa you sight hsmdla praoloua nfconas, 
giving thae & fitting." Sruoa, li&ea hie thraa prada-
cigssora, *lso needed security, and in his id-stration of 
the daft tough of a ssat outtar, of 3ponga Martin'@ sur# 
ssoveaents as he painted whaala, of tha craftsman* a skill 
in handling tools and prida in ability at his oho§an 
tugs, of his o mix ftar of words,one a an eaa a reflec­
tion of Anderson's own pride in craftsmanship, Fred. Gray, 
the antithasia of Brace Padlty, had served as a. privata 
in tha tranohaa daring S'orld -#ar I, and had <sos« out of it 
also with a terrible hunger for ba&uty, security, and 
co-apanionship in life, Hut he sought it in ratraats 
Alway® from tha first frad had w-antad a niea# 
first littl# wall built around hiss. He ssnted 
to ba §&f§ behind the wall, feel s&fa. A ®an 
within tha walla of a house, aafa, a wo®an*a 
nand holding hia hand, waraly~~awaiting him* as 
All othars ahut out by tha wall® of th# houaa. 
In Dark Laughter ala© is to ba found Andarson^a purpose of 
orusading for tha eraftsaan*# slowly vaaktnlnc battla 
against the foroas of industrialism, much as ha did in 
& J&& km$&m* 8o-8i. 
58 "Such tricky, elusive things. It might be that 
ha did not know whst ha wanted to handla* that sight ba 
what waa tha aattar with hi». Why not go and find outf* 
(pp. £4-25.) 
Laiiahtar. p. £51. 
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Poor white., sysboll&ed In the former by sponge Martin alt* 
in the latter by Joe '7 a In ©worth. 
Anderson * s theme of "order* and "purpose* in 
Beyond Pesir® and his delight in the precision and beauty 
of the ssachlne# have been noted jireviouely; it hm been 
ehoim, too, that Anderson was not inconsistent In hit 
shift of values, becaure he saw in the ne* Intfuetrial k§9 
the- of amn becoming subservient to the machine and 
he continued to indict not only the ruthless power of' big 
business and lte exploitation of America, bat the pablie 
vJ hit fell©* writers ae well for allowing, and even 
ad&irl.n$, such leaders and eituation*. In Beyond aeisijpe 
U found ltd Oliver, who regal«ed his self respaet# 
'iO"?erdlng to Anderson* s views, by dying for it, and sthel 
Long, who, tiuoh like 1? ether in Dark Laughter, found that 
ate had failed in life when she lacked oourage to approach 
love directly and purposefully» 
Kit Brandon deals with a woman* s unfulfilled 
purpose in a aearoh for human relatlonahlp*0 in a back­
ground of the oyniolsa of the poet-war period in the 
Upper South. This universal feeling is, of course, & 
40 « There were tlraea when she terribly wanted a san, 
not primarily ae a ex comrade, but as real comrade, some one 
to creep close to, feel close to. perhaps even a little to 
oonmand her, direct her* (p. S§8}. 
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direct reminder of the feelings of Slam ;3utter*orth In 
mrnmM,41 &fid her search for understanding la r©wlnls» 
cent too of the quests of rfu^h I^cYey and Eruae Dudley. 
An tiers on* s **.<!!-'* theory le directly expressed in »,my 
incidents In this ls.r?t novel, ?M the .author y«r<rn« 
for « ^stB® revelation to atrilse ew?ry haw on being at the 
«si« tine, that it '^oalsl be "wonderful* if with one record 
all the people would discover that .it was no fun In being 
rich in money, l-und, things, while there wns in the -world 
41 /.nderson philosophised in roor '^hite that *All 
sen lead their live® behind & wall of isiBunderet ending they 
themselves have -built, m<t sost men die in silence ami un* 
noticed behind the walls* . . . * (p. 22?). On her return 
from college to her father, *it so^ed to/pi a raj tli at the 
walls of the sleeplng-c&r berth were like the wells of a 
prison that had shut her *m%y from the beauty of life, fh# 
walls, like life itself, were shutting in upon her youth 
and her youthful desire to reach a hand oat of the beauty 
in herself to the buried beauty in others* (p. 181). Upon 
meeting her father, she wondered if he would not ice the 
maturity in her; she would be happy if he took her h«nd in 
his or if he kissed her, received her into fellowship, or 
received her as a wotaan and his daughter by kissing her. 
"He did neither, they drove in eilenoe through the town 
. . .* (pp. 194̂ 98). 
Hugh's lack of communication is shown in his inabil­
ity to effect satisf act cry relationships with 3ose UoOoy 
{pp. 254~g39), and during a walk with Clara Butterworth, 
then he wondered if ahe will answer his questions. She 
remained silent end he assumed she did not like him. •In­
stead alar** walked in eilence, thinking of her own affulr# 
and planning to use Hugh for her own ends ..." {p. 265). 
when they go off to get married, «re?*llfcing a little Hugh1 s 
difficulty"*In expressing what he »ust feel, she ranted to 
help him, but when she turned and saw how he did not look 
at her but continually stared into the durknesi, pride 
kept her silent1* (p. 281), 
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42 
one ilRfl© being la want. In this nov#l few H%lsey ha& 
gathered power and aodast wealth m h<ia<i of a rum-running 
group, but he desired respectability for hi® eon, and wanted 
hiss to be whet ton himself, b«c«use of h3« *te«lr# for 
8tt®o®ts» was not. 
42 jm Brandon. p. 221. 
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the lis#®® of social responsibility as It ooncerna 
the rel%tionship of the *1* and the *you» ic, perhipa, mm% 
dominant in m* wm» MS MMSMSE. and fit Brandon. 
where Hugh McVey and CI era Butterworth, Bruce Dudley and 
Aline arey, and Kit Brandon and Alf red weathersisythe »ee& 
understanding, fellowehip, and a pine# in soelety. In 
windy aaPheraon'a son and !#?rohlng Men. however, Anderson 
wrote at his best on this subject not when he treated in­
dividual problems, but when he aeleoted the relatlonehip 
of society toward individuals m targets to attack. for 
inatanoe, in writing of the incident in windy ifePhereon* e 
Son of SOT Mo! hereon* s taking a prostitute to dinner, 
Anderson was ooyly sentimental in the beet rosantlo trad­
ition when picturing the girl,4® but powerfully effective 
in lashing out at society for permitting condltlone which 
43 She had been deserted and betrayed by her hue-
band for her money; she oouldnH find respectable employ­
ment to support her little girl; her ©other wit® a hard­
working eorub-wo®an, poor but honeet, who *hat«d dirt; if 
her dreee wee dirty her underwear was clean and eo wag her 
body,* and she taught her daughter to be that way; end, 
finally, when ehe didn*t want to g© on the streete ehe got 
down on her kneee and prayed for etrength *to go on 
gamely. . . .We are a praying people, we Hew Engenders," 
she said. Saw thought th«t ehe had a "quality of honesty 
that he was always seeking in people.* See pp. 319-325. 
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forced wouen Into prostitution? when he left the wow&n, 
•san haft a feeling that lit should begin shooting oitiiens 
in the Rtreets , . . . He thought of like McCarthy, . • . 
and like Mike, he lifted up his voice in the night: 
• • „ Are you there, 0 Qod? Have you left your 
children here on the «<urth hurting each other? 
Do you put the eeed of a aillion children in nan, 
and the planting of a forest in one tree>4and 
permit aen to wreck and hurt and destroy?** 
Aside from hie *aln oharaoters who effect satisfactory re­
lationships with eaoh other and with society, Aadtrtoa 
has ehovn the plight of ttary Underwood and windy Mcpherson 
in contrast to the suoeessfol adjustment of John felfer. 
Mary Underwood #did not understand the people of Oaitton and 
the people Kisunderstood and distrusted her. Taking no 
part in the life of the town and keeping to herself and to 
her books she awoke a kind of fear in others.*48 As a re­
sult, Anderson showed, she beoaae the object of vicious 
gossip and unfounded scandal which nearly drove her from 
44 Page 325. Another exaaple oonoems Saw1® thoughts 
while discussing sex with a group of men, "One of them, he 
reasessbered, had maintained stoutly that the scarlet sister­
hood was a necessity of modern life and that ordinary decent 
social life could not go on without it. Often during the 
past year Sam had thought of the man1 s talk and his brain 
had reeled before the thought. In towns a»4 ©a country 
roads he had seen troops of little girls ootae laughing and 
shouting out of school houses,and had wondered which of 
then would be chosen for that service to mankind* (p. 313). 
See pp. 311—?17. 
45 page 6?. 
if 
the town# Further, In a long soliloquy Anderson expanded 
hi® views concerning #a certain class of village nmm*t 
who, "having fallen upon a tide light in the life of a 
ssary Underwood they return to it again and again as a dog 
t© its offal."46 
windy ^cPheraon had oosse out of the Civil star unable 
to readjust hiatalfj yet while Anderson exposed hii» us a 
pitiful braggart end a failure a® head of hie family, theirs 
la found in Anderson1# sidelight on the Civil far m under­
current of a/apathy and understanding of the problems of all 
such findy McPhersonst «Xa it eo strange," Anderson asked, 
that they could not come hose again and begin again peace­
fully painting houses or Bending broken shoes? Something 
in the® cried out.* 
when our own Thomas Sarlyle comes to write of our 
Civil war he will wake wish of our windy MePher-
eone. He will see ooaothing big and pathetlo in 
their hungry seargli for auditor* and in their end-
lee® war talk*... 
John Telfer, who had nubliaated hi® ideal of- be-
ooaing "a great artlot* by dressing in white flannels and 
white shoes, swinging a cane, made an extraordinary figure 
in the village, but "it was a part of his program© of life,* 
that of being an artist "practicing the raost difficult of 
all arte—the art of living. *4® 
46 Page 112. See pp. 111-113 
4? Page SO. See pp. 20-82, 
ASH It 11 
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Anderson*a philosophy In M*rohlng leii of lit# la 
the industrial age any b# tunned. up in a typiftal exaaspl# 
from the books 
ft go aaoh of us through the trends 111 of mr 
live# caught and eaged Ilk# little animal® in 
®o»e vast s»enagerle. In turn w# love, marry, 
breed. children, have mr swnents of blind fa-
til# passion «nd then soaothlng happens* All 
uneenaoloKSlsr a change creep® over as* Youth 
pa#see« Ws beooise ihwtd, careful, submerged 
in llttl# things.* Life, aft# great passions, 
#re«ase, all of those pase.*y 
the problem of soolal responsibility is inescapably 
tied up- in Anderson* b works as it is, of course, in life, 
with the problems of profession and occupation, ami love 
m*l sarriafe, a,nd to attempt to isolate on# of the prob-
lens would be to present only a partial picture. ffenoe, 
this ohapter has been placed at the center of the three 
major chapter# as a foeal point} it looks back upon the 
problest of industry and occupation and anticipates the 
proble© of love and marriage. Only by seeing the three 
problMS as a whole ©an one unify Anderson1 a philosophy 
of life as seen through his characters, and only by view­
ing aan in his relationship to his profession and to 
wonen oan on« fee his relationship to society and de­
termine whether he has fostered hie contact between hi®-
49 Fage 878. 
w 
self and his fellows in an api.p05fima.tely correct mmmr or 
whether fae has hinderedthis sentact. 
In suwaary, Anderson1a us# of his central oh* meters 
to express relationship® between individuals, ft® traced in 
this chapter, indicate® that the first three books mmy be 
taken AS a unit where hit characters, finding that the 
material lif# hm fa 11 Ad then, seek purpose in llf# through 
nervlee to others. The author, however, takes then only to 
the threshold of a new life and leaves the® on the doorstep. 
In his fourth and fifth novels, Many l»rrlmge» and Park 
Laughter. Bruo© Dudley, Aline Grey, and John Webster try 
to work out Ikfidertoii1® theory that love should be approaohed. 
boldly and direotly, but the ©onelueione are, at best, quite 
saddled. His last two works, mlpm iSSill •«* £11 MiSifiJb 
serve as containers for Anderson1! call for a return of 
dignity to labor, but his oharaotert ®ho search for their 
plaee in society fail in their purpose, for Red Oliver ©an 
find self-respeot only in death, sthel Long is bound In 
marriage to a aan she does not love, mad Kit Brandon*® 
search for happiness reffi&ins unfulfilled. 

CHAPTER ¥ 
The lroble» of Love and Marriage 
There i» love abundant In the world. -
It may take rasny roade to expression.1 
SHEHfOQB JUfDS&SOX, perhaps a# wish ®§ any modem 
American author, has been ©slled aex-obeeseed. li® reply 
»a« en apology for real i en and a »«tter»of~f«M3t presenta­
tion of the subject. fhie chapter will treat Sherwood 
Andereon'e search for a eolation to the problem of love 
and »&rri«i§e, the third major then# of his novels. 
Because Andereon and hie Chicago contemporaries in 
the 19S0® an# *30e Attempted to bring sex back to what 
eeested to then it it nomas! pluoe in the picture of life# 
they were reviled by oritioe and re&dere alike. The eval­
uation of the writinge of Anderaon in future yeare will 
not rett on hi® ability m a noveliet or on hit ability 
even as a araftm*n in prose# but future erltioe surely 
will tmke into account the importance of thie writer ae 
a. pioneer «nc! honor hie courage in precenting sincerely 
1 Sherwood Andereon, Marching Men (Hew Yorkt John 
Lane Company, 191?), p. 82. 
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and honestly hit conviction® of eex at a tin# when lie knew 
that hi# writing:® would mm% only hostility and rejeotlott 
by the majority of oritlo® anil the reading public. Bat 
why hesitate, he said, *to put down whatever 1® In mm* ft 
a 
and woraen1® live®, risking the pleture whole?- In eviklaafc. 
l»i Anderson*s trestraint of the problesi of love and 
smrrlage, thl® chapter will fee divided into four part®! 
<1) The placement of Bherwcod Anderson a® a leader ©f the 
1 iter«.ry disciple* of Sigrsund Freud? <S) n brief «u«t«ary 
of the beginning® of the psychoanalytic theory of Slgreind 
fread and the relationship of this theory to the writing® 
of Sherwood Anderson; (3) an extract of Anderson18 theories 
of love and aurriage in sstsx iMSs» Mm® «*« 
Sftgte Laughter, hi® three novel# which deal largely with 
this subject; and (4) an analysis of Anderson18 theories 
of love and marriage A® they are expressed through his 
characters in hi® seven novel®. 
1. 
Oaring the 1820®, when his popularity was at it® 
height, Sherwood Anderson was regarded *e one of the 
2 Sherwood Anderson, fletsolrs (Wew York* Baroourt, 
Brae# ®nd Company, 104S), p. 813, 
lot 
leaders of the literary dl«ciplee of Sigmmd Freurl. fhls 
decade—the so-called »jazR Age*—the tr* of en unconven­
tional literary emancipation from Victorian rofsantlcitia, 
we© under the dominance of « phlloeophy of oynlclsa and 
esrperifterttatiot! with e new for® of writing, when "both 
the novel and the dr-mi threatened to surrender out­
right t© the dominance ©f psychological analysis and. 
theories of motivation inspired by Freud, Jung, Mler, 
3 
and Bavfclocte Ellis.® It wae a fcise when the normal in 
life WAS examined slnutely for cluet to the abnoiwftl. 
writing in the youth of the age of science, naturalistic 
writers such as Waldo frank, Evelyn Scott, Conrad Aiken 
and Sherwood Anderson wrote harsh prose which delved 
Into the abnornal or the subconscious realms of huwin 
activity in search of motivation and caua© for human be­
havior, and the result wm the growth of the Freudian 
psychological novel, "for the romance end spiritual 
elevation of a great self-giving love there nr«g substi­
tuted a cold, scientific, iMtter-of-fAct attitude which 
reduced it tnm divinity to & biological function co®»on 
to all aniaal life.*4 
5 Harlan Hatcher, bm IMfffl A7f!fl«ai ISSj1 
(Hew York* farrnr and Sinehart, Incorporated, 1938), p. Xv2. 
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la which the origin of the eyftptoms wa® hidden froa the 
patient, and operated underground} and 8a?*preeelon«*>ia 
whlefe oonflloting ewotlons or unpleasant aenoriet served 
«® the reason for pushing the origin of the eyaptoa into 
the «uboonecions and .:\ihetitutlng another esotion or te®~ 
h&vier as compensation, the result of whioh played fcmroo 
with a. normal peaee of »lnd.® 
Freud*e theories were developed following « demon* 
stratIon of the disappearance of hysterical Istpniiwnt# 
under hypnosis at a netting In Parle in 1881, although 
his interest was In the neuroti®, not in the hypnosis. 
The "School of Pari©* under Charcot, and the *siohool of 
ftanoy* under Berohela, were interested In obeerving and 
recording the symptoms of neuroses; Freud, however, sought 
o*use of the phenomena, the why of the symptoms. He 
declined to «eoept the symptoms of hyeterles at their face 
value; hie was a «ore dynaale approach than that of 
Cheroot and Janet, whioh was descriptive and expository, 
with no effective curiosity as to the source and weaning 
of olinioal symptoms.® 
5 Joseph Jaatro®, Freud; Hie Drewi and Sen theories 
(Cleveland and Mew fork; the fforl# Publishing Company, 1940), 
P» IS. 
© 1M&-* p. is. 
10® 
Aft®!* research an£ observation, freud announced In 
1892 his *hyj»tet*loftl irapftirraenfc* theory (i.e., ft. neurotic 
invalid in not m neurotic invalid; henee the s«aroh for 
some other iseehsnis*.); KaiUe zola* e treatise m natural-
ieas In literature—k. theory which also nought nrt under­
lying causa for an overt act Ian—appeared in th# following 
ye*r» ?hue# while Freud waa biasing a new trail in 
onyohology, % trail nhieh WAS to lead into peyehonnalyeie, 
Sot* pioneered m aonteaporsry parallel i>*th in literature, 
and led hi® follower# into naturalisa. A further parallel 
nay be ventured here in samtairtg that sharcot end Bern-
hei?8g faithfully rand objectively oheerving and recording 
the sywptoat of neu rotes, were realists for whet Tola 
woull tnm '•observers*)# Freud* by seeking to interpret 
the syisptoffls—without deviating from the facte—»by delv­
ing into th® why to ascertain the nearest or determining 
eawiee ©f the phenomena—waa a natural let (or whs* Sole 
would tens "experimentallet*). Freud*s problngs for the 
oauge behind th® eynpton in order t© arrive .at an inter­
pretation was an example in science of what 2ol» was try­
ing to d© for literature. 2ol* wrote that 
the observer relate# purely «md aissply the phe­
nomena which he has under hit eyets ... he 
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tio» of all aonduot were In the e*rly days of 
Sherwood Anderson* b writing* to ts# had fro® 
Sigraund fread.10 
a. 
flit writing of flnatbttrg. Ohio (1919), marked the turn­
ing of Anderson toward « shift of .111® subject matter and 
purpose. tinfly tSoPhereon1 a Son was an expos* of Slg :©n#i«#«s 
and, indirectly, Anderson*a search for "truth"i Ma robing Men 
was a coolologieal notel of labor and Anderaon1® protest 
against the disordered Ineffectiveness of the Awerioan seen* 
and a plea for unity in which the p«,jssi«ard> Inoeftantly 
revested, is "order and purpose J* lliM&SSS# Itlifi# ni,x* 
work, feeoaite a *p#yoii0logloml dooastnt of the first import­
ance, 1,3,1 and "-posaifely the first flotional work In Anerlea to 
•scewplify the oon«eloa® and deliberate use of Freudian 
principles. 
After 101® Andereon was to turn the emphasis In hie 
novels fron tht Aserlean m m e  itself, and following his own 
exaatples in Wineibuwr. Ohio, he narrowed his soope? 8ms 
10 Harlan gather, £h5 ̂ Qdtrn Swtriean Hovel. pp. 160-6?, 
11 Cleveland 8. Chase, ihyrwood. lndgirson (mm tort# 
MoBride and Company, 19g?), p. SI* 
12 Walter Blair, fheodore Hornberger, and Randall Stewart, 
X&§ LlfirfMjfj M BiJillSl. llftll <Scott, Foreman and 
Company, 194?), p. 832. 
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lePhereon, international financier, and Heaut McGregor, 1Mder 
of & nation-wide labor ss©v@»«nt—both with their vast problems 
set in the background. of the swift expansion of the industrial 
age—were set aside. Anderson now beemae obsessed fey the 
action of the subconscious, "by a study of morbid psychol­
ogy, the first ©f IMi new type of novel Is Poor White, 
while he pictured in Poor white the effect of the growth of 
industrialism in the town of Bldwell, and through it what 
was happening to all the towns of the Midwest, he was con­
cerned more with the effect of Industrialism on the people 
as individuals, and the value of the novel "resides in the 
Freudian sketches aside from the main plot, and In the an­
alysis of the pathologies! fortae of sensibility.Seven 
characters or incidents have been selected for discussion in 
the following paragraphs. 
(1) Hugh KcVey. His searoh for love and understanding 
Is a central thesis of th® novel. Hi® frustration and. Isola­
tion are early brought out in the novel, when he was a 
young raaiv for example, he had once watched a farmer* s daughter 
and her fiance kiss. His Pagination was Inflamed and he 
tried to picture himself in th® position of the young city 
13 Regis Miehaud, JWIFFRW JML IsSSZ (Bo«T«*i 
Little, Brown and Company,19M), ̂  181. 
IMd.. p. ISt. 
lot 
man. «?!!§ body shook m with a ohill and he was half 111 ©f 
1ft 
jealouisy, *nger, snd an ©ir®rf»©wei,ing; etna® of defeat. »'* He 
indulged in flights of ronmntie fm&lm following A few 
s*su«l toMi froa an unknown gchool teacher;*® on war® spring 
evening® he tried to irmgine hlaeelf * clean-limbed, graceful, 
agile* j he thought of *how powerfully he could hold the body 
sof <* woman again at hie body and the spark of firee of spring 
If 
that had touched his became a flase,* but when he net Olara 
Butterworth he was overooae with shyness. •l|v© be#»n lonely, 
all ay life I*ire been lonely,* he think®. *J want to find 
my may into some one1® heart, and she is the one** He 
wanted t© mk many questlone: •That** that 1 went a vossit 
for. I want soa# one close to ase who understands thing® 
19 
sad *111 tell me about the®.* 
( 2 )  Clap* Butterworth. The last two*thirds of the 
book ere devoted in a large part to her awakening maturity, 
p£b 
her post-adolesoent eonfusion over her hulf-anderstodd desire* 
p0QP MMM* em PP. 33-58. 
16 Ibid., pp. 65-66. 
17 Ibid., pp. 76-77. 
18 ?bld.. p. 292. 
W IMS* # P» 264. 
20 See pp. 147-50, 173, 190, 194, 246, eto. 
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ana her dream# of the «right mm®, Anderson introduced 
•#v#r«l typed "wrong* ntn/^ wh©» ash® MjMti. She uarri#® 
Hugh MOfty, an aet which oosnplioate® her problem bmm&® of 
th# l«ak of understanding between theia and th® inability of 
either to break down th® wall of reserve between theta. Their 
wedding feast, mrrmged by h«r father, hat tamed into an 
occasion for vulgarity <*hioh b«te«e an agony of embarrass­
ment. Afterward*, when ©he thought of it, she could re­
pot 
nesiber it only »a# & horsey affair,• and her dream# of th# 
beautiful aen ant 9:039 en who were stunt to oo»e at this time 
were shattered in die&llueionaent*'^ 
{3) Hoe® MoCoy* The story of the sehoolteneher, whose 
relationship with Hugh Hofty is a vignett# separate frou th# 
main plot, oenters in A delio&tely told tale of frustration 
21 See pp. 157, 103-67, 173^73. 
22 Fag# 300, #iith a growing sens# of bitterness she 
realited that mil her lif#, *11 through her girlhood, and 
young w«w»nhood» the hud been w&itlag for this, h#r wedding 
night, and that now, having ©one, th# occasion for whioh 
she had waited to long and oonaerning which she had dreamed 
so a«ny dreaias, had »b©rt«d Into an occasion for th# dis­
play ©f agliness and feulg&rity* • * .Clara ftlt like m 
animal driven into & corner and surrounded by foes.* (pp. H96-97.) 
B$ "The beautiful sen and wo®en of th# dres*® were 
meant to eo«« »t this tin®, that's what th# dreasns were about? 
but, like th# unborn child that ran with ©wtetretehsd hand®, 
they cannot g#t over th® bridge and into the house,• ah# 
thought vaguely* (p, 296.> 
Ill 
that sight have been lifted lntaat from the pages of wlnea~ 
burg. Ohio. Again a wait of reserve held the couple apart, 
am! the subconscious longingu of for the other could 
find no esrpreeelon. 
(4) Another complete tut# in Poor White reninlaoent 
of wlneefairg* Ohio Is m picture of * ehildleas ootiple* Mi*. 
mm! Mr», llendtFion voodburn, a story that In a little more 
than a page tell® all there is to tell of ©ttrlllty not only 
in marriage tout in Hiring iteelf. a# brings hose papers and 
add* up figures in the evening-; the occupies her tie® knitting 
baby aooka«*«and 1 aye thee away with hundred® of other# stored 
in bureau &ra«era. "Their* wa* a houee of lilenee.* To­
ward Clara Buttervorth, their neio«t *hc could find no way 
of eacpreaaing to her nhooked aunt the new thought® the was 
beginning t© have about lift, their attitude was &» equally 
eterlles *Let*a'toc polite, but act a* though ehe didn't 
24 
wciat,*^ 
{§) late Ohaneelldr^ the antithesis of ire. food-
burn, presents another phase of Anderson1s philosophy of 
love and carriage; "why do mm and woaen have to fight each 
other? why doet the battle between thes have to go ©nf*" 
8* IS££ IMIS* pp, 1S?-8S» pans in. 
25 Ibid.. p. If!. 
nd 
Kate Chancellor-*-*et riding along the street like a mmt* 
thruatlng her harti into her skirt poekets, swearing like a 
raan, presented another $ide of th» sex problem to Clara, 
whoa K\at© wanted for herself. Yet Kate* 8 summation of sex 
pm 
and her rejection of the anewer the has! resolved " me not 
iatlufftfitory to (llara. Between her aunt. In whom * there 
ws§ southing soft, email, round, insistent, both terribly 
weak arid terribly (strong about the ootspletely feminine thing 
ah© h-id r.ade of herself or that life had made of her*' and 
the bold, vigorous, masculine Rate Chancellor, Slara Butter-
«orth found no word to comfort her or to untangle her con­
fusion into orderly lines; she could bat k**p her hope that 
"one should be able ... to find somewhere t ssan ^ho res­
pects hlntelf and hie own deelree but can understand also 
pa 
the desires and fears of a wmm,* 
(6) Another story of two live® is told in a snapshot, 
a paragraph, m complete a revelation as a flash of lightning 
which etche® a vivid retained picture out of a dark night 
S© *Wate was a bold, vigorous thinker,* Anderson wrote, 
"and wag »triving t© grope her way through her ©wn problem 
In lift. . . . * (p. 160). fate had decided that sen wanted 
"® certain thing fvm women. It is delicate and easy t© kill* 
Love is the meet sensitive thing In the world. It* ft like an 
orchid. Men try to pluck ©rehlde with ice tonga, the fools,* 
(pp. 171-72, MI£|S). 
iMB£ SMM. P- W-
ibid., p. its. 
•115 
before blackness blot* the scene :*gaim k middle*aged «ouple, 
nameless, are climbing a hill. The is an pi oil« up, grumbling 
at hie fife, who paid no attention to his words, t&ving htr 
breath for the labor of walking, "anil a,e fop the Matter of 
ai&rri«ge, that had been attended to. She faw no reason to 
09 
?.?ast© wa.rdi over the natter** " 
(?) The story of Staoky Pete fry is ftill another 
Freudian short sketch unrelated to the sain plot of Poor 
•^hlte: it ie a reminder of l?l&* McCarthy of Windy McPherson'« 
Sont It is & tale left over from flnesbursg. Ohio. Smoky 
r-ete Fry, the bl&e&aiaith; *forerunner of the aodrn oity 
newspaper reporter in hia love for taking the center of the 
stag# in order to dr?»g into public sight the misfortunes of 
•m 
hi® fellows . . .* shen he gleefully found soae morsels 
with whish to assail the reputation of T©« Sutterworth, he 
learned that hie own worthless son had been given a c'vmoe 
to make something of tiiiaself by Biitterworth. He had 
evidently misjudged the character of hit son, he thought; 
had he n&d® n mistake too about torn Butterwortht But his 
information was spelling in hia breast; h# purged hia 
emotion by delivering his denuno iation—al one at night in 
#. cow pasture, during ® driving raingtorss. 
2® JMd., P. 
ML*» P* 
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the foregoing seven example?* chosen frew Poor white 
art typical of Anderson*® characters, of the problems they 
faced, and of ho* th«y wet those problems. Hugh Ma^i»y*« 
y«aming for lore and understanding, his frustrations, hi® 
search for happiness in carriage Is iijBllar to that of 9i?i 
^cT»h©rson, ^ewit ?«e3regor and "ruoe Dudley, *31 *r* Sutter-
worth it an earlier Kit Brandon} she is another Edith 
Carson, the milliner. In describing olsra1® adolescent 
©motions, Mdereon approached the sensitive boat of hi® 
short stories. The failure of Olara to achieve a fully sat­
isfactory carriage lay in two thingsj "The wall* which she 
had raised in front of her, end her motive in marrying Hugh 
*c?ey. There was a wall between Olara and htr father, rate, 
her hus^-md, the ̂ osdbums. 
• • • When htr aunt spoke to her and tried with her 
feeble hands to tear ®oae stones out of the wall 
that was being built between the*! . . • Olara . . . 
feeling as though she would like almost to weep . . . 
nmw no possibility of evplalning to her iunt the new 
thoughts she was beginning to hare about life and did 
not want to hurt her by trying, *How ean I explain 
my thought® when they*re not ©1ear in ay own aind, 
when I as myself Just groping blindly about?*3* 
•then llofey proposed marriage, she felt lite laughing, but 
"then what was in her of her father1 s shrewdness oatae to her 
resoue.• sht accepts hl» because §h# felt it was her last 
31 MM** PP« 
us 
©liaii©®t bat she 414 not loir# hXm, she wm«t«d to help Hugtw 
**«u?riiige had perhaps given her that impulse, but ahe ait 
32 
not fellow it* . »• —and a wall of elleno®, auoh like 
that described between fred and Aline 0r«y in l»rk Laughter, 33 
build* up between the®. In telling the »t©ry of 01am Butter-
worth, Anderson attempted to reason out her desire for 
mmrring®, and probed Into the thought® which she would not 
atfalt ©ven to herself. "Hugh ws® what she wanted to be,• 
Anderson «rote, •!« wait a creative foree. In his hands 
dead laaitlMtt thing® bM«« oreatlve forces. 8# mm what . 
»h# wanted .not Itereelf but perhaps a son to be.®34 There 
Ibid.» p. 314* 
33 Andersm described a typlael evening with the Fred 
§r«yat "In the evening after dinner he looked at her and she 
looked *t hla. What mm to be saldf there «M nothing to 
talk about, . . .How oould they talk, There waen*t anything 
special to be ©aid,* (p. 282. Be# ale© pp. l®f»9f# 178, aisft 
208.) Biese pmeeagee are tlnilar to those depicting the 
early sarried life of the MoVeyt, when. •dense silence brooded 
and LClaraJ and Hugh, together were elleat, , . , when word® 
oaae they did not break the tllenee. The wall re*ained. • 
Hugh, like hie oounterpurt in Dark Laughter, talked shop, 
espty, jaeaniagle#® words. *iu^ dil Sot want to talk of the 
work mt the shop » but eould find words for no other talk.* 
(pp. 9$8»33, p&eelm.) The result wa« that »hi« hanile had 
bailded a wall and'the paaeinf days were huge ©tone® put on 
top of the wall. * (p# 31#.) fheee p«»SMi§e» are reninisoent 
of Anderson*a poem "The Man in the Brown Coat* la J lew T»ata> 
stent where he wrote of hie own life *. . . why in all our life 
together Imve I never been abl e to break through the wall to 
my wife? Already 1 have written three hundred,, four hundred 
thousand word®. Are there no words for love? . . . * (p. ?6.) 
94 This desire it stellar to that of Bm MoPhersson 
and leant «©§MI§OF in Anderson1® two earlier novels. In the 
laat novel, foa Halsey w»»te hie eon t© be what he hisiself 
©an not be. 
us 
wm something of her Aatlra for a aaa* AadtHM raatoned. 
•Sht wanted torn t thing »©r® than cartists. There wat a ores-
tlwt iapalaa In her that could not funotien until ehe had 
bttn aaAa love to by a laan. Tht aim A# vaatadl wat butt an 
lnttraaant she «©«ghi In order that she Might fulfil hei*. 
Allled. with the story of Gl&ra Butterworth* s aearth 
for lore is her thoughts of her .©other* s relationship to ht* 
fnther—Andtrton* s theme of wowan1# tubs* lea ion to nan* All 
of her lift Clara* t aethar had submitted to htr husband, 
Andereon wrote, and—like the author* t own aether and so 
in 
aaay ©f the mothers  and wives in his novalt** died of 
overwork at a kitchen drudge. 
In th# at*17 of Hose MoQoy Anderson was a© re than tht 
obatrvtr who, aaoov&iag to Zola* 8 praaept, "relates purely 
and timply tht phenoaena «hiah he hat undtr hit ©yes. * He 
went further. Still following Zola*« direotion, ht stepped 
35 Poor White, p. S80* Compare Baaat MoOregor* s 
atataaant in Marshlng Men that although ht wanted idlth 
Carton« he would starry Margarat Owasby: «ler beauty hue won 
s«* I follow be*uty. I want beautiful children. that it 
ray right. . . • Look at Mith. Do you thin!* she oould bear 
ohildren to «at* (p. 243.} 
36 for JUiAtraoa* a account of the hard lift of hit own 
aother, ®#e IsSSip# PP. 20 ond and £ |to,n MMlSl 
Story, g». ii, of *. . «a aother who it to die, outworn and 
don# for at thirty—.* BMZ ?' * l£S «»d 
Men have sirailar incidents. 
llf 
forward a* experimentalist to interpret the phenomenon, and 
attempted in a digression to the reader to explain !«¥«y(a 
failare to •amount his *ftll of reserve In order to win the 
love of Has# ifocoy* •Had Hugh hmn able,* Anderson stw-
»arlce&, "to oraep life# a aoonttean into the pi«««n8i of the 
sleeping eohoolteaeher, he atuat inevitably have loved her,* 
Anderson wen% further still; anxiously h# pointed oat both 
a warning an well m the itoral of the .staryi 
A3.to he would perhaps have understood thst it is 
best to spproaoii hdSiin beings dlrsotly m€ boldly 
*s he had approached the aeehanlo&l problems by 
•hloh his day# were filled* Instead he sat by Ms 
window in the prtsenet of th# noonlight flight and_7 
thought of woaoft as being utterly unlike hi»telf* -
In his next novel, Anderson had John Webster approach 
ffatalle Swart* "dirsotly and boldly*, and in Pari Laughter 
it is Bruoe &ad#y who walks off directly and boldly with 
Aline S-rey under the nose of her husband, Fred arey was 
too nuoh like Hugh Mô «y at this points Hugh,, "when his 
fancy wade for hi® a picture of the school tsaehar Rot® 
lloCoy sleeping In & bed, » . . taw her only as a chaste 
white thing to be worshipped fro® afar and not to be approaohad, 
at least by hiwaelfj*®® Fred, when he had asked Allns to 
aarry hi®, could see, In that little part in Paris» the 
5? £221 fHilf. P* «• 
a® ibia,. p. gas. 
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whit® stoneHS woiifK--*atfg«l#*--®n the poof of Notre Unit® 
cathedral, and he ha,4 vision# of her as a email, old-
fashioned whit® tuArblt statu* ptople u§#4 to tot on pedes* 
ta.la among green foliage in * garden.®® In Poor white. 
foa H&leey, needing a wow&n to nurse his child, presented 
Mi baby to the minister* s vowsa and walked off with her in 
front of the sinister and the oongregation. In Anderson's 
eyee, the grovelling pr#«her's ories of "fltod, don't let her 
go I" was fmr outweighed toy Hal sty's motto thet *§od tuMes 
oar# cf the aan who takes ear® of himself.**® 
Anderson always had a secret adalr&tion for bold and 
successful lovers. In hi® Meaolrs he nentloned hit * rather 
intense boyish admiration* for hie r©«fflate, John, during 
hie early days in Chisago, Anderson himself was continually 
falling in lovej he would follow a woman walking in the 
street although, he admitted in hie autobiography, *hftd the 
notioed ««, turned and spoken to »e, I would hnv# been 
frightened, On the other hand, John • » , mm bold. and 
41 
successful.• In compensation, Anderson pl«o®d hisself in 
3® Paris Laughter. p. 174, 
s## Poop J&llt* PP» 150-54. 
41 iewoire, pp. 113-14, pgglf. In fiffffiftftf MMM* &e 
further idealised! *Your wale should be the adventurer* He 
should be careless of possession, throw the® aside.• (p. 59.) 
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the ch&raoters he crested. a olue for this projectloft may 
be round. In Perhaps lessen where, In A typical ao©a of self* 
snalyeie, he wrotes 
I m not & large »a« in my own aon£«loudness of 
rayeelf, although, to soiac of wy friend*, 1 mm At 
tl»#e to appear phyeisally large. 
In »y o*a oonselcuanesa of syself I a®, often 
enough, a peculiarly mm11 a.n<t ineffectual mui, 
*That may ee the reason,* I say often to ayeelf, 
•that I wrote «o toolily.• 
•I MI trying,* I tell weelf, "to fi»« in words 
a bot«ln®§6 not in ayself.I,€fe 
Than, »aa Mcpherson ©aeily waa made to utter "a blunt de» 
ol juration . . . 1J ha*e been thinking w# might starry, yen 
m& I114 to sue fiainey. *• You get things done, ton* t you?* 
ehe replied sailing. Beaut KcOregor, "single minded and 
primitive,» who *ha& not feeen defeated by lift," bluntly 
raised Margaret Orasstoy* daughter of a powerful financier, to 
help hiss.. Anderson seeded a® overwhelmed with .admiration 
for the audacity of hi® hero IMS Margarett na hot wave, half 
anger, half admiration, swept over her, * As if that were not 
enough, the hot w«v# which swept over her left her with 
another thought} *, . , he i® no ohild—that McGregor. He 
44 
is a ohild of nothing. Me etand# on a rook unshaken.* 
48 Sherwood. Anderson, Pet%.TOt wosten tf?»w Yorlu Horace 
Liveright, Incorporated, 1931),' p. »§• 
Marching Ken, p. 188. 
** BM** PP- 1W-W. ISESli. 
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Xn Beyond Dae Ire Anderson continued hit fanoy of bold lovers 
by tsean® of m letter frota a companion to Rod Oliver to the 
effect that ©wry atari ought to italte tit# search for his woiasun 
in a new way, "snore fearlessly than in the old way. If the 
world were ever to be auide sweet again,* Anderson s&ld, *they 
had first of *11 to learn to be fenrless and even reckless* 
They had to be life lovers who would throw even life Itself 
Into the gam®.These thought® *re, of course, extensions 
of Anderson* 0 ideas which he had expounded previously In 
Park Laughter and Mmy Marriages,46 
to •oMarit* this analysis of the chosen incidents 
from ?o&.- -"hits. an attempt has been made to show that in 
eaoh of them, serving as typisal examples of Anderson's 
writing*, he has exposed, first, the unoonselous motives end 
unconscious ueoh&nlsis* in adult attitudes and behavior, m 
exposure which originated with Sigaund Freud and which has 
4? 
been termed one of his "aost significant contributions*; 
^ iszsM istUa1* p- 9. 
46 In Buris Laughter, for instance, Aline Grey is fas­
cinated by *a sharp sense of something In Frenoh life,* a 
satter-of-f&ot acceptance of life and love, as it were? 
Americans, she thought, *were sentissental fools about women* 
(pp, 164-67, oas$l«Y. Kit Brandon think#! •low jyteri©«.n 
her husband *o». . « .Oh, what have A&erlmn mmm not had 
to stand frcia Aaerioan seen I* (p. 324). See also Perhaps 
Sffits. MMBM-
47 Kisball Young, fersonsll̂  jnd Pj-fblffiS of 
sent (Kew York! F.S, Crofts and Company, 1940), p.SSi. 
m 
®M ••CKMIAI he hae made at# ©f £r*ileZola*« thiiory &f attsopt* 
ing to interpret the underlying eaue* for ®n evert action 
ono« he had mp®m& it. Anderson* & ohar&eter* <*re frtuMttan 
ohsracters, lonely, suppressad, frustrated, pining for 
loir# and understanding! they orave fwlfillMent, yet they are 
afraid of love. And ARA*r*on understood, with a gr^at o©i§-
p as* ion for the®# oharaotert of hie, that *ve all need to be 
loved, whmt would mm mm would oure the reft of us alto* 
the disease ie universal. We all wmt to b# loved and the 
43 
world has no plan for orestift-g our lever*.* 
*sTh®i»* are a thousand thing* in life no one rightly 
understands** Anderson onoe wrote; *lova has as unity branches 
4® 
as a tree.* In Many Burr Inane, hie iseoond novel whioh 
deals primarily with the subject of love and aarriaga* he 
boldly trod an ttnaanvantlonal fM*th or, to folio* his siiiile, 
he eliabed a branoh of the tree where tm have dared to go. 
And in m doing, he left hinself out on a li*b. Outwardly, 
the novel is axaotly what ?arrington expressed} »A eluasy 
50 
aeoount of a Babbitt gone on e psychologicsi spret.• 
48 Quoted fro« Sherwood Anderson1 § story, *Seed«* by 
M.B. r«gin, IfffElfl ?®nlti»orei 
Th® noesi-Bryn Comply- 1927) p., 124. 
49 Sherwood Anflaraon, Mamar Marriages <Rew Torki 8«*. 
Heubtah, Ineovporated, 19*9)/ p* 83. 
w*80™!*#!" LSulf p«̂ ^̂ 2nv—  ̂Thought. Ill (i®« forki laroomrt, ftraaa and (Sowpany, 1930} 
r Pft 
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Inwardly, It le Anderson1* tinatre plea for the optu recag* 
nitlon of beauty &u4 love In 8#*, but the author1 s sincerity 
was not strong enough to &#a.i* the weight of his philosophy, 
so that 111* Message beca«e obaoured in inooherent systtalsai 
and symbolism, and finally disintegrated in ths lest ohapter* 
In this novel Anderson often verged on the ridiculous and 
sotRetiraee euacsaaded in aoooiapllshlng it, 
Th# sain th#w® which Anderson pursued was a quest for 
s#*«ai web as S» IfePherson* s »ort eonventlonal 
starch for a purpose in lift, Anderson's thesis in iisny 
Marring®8 was to ut down a story of eearual inhibition, and 
as push a® h« oould of its ohms# And effect; it WAS an 
to port rut? on# who had the courage to defy public 
opinion and th# moral standards of hit age in refusing to 
"deny life*. John Webster, middle-class washing machine 
manufaeture? In a middle ifiltiu town, found that life had 
passed him by, and hurried to oatoh up to It* Like 
prophets and syatlos of old—and, of court®, like Sherwood 
Anderson—he had his ecetatle visions; at one time, for 
Instance, whan "he fait suddenly like a young prophet eon® 
out of some far Strang® ©lean land to visit, with the bias* 
sing of his preserve the people of the itre©trt a thought, 
"a great hope* flarad In hlmj 
A time will so®® when lov# 1 ike a sheet of fire 
will run through the town# and oitlee. It will 
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that "the god of denial ha<I won the victory. To reach hit 
throne-room one went through long hsill ways of evasion. . . 
Because of this denial of Ufa, the?® can be no •purpose* l» 
living; *B®fi and women either spend their lives going, in an# 
out of the door* of "nouses and factories or they ©wn houses 
and factories and they live their lives and find theaselves 
at last facing death mi. the end of life without having 
lived at -all. *®* The thought 1® faiailiar to the reader of 
Anderson* s previous novels, but in Many Marriages he dug 
underground and gts§ up with the idea of repression! 
In every hmm body there is a great well of 
silent thinking always going on. Outwardly 
certain word# are said,, but there are other 
words being said at the suns tlae down in the 
deep hidden places. There Is * deposit of 
thoughts, of unexpressed emotions. How ©any 
things are thrown into the deep tell, hidden 
away in the deep well I 
There is * heavy iron lid elcraped over the 
south of the well, then the lid is safely in 
plaee one gets on all right, One goes about 
gayir̂  words, eating food, seetlng people* fon­
due ting affairs, accumulating money, wearing 
clothes, one lives an ordered life. 
Seaetlsee at night, in drtass, the.liA 
trembles, but no one knows about that.®® 
John lebster, like a wodern Saul converted, saw the light, 
S3 JTEWRLEFFEE. p. 192 
** Ibid., p. 86. 
65 Ibid.. p. 155. 
im 
found new lif# in the eye a of a woamn, and. h*d the ©onfag® 
to thro* ©ff the IM of the well, to reeogniae his «m«»» 
preeeed eatotlont and to release thea in renunciation of hit 
busineae* hit wife ant friend*. His wife hail neither tht 
©©tirade nor the underatanding to follow him; "thy ehoatlA 
there be those who deeire to tear the lid off the wells, • 
the orled, *to break through the walls? Thinga had better 
be left aa they are# Those who disturb the heavy iron 
lide 'thould be killed. *m 
In thia novel Anderson knew no division between 
fleth and spirit that doea not paroh the one and kill the 
other, Henry S. Canby notes. 
Like Banyan, he it willing that hie pilgri® shall 
tare hismelf mm if he kille his wife, dlarupt* 
hie ho»e, wreok» hie btttinett, end pute dangeroat 
knowledge in the lmsmture wind of hia daughter. 
But it it not salvation elaewhere but life here 
that he propoete, *ore life, wore love, with the 
possibility of attaining a. freedon of sslnd by 
which loving heart ueets loving heart and exchanges 
life currents unhampered by fear, oonventlon, or 
false thane * . . Jtndereon would let aoolety as it 
le go to the devil, but only if it oiwinot permit 
free flowering of love and life here end now. Our 
mind® now die before their bodies. If a wife, dead 
already in mind and emotion, kills herself because 
her husband leave® her, what is the least If m mm, 
•looping the fate of many aarriages, finds renewal 
of youth in angfcher love, who haa euffered m «uoh aa 
he haa gained?07 
« im* m* 
$7 Henry 6. e»Rby, <££8Sa& .g«XlftS>» (*•» 
Bra©# and Company, 1984} # p. 946. 
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In Many Marriages Anderson has mrkeH in the intrie&cies of 
sex, but—and her# is «hat valua there i® is the boo!*—he 
*r#lftt#t aex to life instead of iasarsing life in the sax 
instinct. 
Anderson continued. hit theme in hit next novel, 0arlt 
Laughter. Tha rolaa of John and lury tehater are reversed 
in Anderson*« *«qu*lt It i« Aline Gray who in Andersons 
philo»ophy had tha courage to go m% openly t© fseet lift. 
Sh# had mmoh of the qualities of tha earlier John webefce* 
in her that aha too had kept tightly shut tha lid over ttut 
S9 
thoughts and drama stirring in the wall within her. 
Mar husband, like ffary Webstar, rat re at ad farther into his 
secure dreast world of an ideal aa Aline oirsro««» her re­
creation®, n«d kept tightly shut tha 3id oirar tha walls 
"What on# wanted fron woman mm not a conscious partieipa* 
tion in the facts of lifa—its vulgarities. . . *60 Dismayed, 
*• HIS* * P. 846» 
89 'Outwardly sh© was all [fredj expected. That was 
hardly the point," Anderson noted. *cjne ooul4n*t prevent 
oneeelf having thoughts. Thar# sight ha nothing in Ufa 
tout Just that — living—teeing tha days pass—being a wife 
and perhaps presently a »ether—drea«ing—keeping tha thing, 
down incWe, in order. If ona oouldn't keep it in order at 
least on« could keep it out of sight. (F. 134.} 
@0 Sherwood Anderson, fimrk Laughter {Haw forts 8oni 
and i.iv?right, 1008}» p. If?., 
IE? 
confuted, as helpless m Kary Webster In the face of Anderw 
son's theory of reality, clinglng fiercely to hie idealism, 
his thought WAS a virtual echo of John sebster1 a wifej 
•We1*# get to believe In things—kill people «hc don» t 
believe.*®* 
The marriage of Fred and /,1 ine $rey i# a etudy in 
contrast. they met in Paris shortly after tht first iorld 
war, /Jline hM wanted *t© be in something**up t© the 
hilt—the limit—once, anyway. She had got into— a marriage 
with Fred Grey.Fred #ŵ s like a child, wanting soae-
63 
thing sh® stood for—to hi*—wanting it desperately. * 
He married hie dream of what he had wanted Aline to bet 
Security, respectability-, a haven where he could shy* oat 
the ugly realities of lite, but he worried, not the Virgin, 
but Venus. In the resultant insecurity of his hoaie life, 
he transferred his drears of security to his factory, where 
he could play at being ruler in his well-defined and 
comfortably familiar business kingdom, ©till shut cut from 
reality, engaged in the problem of fightin§ down within 
himself all doubts, all questions of his shafcy relationship 
with hi® wife, and of her relationship with another man 
*ho had the courage to approach her boldly. 
61 Ibid.. p. 201. 
62 Ibid., p. 203. 
ibid.. p. mi. 
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This seotion has shown Anderson* ® theories of love 
and ntarriag# as expressed in hi* hi atopy of the live* of 
three oouplesi Clara and Hugh MeVtjr, John and a&ry fibster, 
and Fred and Aline Grey. Anderson* s purpose in Poor White 
hue previously been sunoarlxed; hie these® in iany ferriages 
nn^ %ar& Laughter nay tot tafeen at a unit, in irhloh Anderson 
a sue forth with a radieal idea that on#, to death of 
the aind before death snuffs out the life of the body, 
should open the lid ©f the wall, express all hidden emotion®, 
mad go forth to seek life and love direotly. Anderson1 s 
idea i® hidden in sygtleisa and ayssbolie aenninga and often 
is not easy to folio* exoent "by indirect references -,nd 
-allusions. Both novels ere often sordid in details and-un­
doubtedly have proved shoaXing to m%ny readers, but 
Anderson* t integrity and sincerity in writing should not be 
doubted., ?© understand wore oo»pletely his philosophy of 
love and marriage, one should follow hit theories as he re­
vealed the* in hie other writings,®'* the following seat ion 
will analyse Anderson's idea* as he expressed then through 
other characters in his seven novels. 
64 For example, see pp. 49 and 50, Perhaps gotten. 
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4.. 
to John t•If** In winds' ajoPhortoa1 • Soil, love and 
tsarriage were handicaps to the urtift, *wh® had better let 
the women ant girle .alone* becaute they are at war with 
hlii m<i hair® a different purpose than h@t They believe 
*that the pursuit of wosen Is an end for a life.* John 
Tel fer, "the orate?, the dandy, the only sun in town, ex­
cept Kilt© Mo<j%pthy, who kept Kin trouitr® creased, * wa« 
14on to women*; he urn! his wife were "the ooafc auoesseful 
serried pair In Caxton'% still In lev® and as considerate 
of each other as eweethe&rts, and she, "unlike ssost of the 
»?iwe In Canton,* never ̂ ueetioned his privete life but 
left hi® t© come go to live hie own life while the 
attended to her millinery business#®® John Telfer, shallow, 
pompom, village ds»My .and eelf*appointed oh&imin of any 
tswn setting, lovor of life and beauty and cracker-barrel 
philosopher, i« on# of Anderson1e iiajor cpokeenen and re­
presses for the first time in the novels me of the major 
thenes on mxt that in America, sexual love is rep re e Bed and 
68 Sherwood Anderson, windy Mcpherson*s mm (Me* 
fork? B»* • Heubsch, Incorporated, rev, «d,," tfell, p. 69. 
6̂ Ibid., pp. 10.11. 
tm 
hidden, a result of whloh i® the aeoostpanylng overt mmitmt* 
stlon® of neurotlolsai and frustration? that sex, when it is 
brought into th# open, is treated with a crude vulgarity and 
eabarraesed levity# Telfer draws « picture of m typical 
village?* "a aaaplt of lift in this town,'1 vho pretended to 
fee filled with disgust at the mention of the word lovei 
it will talk of sen or steers or of the stinking 
hides that ht buys but at the station of the voyo 
love he is like * hen that has seen a hawk in the 
sky. ie runs about in oireles making & fuss, *fier»! 
Here I Her# I* he orles, *lou are staking public some­
thing that should be kept hidden# You are doing In 
the light of day whet should online done with a 
abased fp.oe in a darkened room.*f>f 
The tragedy, in Anderson1» eye®, was the effeot of this 
attitude on adoleeeents in Awerloa1 s towns and villages, 
where, left alone toy their elder* with «€sharaoterlatle 
what~teoots»it attitude toward the need# of ©hildhood*, 
boys and girls got through their instlnot®, "orudely and 
without guidanoe, their first peep «t the aystery of 
life** Unnaturally aroused by the eaotlons they had un­
knowingly unleashed, thinking thoughts, they had lost 
their keenness for fun, *and people seeing then nodded 
their heads and said, 1 It is th© loutish age1S®* 
e? ibid., pp. ea~67. 
68 Ibid., pp. 71-78, pasiia. 
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A second theme of Anderson, that at primary pappose 
of wouen in life Is to bear children, vac #*pre>s»®d fey 
Hike SfoOarthy who, having been jailed for killing a hus­
band and ooamittlng adultery with the man's wife, voices 
hit philosophy in a long soliloquy through the burs of 
hi® ©ell to an widienoe of townspeople aeststbled outside. 
•I have «i philosophy of lift,* he «hotit#d in prayer; *1 
have seen sen and woiaen living year after year without 
ohildren# 1 have seen th*» hoarding pennies ?*M denying 
Thee new life on whioh to work fhy will,11 Seoretly he 
visited twelve of Carton* • ohildless wives, "talking of 
oaroal love.* felfer insisted that young S«® lophtrson 
stay to hear the tirade, arguing that the boy had heard 
enough lies in the town and that "truth won*t hurt hl«*. 
MoOsrthy, who In Anderson1® interpretation was *trying to 
work something out", eontlmiedt 
Oh Father I Help us men of Sancton to understand 
th*it we have only this, oar live#, this life so 
war® and hopeful and laughing in the sun, this 
life with its awkward boys full ©f strange pos­
sibilities, and its girls with their long legs 
and freckles on their noses, that «re meant to 
curry life within theaselves, new life* kicking 
and stirring and waking then at night..69 
Anderson not only endorsed ioCarthy1 ® philosophy, he set»«d 
to underscore it through San loPherson and John felfer. 
69 Ibid., pp. 58-53, pafUji. 
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9»«# llo%tiling, «f@lt that he lit4 been shriven. m« »lad# 
his heart, even his tired body itemed etraagtly olssntedL 
. , . In the raldat of the blasphemy of Miles ffecarthjr he 
had sensed * deep and abiding love of lift,* Tslfar* who 
felt that even a mm lit# Hike JteGarthy, half totalis «s he 
uruss, leept "Instinotlvaly trying to justify himself before Sod,* 
and add® i nots* 
The world will «oa# day grope its way into aotse 
kind of «ik understanding of its extraordinary 
sen. Sow they Buffer terribly. In suooesn or 
in saeh failures as hat com® to this imaginative, 
strangely perverted Irishman their lot le piti­
ful. It is only the OCNMOR, the plain, unthink* 
lng smn̂ who elide# peacefully through this troubled 
world, *m 
A® n&m immm **• **« »mmi to i,mi§gf,f 
for Anderson*t theory of seeking love direotly, so Frank 
Turner in II arching Men eon tinned the thoughts of John 
Telfer in windy ifoyheraon*t son. Frank turner, a barber 
who deserted hie wife and four children because the oo»-
pulsion to bmm® a craftsman*** aalter of fine violins** 
would not let him alone, is a olenr-out apology for 
Sherwood Anderson*« own actions, an attempt by the author 
to Justify the motion of a asn surrendering to the love 
of hi® craft -and hie own pmrp&m in life despite the otoli* 
SM«# p'  ss« 
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grations udiieh family,, sooiety i»4 convention had imposed 
upon hi*. And as sit® McCarthy sought to Justify hi# 
notions, so did Anderson in r*e«k f urtier* 8 confession to 
t̂mut McGregor. Fran* turner and his wife did not get 
•$l®ng, juit a# Anderson and hi® first three wtvm Aid not 
&et along, because of differences in. interest and purpose# 
of life, frant Turner o.tat host frost his mrk in th® 
evening# to listen to hi© wife brag of her worlc m m 
f&otory stenographer, dreaming *15 the while of .-platitude 
and a chance to worlc on his violin#. Anderson*e first wife, 
the author wrote in his sfeaolrs. Harried on® sort of wan and 
had ewakened to find she had got another. She had been 
unable to believe In hi* m m artist* Both Frank Turner 
and Sherwood Anderson eenaped. *»o»e mm are intended to 
work and take o&re of ©hlliren and serve women perhaps, * 
Anderson wrote in fftrshlna: Hen, ••but others have to 
trying for a vague «o«ething all their lives. . , If they 
don't §et it it doe®n*t matter, they have to keep trying.*^ 
l' rank turner discoursed on woaen and love to young Heaut 
t#oGregor »uon as John Telfer did to young Bam MoPhersoni 
®Ho wo»an»w said Turner,, hi® prototype, * really understands 
fg  
ft smn earing for anything but herself,* and continues 
iss» p* 
?a ibid., p. 94.. 
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Telfer*« denunciation e£ wosien in a. bitter spaftob; «... 
they nor* and seheae trying to get at eon • . » fhey hsvt no 
wer«y . « * They *age war on us trying to maict ua alavae. 
They want to take us captive home to their hoaees &s Cm*** 
*3% 
took captives hose to Hoe#.* *" when Anderson admired my-* 
thing, it had ^owler11 md «;>urpoae*j thai, when he wrote 
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that there was eoraething %stsay and. disorderly* about 
Frmntc Tamer*« umrrie& lite, the reader say be sure that the 
worst possible happening had none into the raan*s life, the 
harras&ed barber felt himself being submerged; a purpote 
in lift was being denied his; when he let hieaself go he 
?i reamed not of duty to his family bat of working undle-
turbed »t hie craft. 
*tfy woman was a good enough sort,* h® told 
Beaut. aI suppose loving i® an art like writ­
ing a book or drawing pietares or asking vio­
lin® • People try to do it and don*t succeed# 
In th® end we throw the Job up and Just lived 
together like most peopl® do. Our 1 Ives got. 
aesay and meaningless. Thst* e how it ®ai.* 
Dher*ood Andereon mm to uee the tas® story twenty-five 
y«are later to describe his own married life. In hi® 
Memoirs he stated that an artist must be true to himself 
73 Ibid.« pp. 90-96. 
JM§* * P» 8*-
76 Ibid., p. 86. 
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and to hie own vision of life, and that nothing must be 
allowed to it and in the way. Anderson* e 6r«a» was ©f a 
race for a moment fitting free »o*sething long subiaerged 
in thMiilTfi toy singing that out of one throat. *tor 
that would I not give, freely and gladly, all hop# of 
euoh things *• a future lift, duty to soeiety, to wife, 
to finally, to all the white »«!*# shibboleths?*70 
la Anderson*s following novels, few of th# marriages 
are itteeiisful. The aarrla§e of Hugh lofty and Olara But-
terworth of Poor white has already been treated in a pre­
vious aeetion; John Webster*s wife in iany Minimi had 
been a tall slender girl with yellow hair when he carried 
her, *Sow the impression she gave off was of one who had 
grown large without purpose, *somewhat as e&ttle are 
fattened for slaughter** f©tester thought.* to John Webster, 
their stsrrlage had been a persistent denial of love and 
the ̂ cceptanoe of beauty in life, and contrary to his 
newly-formed philosophy that "if you love in a loveless 
world you fane other® with the sin of not lovinf,* k 
76 leatolrs, p. 516, For Frank Turner* s story, see IŴ t̂ 
pp. 89*90, nastla. for parallels in Anderson*! autobiogra­
phy, see Memoirs. pp. IS?, 181, 341?, 397, et®. 
77 Many gSEElSSSS* 78 • 
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sistil&r idea Is expressed in Dark Laughter through Aline 
Orey, who for the sane reason left her husband to run off 
with Bruce Dudley. Brace had failed In hie own raarriage 
beoauee he, like Frank Turner, had net been able to find 
a common ground of understanding and eyap&thy with hie wife. 
Ethel Long in Beyond Desire had not the courage to aarry 
Red Oliver, and finally got into a tastrrlftge with foil 
Riddle, an older ssan, who "wanted a woman who would de­
corate his life. He wanted Ethel m he sight have wanted 
a fine horse.* Kit Brandon slurried Gorden Halsey tterely 
to farther her own end In life, and the union quiokly failed. 
Anderson* s philosophy of the failure of these «sr» 
riagee »*y be found «a»®td BP in hit forward to Many Mar­
riages. where he shook his head sadly to note that if one 
seek® love and goes toward it as direotly *s on# is able, 
one is oonsidered perhaps insane; farther, that, to Ander­
son at least, it it sometimes better that s couple stop 
living in the sane hou®e it love is not present, the 
pussle to Anderson was, however, that although *on that you 
would agree if yon ooatld but talk sanely on the natter, why 
»re yoa unable to talk sanely?" 
f& Sherwood Anderson, Beyond Desire (New Tortes Live-
right, Incorporated, 1032), p. 198. 
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The antithesis to this problem Ib found in SaiHte 
Laughter. in the successful anion of Sponge iiartin and his 
wife who, unlike many of Anderson1® other characters who 
appear only in brief episodes, Are integruted into the 
a air, plot and appear end reappear throughout the story. 
Sponge Martin had s kind of huablene®#; he lifced the skill 
of his own hands; that gave his aonethlng to reet ©a in 
lift and his wife rested in hi®, fhey ®ovsd freely within 
a snail but clear oirole of life, going off on an occas­
ional epree vhloh they dignified by calling it "going 
fishing.• Sponge Martla*s wife *as a tough wiry little 
thing, Anderson sumiaed up, "and did not get tired of life— 
*JQ 
of Sponge her husband** 
 ̂ Lamghtey. p. 116. 
Because Anderson dealt with the subject of homosex­
uality only to * United extent in his novels, it has not 
been included in an analysis of Anderson*s treatment of the 
problem of love and narrisge, He wrote briefly of the 
problem ©f love of aan for wan, «hioh he stated was not 
fully explored. "It unit be proolallied ae Walt fhitssan 
proclaimed it,* he declared in if ytolrss "Upon the under-
•tending of it, the acceptance of it with pride, hsngs the 
chance W® raales have of AG%in getting, A little again, on 
top of our lives.* (p. 383) •The whole thing.,* he continues, 
has nothing to do with * wan** being, or not being, * fairy. 
I hair# always been afraid of fairies. They tell you out. 
They are, In eon# queer way, outside the life stream. They 
know it. The male love of the sale is something else. It 
is something that must, sou® day, come back into the world." 
Because u&ny of Anderson* e ideas are similar to those of 
wait Whitman, and becmus® this fact has been noted by many 
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Oonolusion 
Anderson* § tharat—that love between two pmpl®, If 
felt, should be direotly expressed--i# of eourtt not a new 
idea. The philosophy that »an would ba directly guided by 
tlit Spirit and that Churoh and Stat# were no longer needed 
has txisted since the death of Christ mud the anticipation 
of Hie return to Judge the world, one of the oo»eec|ti#ncse® 
of this philosophy wee a rational lintIon of the institution 
of marriage| It was needed only beeeuee mm -was imperfect, 
•All the wore extreffl# heretical wyeties abolished marriage, 
deolaring that the affections wast be trm and man should 
not reetriet hi# love to a single person,*®0 This ideal, 
oritloe, a brief study of the parallel isas in Anderson and 
Whitman hae been included in this thesis as Appendix D, 
whioh inoludee a brief study of the treatment of honotitx-
unlity by both writer®. 
Anderson1a studies ©f homosexuals include, ©f oourse, 
Kate Ohaneellor in poor Whitei and luther in 5as% Laughter. 
another of Anderson*s Gharaeter# who aad# a esrriageofeon-
venienoe (see pp. 169, 20S, 892) $ and nor# particularly in 
Beyond See Ire with Boris Grace $ the young college pro­
fessor who "sight hare been a trifle on the queer side . . , 
He always seened about to caret© Hed with his hands* (p. 124)} 
and Blanche, of «hoa Ethel wonders* *1 eould take her, stake 
her life a little. I wonder if she wants me to. 1 guete she 
does. 1 guess that is what she i# up to. * (r>. 143.) 
80 Henry Boaford Parks, "Esserson", Wound and Horn. 
¥ (July-September, 1922), p. 598. 
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transplanted to JM»«irio«, found fruit in the Yemen* per» 
f«retionl»t« who, a« late an tte® Riddle nineteenth century 
*Ba&« every male la their colony the husbanrt of every 
f T h i e  doctrine, deol»red Henry insifori Partes, 
fount cautious favor even with Sssereoii, who concluded that 
The great and cresolve «®lf, rooted in abiolwte 
nature, supplant* all relative axiituot m& 
ruin# the iiingdoat of moral friendship and love* 
Marriage {in what is called the spiritual world) 
i« impoeeible.» . • fh® universe is the britf of 
the soul. nil private sympathy is partial. K 
In this @®«@e, then, Anderson was but a twentieth century 
follower of a oenturles*old philosophy when ht s#t 
down John febiter* s thoughts in Many ttarrlsgss. his key 
book on the subject of love and narrlsgs, that loving 
Natalie 8w«rts did not preclude the possibility of hie 
loving another, perhaps mmy other®. Anderson felt that 
the possibility of huaaa relationship# have not even been 
tapped yet, that eoiae thing atood in the way of a suffici-
fi* 
ently broad nooeptajioe of life. 
81 |of. oife. 
&S&< mm* 
63 Mmi Mm&MM&P p. *2. 
for an excellent treatment of the problem of vice 
in cities, aee Windy Mciherson*« Son, pp. 318-17. 

G 0 « C L U S 1 0 « 
My &i» in this 'book lc to tell another sort of 
story, tli® story of a sind groping, in the end 
perhaps re&ohing expression in art, of what 
then happen® to the work of art itself, how it _ 
in. turn must grope, trying to find its own lift#3, 
II ftS§ second book of poena, £ flew testansnt Cliff), 
Sherwood Anderson revealed at wuoh of himself as he did in 
his autobiographies, and in two of the poerae one oin find 
the oause of Ilia inartioulatenea« and helpleaaneas when, 
viewing A probleai, he oeuld find no way of oomifwntouting hie 
thought#, "There is * story,* ft# wrote; *J cannot tell it. 
I have n© words. ... Why w&a i not given words? Why was 
I not given a isind? why a« 1 dumb? I have a wonderful 
g> 
story to tell but know n© way t© tell it.* In a aeoond 
pot® he defined tales us *p«ople who ait on the doorstep of 
the house of [his] ssind," who *co»e to sit for a moment m 
the doorstep and then go away. » . • fhey murmur and ory 
out, they are dying of oold and hunger. J an & helpless 
man—ray hands tresble. In other poeas he revemled 
1 Sherwood Anderson, Mgaoirs (Kew Yorkj H&rcourt, 
B race and Conpany, 1948), p. 5?." 
2 Sherwood Anderson, J »ew festmient (Mew Xorkt Boni 
and Liverlgfet, 3.93?), pp. 0S»§9 passim. 
3 i 5S2 ?»eta,it.ent. pp. 69*64, papain. 
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that hi® notion waa "on# ot efteape,** h® showed his dieguet 
for the ugly feature® of the machine age,® he flung out 
hie challenge that life wae -sweet, that aten slight live, 
"that mm in etreet® and oitieii night build teraplee to 
their sotile,*® 
fheee are primary aisie which Sherwood Anderson hud 
ueed in hie novel®. la hi® treatment of the problem of 
profeenion and oooupe.ti.on* he h&e written a penetrating 
analytli of the effeote of the rite of the industrial age, 
showing ite effestt in the riee of eeonoftie olaee distinction, 
the eep&ratien of *tho»e who have and those who om• t get 
it*; in hie later novels he roe# above his sentimental re-
hellion against industrialism and the plight of the vanish­
ing crafteman to elng pmeane of praiee to the beauty of the 
machine#, ihil# recognising the technienl wonder# of a new 
age, he was concerned aleo over the direction that American 
life w«8 takingj power and industry had been seized and put 
to work for the benefit of the few with the ootsplAoent 
approval of the nany; cheap a t and ard1a at ion of materials 
and—even sore dangerous—of thought, wa§ becoming m pre­
valent that man mm losing hie ability to retain hi® man* 
4 * Ambit ion,* £ Kew MSMMMI# P« 36* 
5 In •Half Sode, • J. Mew UsSSSSS* P- &• 
6 In *Th« Han with a Trumpet,* J JU« feetwent. p. S3* 
im 
hood, in the fae® of the modern way of utilizing the ®a®hine» 
His eharaotm in Mggh|||i MM* £52$ Ifellf* &*<* l&S h$W&%r 
ers Frank Turner, Joe %'ainsworth and Hugh ll©¥@y, and Sponge 
Mart In—all are testimonials of Anderson»s ides, that a »aa 
ehould etiofc to hi® craft, and in the latter two novel* he 
attempted to ihow how aan was being dominated by the naehine, 
a purpose which was l«t«r wit fully expressed in Pii&asled 
fomtd the oentral idea of 12HS* 
Joe w&insworth gave in to »odem aethods and ««• driven to 
aurd#r and then euioide, Hugh Kafey turned hi® hmk on hit 
high-pressured business associate# &nd adhi#v«d satisfaction 
in life, and Sponge Martin, perhaps the woit well-rounded and 
Integrated oharaoter in all of the novels, kept * serenity 
and balance that wee the envy of Bruce )>udl«y, Fred 0rey—» 
and Sherwood Anderson. 
•what re-maim that is articulate is simply ».y desire 
to ex;;reap something to you out of the now, the pr«sentf* 
Anderson wrote in J ̂  added, *A» I 
cannot live in the present, stay in it, it is impossible 
9 
that 1 should approach you. X as impotent.* He was im­
potent heoause he viewed American life at a whole and saw 
it® deflaieneiesf hut he attempted to rewedy these de­
ficiencies through individual characters, and, consequently, 
7 In "A Thinker,• pp. and 90, 
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falling to find answer®, he eould only retreat to *i#hfal 
thought# of ft tweeter and sore noble pact, 
Anderson intuitively §ert«ed the lonellneee* the 
Isolation, that is a part of every human 'being, and in many 
§oene# or efcetsHee wrote with delloaey and tympathetie in­
sight; his noveli, however, when taken m a whole are ®hape-
lea#, padded, rassbling entities, his oh&raettrt mouthing 
stilted and often absurd ©peeoheif, and hie plot® flowing 
along ©onventionalisefi channels In the tradition of the 
Victorian Age in A&eriean literature. Andsrson wrote 
better when he was riot trying to prove something by forcing 
his ah&r&etere along cert-Jin paths; his beet writing aside 
from Bcma of his short stories may be found in th# scattered 
soenes and incidents in hie noire It, the death of Haney 
itouregor in Marching Hen. for Instance, or hit toathlng 
attack on village x*om@n and goftelpera in Windy MfoFherson* e 
Son.9 or hi® gentle touch and sensitivity in deeorlfeing 
Clara 9utt«r«orth*t approaohing maturity In Poor white.*0 
anA a any of his descriptions In Pari? Laughter which at 
times are pure poetry**3. Here Anderson wa« working by 
S Page# 134-36. 
9 Paget 111-118. 
10 page# i4i, i4?-is? sassls* *s®» 
11 Paget 16-1?. 95*96t 100-101, 113, 121-gt, 140, 
178-80, gg§, 8»lt 248, ®to. 
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meant of impressions rather than by totaslitys 
1 am a sea R.nd a ?/ln4 *weep« tore®® the fao* of 
•#* ly «ord« are little waves, thrust up* they 
are attempts to grasp, to lay hold of a passing 
thing. My word® have, 1 well knomr, little to I® 
with the actuality o f  you and of »ev.ils 
In preceding ohiioter®, an atteupt has bean «&4® to point out 
Sherwood Anderson*§ purpose la writing, a purpose mhieh in 
part wss an attempt to Justify hie own life, la part the 
fulfilment of an urge to express his feelings on ooeupa* 
tlon, «ool4l responsibility, love—problem® with whioh he 
wm vitally concerned and for whioh he sought answers. He 
did not succeed in finding these answer#—if they oan be 
found at all—Just as he did not sueoeed in popularising 
Ills novels* But in his defeat lay, paradoxically, his 
aucotss, bee&use he kept his integrity as a -writer. *w® 
Americans believe that llf# aust have point and purpose,* 
ho wrote in 191? in l&rehlng Men, •** nnve oalled our­
selves Christian® but the sweet Christian philosophy of 
failur® has been unknown anong us. fo say of one that 
he has failed is to take, life and courage sway . , • 
•shen the lanfl »&# eonquered, fear remained, the fear ©f 
failure. Deep in our A»«rlean souls the wolves still 
howl.*13 
la A iss, isalJassS* p- 67« 
IS Pages M3-44. 
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Anderson* s central oharaotere—Sam MoPhereon, Beaut 
Medregor, Hugh McVey, John iebeter, Bruce Sudley, Red 
01 lver, and lit f'randon—were failures if they are to fee 
raeaeured by amy fBmterlalistlo yardetlek. But by the®# 
eharaeters ̂ niereoa .Juntified hie failure first, a® a 
buelneee man; etoond, m a «popular* novelist, the desire 
for eelf-reepeot--Anderson*» own cherithed desire—ie 
predominant in hie novels: sindy Mcpherson' s son and Beaut 
lodregor gave up fortunes and world-wide power for it and 
Red Oliver died for it* the theme 1® explicitly stated in 
the closing sentences of Marahlnst Men ae D&vld Orsaeby, the 
rich plowiaaker, having seen Beaut Modregor* s dream of a 
united world of starching men ©rasihle, says of him and hie 
ohosen woisatn, an obtonre and hwnfele tail! inert 
that if they, after looting deliberately along 
the road toward euooest in life, went without 
regret along the road to failure? what if Mo­
ll regor and not ayeelf knew the road to beauty? 
Who, then, **• really the vlotor? 
I I I L I O S R A P i l  
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APPSHPXX 1 
Synopses of Plots la Sherwood Anders on* s Wo vela 
The novels of Sherwood Anderson which have been 
examined in this thee is include 
Anderson*s shorfc stories, many of whioh have been oolleoted 
in two books (Iriiiil M JM to. and fmgf «ai l2i» 
1923), And for whioh, along with hi* tmm» collection of 
grotesques in finesfatrfif, Ohio (1919) # lit it best town as a 
writer, hmve been used a® addition*! references t® supple­
ment his four autobiographies: J SISS BSSE U®2*)» 
iltmf.# Igltltal dw«), isn j MMsftfl SMM~ 
hoed (1920), mid Mesolrs. published posthumously in 1942, 
In addition, a reading of his two books of free verse., lid* 
Mwrlcan Ch&nts (1916) f and j| M$w testament (lit?), serves 
to reveal an Anderson groping for • philosophy or a state­
ment of life wtsioh is sore penetrating than his self-cois-
seious and wore controlled autobiographies. Hi® other works 
includes essays and sketches on Southern sill towns m& the 







1932 Beyond Desire 
1936 mrmMm 
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articles on realism in writing. In ®u«8tsry» Anderson wrote 
("roraantioally re-wrote", on® critic has aptly stated) 
stories about hie childhood «,nd adolescence. He day-dressed 
on paper and told Mstself stories about * strong mm* and 
"purposeful women*, as in hi® earlier novels he took his 
hero®® through an adverse childhood to sunosse and power in 
business, only to allow there to find that their wsstery of 
their world flavorless «md lacking the elewerit necessary to 
raftke life coaspl ete. He drtiMtl&ed, often sentiment ally, 
stories or thought® of wmrped and frustrated unfortunates 
whom raodern life had left by the wayside. He tried to ex­
press the mystification of his feelings about Ideals, sex, 
and the meaning of life—or baffled, he tried to wake sows 
character—equally as baffled—solve those problems for hi®. 
He described the physical background of contemporary Arserlcs— 
the ugliness of city streets and architecture, the barrenness 
of village thought, all of which was reflected in the lives 
of men and. woes en caught in the grip of m unfeeling, inartis­
tic machine Agej and he described the opportunities which 
« fiaterlsliatio philosophy of life had allowed to reamift 
unfulfilled. 
flndy Mcpherson's Son. Anderson's first novel, 1# 
interesting to any researcher engaged in a study of this 
author, because it contains the basis for a good deal of 
10ft 
what is repeated in various forw® In later worlte* Sere i# 
the firet appearance of Anderson*# pronoun®mmtn on big 
bueinees, love, the eamll towi, the big city, MX, *!*• 
relation of aan to society. I« thi# novel &ter*ood Anderson 
h&Qmm Seat tfepheraon ami eearohea the world over for 
•Truth*. Briefly, the story it thisj 8a* MOPhereon is * 
hustling newsboy la Carton, Ohio, «h©se aabition is to »ak® 
montny. Bis father, windy &*cPh@r eon—"Anderson*0 own father 
is ©irrored here-is « weak, ineffectual drunkard who livee 
in the tstaory of his Civil ««,r episode®* S«®! t saother die# 
of hardship arid overwork, And the youth, hating the world, 
goee to Ohioago, and fey boldnems and hi»dt*h««t<i#4 t»hre*dness 
beooa*0 virtual head of a huge firearms industry, branching 
oat to beeotce one of the most powerful busings* »@n in 
America. ho Karri©® his employer' s daughter, tout their 
marriage fails beo«u*e eh* o«n*t bear oh lidrm end fulfill 
their idealletic vi«ion of "noble parenthood.* They part 
and he eeoapea to §mmh the world in vain for happineee, 
"Truth" and a purpose in life. He finally adopts three 
children, huetles to his wife «n€ hla ho»e with then* vag­
uely feeling that "This can be the beginning of a new life 
or merely the end of life.* 
Mtirohlna Men was written the following year. Here 
Anderson*« hero, Soman (Beaut) IfoClre.gor, trie# to bring 
order out of disorder in life with an id#« of sarehlng nen— 
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of mm shoulder to shoulder, feeling In tit® tauoh the 
rhythm of the »&»b and glorifying la being & part of it. 
fli© Men 1« that at a certain timefieir unified was® 
strength will be ooKmtinle&ted t© the captains of industry, 
who will fceooiae afraid. The etory opens in the squalid 
lifting tow of Coal Creels. then he **s eighteen, Be®ut,e 
reother, who rm -a. bakery shop, fell ill. *Beaut shook 
himself out of his veklitg stupor and mmt about seeking 
work. He had not felt himself indolent. If# had been wait­
ing.* His mother die® from overwork. Beaut goes to c3hi©«g© 
where, like Saa tfoPhereon, again toy boldnes* and hard-headed 
shrewdness b#o%a® a successful lawyer. He hsi hi# pick of 
Jobs after ft sensational dufense of m Innocently accused 
®an in a warder trial, but turns down all offers- to work 
on his idea of ss arching men. He captures the mass ittlgl n-
atlon of the working «en, and en pulsed warohing clubs spring 
up everywhere* hut the *shipped-up emotional!en eoon flattens, 
McGregor discovers love, not with the powerful industrial­
ist* & daughter* Sait with an obscure milliner when he die-
covared that the, too, had a purpose in Ufa—the aarae 
purpose of "noble parenthood* found in the previous novel 
in 8as Mcpherson. The foregoing is, of course, but e bare 
outline of the exterior plot, on vhleh Sherwood Anderson 
filled in hie padding* of philosophy. In windy MePharson's 
Son big ill fee McCarthy and C ohn Tel f er were Anderson*® 
spokesman for hi® philosophy of aexj in the second novel 
tli# same ida» i» repeated by Barber Frenfc furntp, and, lilt# 
Sam j-fePhersen, ?*e«ttt s*cOregor discoursed on the t»»ll town, 
the big city, love, basinass, end aan*« duty to eoclety. 
Poor white la Anderson's thirst novel of it boy*e rise 
fro® Intellectual a« well .a# mt trial poverty. It is alto 
the ohroniele of the birth of the industrial age epitosslged 
in the »eta»orphosis of sm agricultural village into «, 
factory town. Hugh HcVey, bora In the alaertMe tow of 
Mude&t Landing, like Beaut sfe^risgor, wok# hiaaelf fro» his 
etupor; the rest of this eleaent of the plot concerns his 
efforts to Improve himself, hli ftuooatis m en Inventor of 
l».bor»e«vin̂  machinery, his marriage to 01 art 3utterworth— 
whoee Be*roh for love ocouplea mw$h of the simile portion 
of the book—and HoVey* e eonquest of hie in art leal at e«e as 
•and esonpe froa the dominance of the waahlne age. The other 
nmln element of the plot concerns the rising influence of 
the naohine and factory in the little town of 33dwell .nn«4 
their effoot on the inhabitants. 
M»ny Marriages it a book in which Anderson trisd to 
set down his ideas on sexual inhibition and what he believed 
to be the hypocrisy of society on the sublet of ®m. As 
he showed the effecta of repression in 'fflnesburg. Ohio. so 
he continued his the^»« in this, m expanded short story, 
the outward plot Is constructed l̂itost entirely as a wono» 
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logut of a roan* n ©f fort a to explain to hit daughter why he 
in leaving his wife and hi# attempts to smite hit daughter 
understand that one, to be truly moral, «u»t fee absolutely 
sexually sincere as we'll. 
'}mrk Laughter i® & continuation ©f Anderson1 g these 
that marriage without lov# it hypocrisy and sorsl adultery. 
His central character, Bract Dudley, who mint way front his 
wife and newspaper Job in Chioago in search of sowething ©*» 
&cme om to quiet the craving® of his aoul, finds m Job 
in hie home town as a painter of earring* wheel# in & small 
factory, falls in love with hit sanployer* # wife, and through 
chain of circumstances elope# with her «ifter they had 
played at -a game of love under the aye® of her husband, *ho 
refused to see what he did not *?l«h to see, The story con­
cerns also the unsuccessful marriage of the employer and his 
wife which began in a background of Paris at the conclusion 
of the first World War, Aline &reyf s search for love 1# 
much like that of Clara Butterworth* e in Poor fhlte. 
Whereas Many Marriages it an almost uninterrupted wonoiogut 
of nearly three hundred pages. Park Laughter. Anderson* e 
most commercially successful venture, i® a boofe full of 
poetry and susic in the background, of Bruce Dudley*# searoh 
for Truth and «t purpose in life* 
Beyond. Pee ire It a coll net Ion of four long short 
stories in which the central character, 1 Ifee <Jeorge Millard 
in fla»»fturg. Ohio. i« the oewweoting link, The oentrsl 
thetn# i«, a# it it in Peer white^the shaking up of social 
conditions of « small southern town by the oosslng of Indust­
rialization. At Bidwoll, Ohio, mm changed by the ocming 
of the fans srnshinery factory, so Lnngdon, Georgia, was 
©hanged by the cowing of the cotton ©ills. Anderson1® wain 
character, Red Oliver, is bewildered, like his predeoecaore, 
by stent el porplexitlee on the subject of sex and a purpose 
in life. Three times Red Oliver had failed to live up to 
an idaalj ono© when he had gone back on hl« fellow worker# 
in the will, ©no® when he hud., kept quiet about tevem dollum 
he had in hie pocket when he was with a group of migrant 
bu»® who were dividing their pennies &n«- nioftels among 
the group, and one© when he had tried to creep «*%y from 
* ooiasauniet o«®p which he had joined—not because he be­
lieved in coastunisn, but beoause he felt the need of con­
tributing hi® «h«rt toward improving working conditions in 
the factories. when, with the group, he is halted mt a 
bridge, he ftlt it hie duty to protest. *fhere wan that 
queer feeling again ... he had tried to go a«sy .... he 
oouldn't . • . * t ®a» one of them and not of the®... » , , 
it*# the struggle of all men..«it has ooso,.»it is inevit­
able. It is..it isn't.* with thee® thought! churning 
through his »ind, H«d Oliver edvanoes across the bridge »nd 
it shot to death at the order of his friend, & oaptaln of 
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the nil it la ordered to break up the strike. Ethel Long ta 
this story 1® another CIara Sutterworth or hi ine Orty in her 
search for love iM the resolving of her perpl exities and 
frustration. Her®, too, Anderson writes of the beauty and 
power of th# nodem at&&hlna« in eon-trust to his earlier 
attitude, but warn# that wan must weaaure up to the ability 
of th® »aahln« if he li to be saved. 
lit Brandon. Andautaon't last novel, aontinues his 
protest on behal f of the Southern sill workers,. *K»t for 
better living ooftdltiona, netjtssarily, but emphatically 
for a bettar wmy of lifai "The old stupidity, refusal to 
give th® lives of the workers th® dignity that sight make 
the revolutionized world, going on and on.* It is Ander­
son1 § plea again for sincerity in relation® with self *nd 
others. Kit Brandon, & mountain girl who goes to wort in 
a cotton will, later joins a gang of run runner® m a 
driver «nd lookout. Legally, they are on the wrong side 
of the law, but they serve the interest® of th® vary people 
who profaaa most to somtean then. Anderson indicts again 
the coop!toanoy of citizens who while professing to follow 
the spiritual life praotlaa the material life, in the story 
of the Henthersaythe tmllf and th® *?.?,¥»„• 
im 
APPSKPXX c 
Anderson*« Tie be 1 I Ion Against the Industrial Age m Shewn In 
'Seleofed aiiet&tiQfii jfg6» of ' his levels, 
la ®soh of hi® novel® Anderson hat shown that or,® 
of th® results of the industrial age has been power wis-
dirtoted; he show® ths hldsousness of architect*!!*# in th* 
eiti«« which ie «&toh«d by the hUUftOutnest of th® lives of 
peopl® living ift the». 
Ohleago, to Beaut lisUregor in Xsrohlng Sen. «*• an 
••en worst place than grimy unsightly Coal Creek! *fh« 
street in whioh KoQregor lived in Chio&go , • . was coa~ 
plett in it® hideowsnest. Nothing mom unl©vely could tot 
imagined.** lot only does Anderson again indiot th® l»ek 
of beauty «tni. purpose of the city itself, bat alto he 
eomparss it® to those of Coal Creek when he writes 
of the oity dwellers: 
kt * corner saloon teaststere ©topped to have their 
drinking cans filled with bter and stood about 
ewearifif and shouting, In the evening wossen and 
children went basis and forth froi* their houses 
tarrying beer in pitchers fro® the same saloon. 
T)oga howled and fought, drunken seen reeled along 
the sidewalk and the woaen of the town appeared 
in their ©heap finery and paraded before the idlers 
about the saloon door.*2 
3- ftmMm SI. P« 
2 Loo. olt. See also p. 75 and pp. 366-57. 
It 1® a t h@»® rhlQh Anderson is to rap ©at again and again* 
r̂t Poop $hlt» he usat It In the for« of an allegory; 
. . .Modem men and women who live In industrial 
cities ere like »loe that hair# eom© oat of the 
field* to lire in houses that do not belong to 
the®. They lire within the dark wall# of the 
hous«» where only a dim light penetrate#, and eo 
sinny hare come that they grow thin .and Iiagga?& , 
with the aonttant toil of getting food and warmth . . . 
"It «as a tin# of hideous arohiteetare,* [,h<s 
writes again,J *a tine when thought Mid learning 
panted, without stasia, without poetry, without 
beauty in their lives or impulses, a whole people, 
full of the native energy and strength of lives, 
in a new land, rushed pell-sell into a nm age. 
li£2iMIS» **• say®, in the person of John Webster: 
Why is it that eo any house# along the street 
were ugly? fere people unaware? Could any one 
to# iittlte completely unaware? Could on® wear 
ugly ooHMtonpl&o* clothes, lire always in an 
ugly or commonplace street.of m mmmmplme town 
tnd r®»&in always unaware?8 
And again h# states: 
Ho* few sen in m»rlea ever really thought of the 
houses they lived in, of the olothee they wore. 
Men »er® willing to go through a long life with­
out any effort to deeorate their bodies, t© make 
lovely and full of meaning the dwellings in which 
they lived.® 
3 Page 114. 
4 Page 130. See pp. 130-133, oMilt. for » contrast 
of Anderson** views of the sweetness of the rural nge. 
§ Pag© 35, 
0 Pag® £6. 
im 
In Park Laughter he ye*m» far the ronimee of th# past as 
siuoh ae he deploree the emptiness of lift in th# eityt 
Si® factory aen were pretty swart, weren*t 
they? first thing they did when they get. th# 
eh«noe was to ehoke off th# [Mississippi] river, 
take tlit romance ©ut ©f Qowieroe, They any not 
have intended anything of th# soft, insane® and 
oeawwre* »®f*e Just natural enemies. ?hey made 
th# river as dead as a <t«oj*»naU with thei» rail­
roads and it ha® been that way ever since. 
Of Ohio«fo, Anderson* s description in Parte Lsusfotar foil©*® 
a fsuailiiir line found in his first two novels; 
In Chies-go and in other oitlee he had visited 
the people »ere all Inelined to have that tired, 
bored look on their faoes when you eaught the® 
off guard . , , &o«nt©wn# in the Loop, during 
the day, people went along thinking of getting 
across the next street crossing. fhe crossing 
policeman wa® about to blow his whistle. They 
ran, little herds of then* like floels of quails, 
esosLplag with their lives woet of then, when they 
hud got to the sidewalk on th# other side m look 
of triuuph. 
In Beyond DeeIre, jttwlerson foanA that the industrial age was 
creeping into the South, bringing the same problems *hioh 
had affeeted the Jiorth and the ffidwestt 
the old south wm dead, but it oertilnly hadn* t 
died % princely death. Onoe it had a profound, a 
princely contempt for the Northern shop-keepers, 
aoney-ohnngere, factory-owners, bat now it was it-
self all eager for factories, for woney, for shop-
keeping. Hating and imitating. Muddled for sure. 
7 Page 16, 
8 Page 41. 
i Page 111, 
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111 Anderson1 * l«#t novel, fit Brandon., tho girl fit go®® to 
work in *, »ill villus* whioh *•»»* to h®r »« v#vf lovuly 
l»l»o## * taut to who* th* girl 1® t*11 log th* 
•torjr, add* 
the thing that had offend*d rat in »j *tudi** of 
aueh plfto*t« »hat I had thought the deadly sa®«~ 
n*** of th# littl* hotistfi, all p*int*d tho taut 
©©lor, littl* flowtr feeds feofor® th* door# of 
•tony h©n#«g.all «lllto« all of thi* in no wajr of* 
fondod h*r.10 
10 Pas|j®a S5»S®« 
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Parallell— In fait Whitman m& Sherwood Anderson 
While if is grant#! that imitators of wait fhitiBMi*« 
style of poetry h&v® been ttnetieee»«ft>l, « reader of the two 
book® of Sherwood Anderson1® verse cannot help bat be struck 
by the similarity in tone an<I #tyl# to Whit»a», a faet ehieh 
hat been noted by wany «oder« orltles.1 
1 Consider? *. * .if we think of style rather than 
content, It is hard to say jail who* thitnan has «ffooted 
fruitfally. 48 a warming and sustaining voioe he feat heart­
ened artists of many kinds, Louis BullIvan MM! the painting 
group around Hobert Henri. I.A. noteinson as well as Sherwood 
Anderson. He has helped thea to break through the aridity 
of our aeedenle culture to handle life with passion. "—P.O. 
Matthlessen, P* W«. 
*£n HM-Amerloan Chants (1916) a book of vtrse , . , 
lessening powerfully of i«nib«rg and Whitman), Anderson has 
told in poetry . . , <eto.) —flurry Hartwiofc, Bi JEammiiS 
M mmtete IMISBi P* 
•His [Anderson* s3 early work ewes a great deal to 
Dreiser*s novels wit to whitman1 s feelings about America.* 
—Cleveland 1. ©hast, jl̂ woof iSiSHSIl. P- 63-
£»ory Hollo**y» in BMiffii J2 ifi BM" 
rat ive» in diseaseing lBit®:asTs»Bong of the Open Road*, 
writes: *fhe very symbolism confesses the poet's inability 
to deal with so broad and elusive a these exeept by sugges­
tion. He eoneluftee, like tome modem S®vld ©rayeon or 
Sherwood Anderson, or some classic faereon . . .* (eto.) 
pp. 149*80* 
"Anderson is a time aysti®. . . . lis nystlolsw is 
most like that of whitman • . . * —Russell Blanktiiehip, 
iiaterleim Literature, p. 666, (Blenkenthlp goes en to point 
im 
Walt whitsan «*?# fcom mt of hi# h« TO® tht 
creator of T»rit the eonfent ef whleh wa® in advanc# of tha 
accepted standards of the aifl-nlnattenth oantury and «ft#p{ 
ha ms m advocate ef th« brotherhood ef n«*tion« at a tin# 
when Insular nationality and Isolation fro® the world waa 
to tmv.in a dominant foroe In Araerleait thinking alwoet 
until 1917; lie mm in bis personal oonduet with n#n and 
woman a non-conformist to the atttbllehad weral and social 
ooda of his day; lie waus a tranaeandantal isyntle* Shurwood 
o 
Anderson w&g also born out of hi# ftg«| likewise, he wa# 
the oraattr partleularly of proae thought which *?»# th« har­
binger of a new era In literature, the rise of nsturaliM*, 
Freudianism, and the psyohologloal novel; and the emamslp-
tlon of ®®3r In A»«rlea. H# too was «n advocate of the 
brotherhood of »an; he too pi eaded with an Indifferent public 
out different qualities of nyetieiens In the two; the quota­
tion 1# taken out ©f context here.) 
•The fact that Bhltsan ha® no isiitrfcora or 'disciple#* 
(1 Ike Horace fraubel or Mward 0«rp#nter) do## not neaii that 
hie exoKple* of llt#rary pioneering and hi# democratic Idea# 
have not peiweated the heart and spirit of writer# like Sher­
wood Anderson and Tho«a# folf C#ioU » to mention only two. 
—Sty W. Ulan, Walt Whitman gandteoo*. p. 55?, 
* [-.met-eon] items . . . frow Whitman , . . * -Haw-
lit on Baaaof In ftie »cw Yorker. XXXXX (Koveofeer 10* 1947), 
p. 11®. 
2 Anderson1a anguished protests against the Inroads ef 
the industrial age on culture and "a sweeter way ©f Ufa* 
Indicate# that he might hav® been hmpplw Hiring in tha 
tlae of whitman* a youth. 
i&r 
for tlit reaognition of the love of man for nan &nd4 llice 
vaiits4a# «ttoh of hi® writing wm wrapped In nyntielsii., pmr~ 
tloularly in aexual ayabalia® ("The door*, *?he hones* , #?ht 
w«ll\ eto.) Mmm Si£ i£M& poorly in 1SSS.; the public 
which the author was trying to reaah did not aocept it, 
fiaeebara. Ohio* set with » similar reesptisn in 1919, 
whitman1* poetry wm almost prose in rhythm, and 
bis rhythm *ae m protest agmiriit the ututl meters, whieh 
he exiled "lulling piano tune**. He diaoarded the netiott-
loue scanting of syllables and freed hie poema £ro» sash 
arbritrary oonfineatnt by trying to regulate hit rhythm 
by the internal of elapsed tiae between itrets#®, a device 
#!ilch hm been called p̂eriod rhythm*t 
Qnae the period or intemr&l in euoh » line hm b##n 
established the *ord« beat their o«n time far the 
verae und e@t«bllah not only the pattern., bat the 
logioal and taetlon*! awbletiea tthish the poet in­
tended. , , • The pott ©an oonvey hi® complete mean­
ing only by hit rhythm. 
"whitatn «rote invariably, at hit best, in this non-syllable 
3 
water. * Anderson also wrote his poetry in non-syllable 
meter. His Qmtmt was similar to Whitman's when he identi­
fied himttlf with the world, with the earth, when he mng 
3 Soulley Bradley, *fh# Fundamental Metric Principle 
in Whitman1* Poetry,* iHaerloam Literature. X (January, 1939), 
p. 444. Bradley*e study give® excellent example® of whitraan*s 
use of "period rhythm*. 
lii 
the «©iif of the wheat field® eurrounding Ohioago4 whm he 
Identified himself with all the people of the world «nd 
sought to embrace the® 1ft histelf. 
In eossparlng Anderson* * technique with fhita»ii*fi, 
as example of the former1® etyl* ie taken at randoa: the 
first three stanaas of "Song of the Hating Time*} 
/ / / 
3 Out of the eo*nfl*ld* at daybreak, 
/ / / ' ' 
8 a.@ftd.3r to run through the dawn to the pi MI* of beginnings 
/ / / s 
4 Creeping, I ton*, out of the oorn, 
' / / / 
0 wet with the jaioe of fcrtileed oorn t#&v«***out of the 
«orti I oome. 
/ / / / 
4 lager to kite the fingers of qu*en*» 
/ / / 
3 Eager to stund with kings, 
s / / / 
4 To breed ay kind and stand with king#. 
/ / / 
3 Out of the oorn at daybreak, 
/ / 
2 Brother to dogs, 
^ ^  /  /  
4 Big brother to creeping, orawling thlnge, 
6 Stretched falXTerigth on the long wet grass at the 
/ / 
edge of the cornfields, 
/ 
1 waiting, 
4 HerVlTTie through the day, •waiting and waiting.4 
im 
One notes, first, that tli# title is indicative of 
son® of Whitman*» works»~of thitsan the poet Of feounti&y, 
of astntlvenee#. In placing "Song of the Mating flae* 
against 8hitMft*'« *Tesrs, fears, fears*, out is ttruok by 
the ©nloalattd fpmm&A wbioh the latter used, and th® 
evident formless straotur* of Anderson1® f>o«a»® irndley 
notes that sight be likened to a large wave or 
forester with three crests: 
The first seotlon of fire lines, in whioh the rain 
in the night is 1ikened to tears, Announce® the 
pyrmsld in the swell and fall, through lines of 
3, 3, §, 5, «nd 9 stress; in the seoond, in which 
the spirit of the world broods over the night, the 
Initial lapult* is paralleled ssor# frankly in the 
seoeeselon of 5, 0, and 5 stress; in the final sta­
tion, in whloh the identity of an individual weeper 
serges with the eositi© woe of nature Itself, the 
full rfeythale diapason is unloose# in the great, 
oloudhead, or orest, of 6, 6, 8, ?, 3 stresses. 
there §e««s to be no justification for Anderson1# soheae of 
5, 5 ,  4 ,  6  / 4, 3 ,  4 / 3 ,  2 ,  4 ,  S ,  1 ,  4  stress. One must 
,v -• \ 
look elsewhere to find a olu®, and finds It In the writer1* 
use of assonance, alliteration, and repetition, all favorite 
devices of whitman. 
i Anderson*® later book of poeas, A lew Testament, 
approaches even closer to prose than either lis first ©oolt 
or* kmm M trail* 
, 1 M2£iaas U$m|ps, PP. 448-49. Brsdl«y say have 
been lnfluenoed by a reading of Bliss Perry*s life of -salt 
fhitsnin, for the latter wentions the *wnve~llke* ©ffeots and 
calculated pyramidal rhythas of the poet. 
vm 
Consider line teo of Andtr^on's potut 
* Heady to run through the daum to the pi set of beglm-
nin£.*Assonanoe. is evident In to- through. IfiS 
nm» tke* the* ©£. 
All Iteration i» found in *ready to jp»np" and the ehole line 
©f five bests has « isemswredf lilting suing in keeping with 
the tone of the Idea, mtieh «• :*hltmm conveyed "the complete 
ueening only bjr his ftiythJi. • Line three 1» all 11erstivei 
greeping, I jgose# out of the corn, 
end line four employe all three for®* of fttsonsnee, nil Iter­
ation, will repetition! 
set with the julee of bruised oorn leaves—out of 
the oorn I eons, 
Asronanoei julcg * 
Repetition! Corn - corn, and inverted repetition of the last 
phrase of the preceding line: (I. oows, out of the mm) into 
out of the oorn J SSSS* 
The alliterstion in this line 1« obvious. 
the second stansa is remlnieeent of the errofumee and 
independence of earlier poeae* of the Whitman who 
took off his hat to no wan. SpMmphora, or initial repeti­
tion, is enplcyed in these three lines, m& givse a rhythnie 
effeet sweh as It did in the earlier poet1® works, Ipanalep* 
ale (th« use of one *©rd or phrase tw© or more tines) 1« also 
made uee of in this exsople. 
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sfhlta&n felt the power and beauty of worde, and hie 
mark X® ;5*rked by a continual reshaping audi refitting of 
lints of vtree. A reader senate wMtataii1* love tor the 
sound of word® a# well; often hie linen are in th# etyle 
of Poe {-although whitman of the teavee o| CI rase period was 
no iasitator, of course) In that the power and beauty of the 
toFfii originate in their eoande rather than in the lde*« 
they eonvey. An example of thii iei 
The red aborigine®, 
Leaving natural breathe, eottnde of rain and winde, 
mil a® of birds and animals in the wood a ( 
syllabled to us for na»e», 
Okonee, ko&e®, Ottawa, Monongahela, 3s.uk, Hatches, 
Chattehooehee, f septet a, Oronoeo, 
Wabaih, Mlajstl, Saginaw, Chippewa, Oshkosh, walla-iralla, 
Leaving euoh to the States they melt, they depact, 
charging the water and the land with «&»#§« f 
Sherwood Anderson had the t«we lev® for words. H® was in-
fluenoed by Gertrude Stein, who in turn admired Anderson1» 
•tyle of writing md hailed his as th® leader of a new 
eahool. She ©not declared that he **» the only hmnrlam 
who could write a decitnt sentence, Anderson did not "write" 
word®; he pregnant* and gavt birth to the®. He 
treated hie word® ae if they were children, with tender 
care I at tisiee he w&§ a little afraid of thest "They were 
a 
lueh trloky, elusive thing®.*0 Andereon waa alio, like 
7 Ŝtarting from Paufieaok,* See. 16. 
® P*** Laitghf r. p. 20. 
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Whitman, a "•cataloguer*, a® aoan in these liner, fron 
his posst, "Ajsfeitiori*# 
X have bean lying at full length in Illinois. 
I have put ay hand* into lorn, into Kentucky f 
into Indiana, Kansas, Ohio, Nebraska, the 
ttafcott-.s. 
On# of the most obvious trait® th*t both posts share 
is a cietensiniitlon to strip prudery and fe&r frora ths 
mention sex. Whitman, ?MS cording to ftmy W. Allen, thought 
that Bnothing is indeo#nt to nature; therefor# it it not 
lo to her spo&esssan.* Consequently, he oould *rit# such 
lines as 
Through ise forbidden voices, 
Voices of sesros and lusts, voioes veil*d and 2 
re»©v# the TSII, 
Voloss indsosnt by s»e clarified and transfigured,' 
On® of Sherwood Anderson* s forwaoet &i«s in writing was 
similar; perhaps as much ss any modern &»eridan writer he 
has been o ailed ss*«»ofes*ssed, just a® !?hit©a»: was so 
labelled is his day. the value of Anderson to hit period 
lit® in the fact that he enoourâ ed others to rebel against 
th© Puritan denial of sexual experienoe at a tin# when it 
would have been easier to ignore it, Anderson, however, was 
® & Mm xmmbmll» P* »9. 
i&lt iMlftii SsiBikaal* P* 29?. 
11 fr©« *3ong of Myself,* See. 4ft. 
1?3 
oonteaptuouis of the attitude of K«rit twain, willla* Dean 
Howells, arid Nathaniel Hawthorne who, knowing what an in-
fXuenoe sex is on live®, were, he said, afraid to recog­
nize; its importance, "that About conversations in every­
day life," .Andersen asked. !\ » . Why hesitate to put 
down whatever its in sen1® and women's live®, Halting the 
picture whole?*18 
whitman* 0 storjr of the twenty-ninth bather in •Song 
of Hyeelf* 1® a distinct forerunner of the Freudian type of 
psychology later developed in A««riea by Anderson and 
©there, written at least three decades before fraud origin­
ated his psychoanalytic? experiments, the then# of the story 
of the frustrated, woman watching the yourtg mm bathing la 
dupl lea ted in many of the short stories and pees* of Sher­
wood Anderson, and sty be compared with a story in iflnes-
M£S» Ohio. *hw» in the story "The strength of 0od*g the 
.leverend Curtis Hartsan spies through hit church office 
window into the bedroom of a naked wotaait, 
'tfhitjsan has been called a transcendental -mystic; sotte 
of his poetry reveals that *vague or dreamlike quality that 
coises and goee;* other vers## are clothed in symbol®, 
18 Htapirs, p. £13, 
l?4 
aometiaea ooxual sywbols, of which one of the beat-lmo*n 
quotation* 1@ froa "Song of Kjr«olf*t , 
Preee oloee bare«bo»oiisMi night—prut® otoae Magnotle 
nourishing night t 
flight of south winds—night of the large few. |tare I 
8M11 nodding nlght-«iiad naked mmm®r night.13 
fypioal of the myatio, say® Allen, Art the resultant convict-
tioftt of equality with §od# th# brotherhood with all people 
and love a® th® foundation of th# whole universal ore&tion. 
In sootl«n Five of *&eitg of ifyaelf* beginning with 
I believe in you ay soul, th.® other 1 m Must not abase 
ltoolf to you, 
And you must not bo aboooA to tteo other ...» 
is AH mmpt® of raysfcio®! experience between »tfo* and the 
*§o«l* which giv«a the poet hl« convictions. 
A different kind of aystieli.® i# iwpliolt la the 
poems of Sherwood Anderaon; hit songs stem mostly one® of 
e«eapo» of bewilderment, of hatred for a mechanically* 
stlnded age which hat denied lift and beauty to mm ami 
women* 
j  m on# who hat nasl&ed out of a tall building 
into the atreeta of a olty and over plain* into 
a foreat that frifigea a river. My notion is on# 
of eaoap® • • • 
It la only by going about In secret 1 can stumble 
Into th® pathway of truth • , 
155 Section 21* 
m 
the noise# of the world are treraendous. 
The wall* of the eities throh. 
There 1* a new aong stwate in the breseit throat® of 
the oities. 
There is &m Jbser lean song. 
There is a song nobody know*. 
Ther* is a child born of an engine ift a bed ©t 
•tone* Ameriean oities ere pregnant. 
feu understand what 1 eeait* iy insanity is 
eryststl-olear to you as yew sit in the ohair of 
stone, to you »y insanity is « white etreak of 
moonlight the! falls aorota.the amoke-bagrieed 
streets of your oity • # * 
Both fhit®A» and Anderson identified themselves with the 
world* 
wait Whitman, « kmmo® , . . 
1 find I incorporate gneiss, coal, long-threaded sots, 
fmits# grains, esculent wots, and sai stjiseo'd 
with quadroped» and birds *11 over « . • s 
And aherwood Anderson*a identification of himself a* 
Srother to dogs* 
Big brother to ereeping, erawlIng things * . . 
loth poets loved and wrote of the "common »t«*j fhit* 
man identified himself with them* *1 an the hounded slave,* 
•X an the «a>sh*d fireman,* eto. md&rmn declared repeat­
edly that he wrote "little tales of people, of thing® seen 
and heard"| he had been a newsboy, roustabout, stevedore, bus». 
1® Ibid., PP. 14-15 
1© *$ong of Myself,* See. 31. 
in 
When his writing §r«w stile he f#it that Is® had lost touoh 
with the *common people* and hs recharged his brain by eit-
ting la «aterfrent bars; he talked to farwers In the fields, 
to Southern poor whites. Kill workers, laborers—any one 
who would listen. And he wrote about turn* 
whitman has often been allied hoao«exual{ the infer* 
fuse oonee from Ills Qmlmm poena m& §©«e of hit lettere. 
A etreng suggestion le found In **h&t Thin!< You 1 Take ray 
Pen in HAJt&T*, uhloh telle of uhl tmm*# noting 
, . .raerely of %m eisaple mm I saw to-day on the 
pier in the aldet of the orowd, parting the 
parting of dear friends, 
?h® one to restain hung on the other1® neck and pas­
sionately klts'd hi®, 
while the on® to depart-tightly preet the one to 
regain la hie &m$*f 
But Whitman had a bigger conception of nan*® love for nan, 
a conception which nay be summed up in the inclusive word 
»Brotherhood,* a phrase which Anderaon VIM to take up three-
quarter® of a century later. Anderson was both sensuous and 
sensualj he loved the feel of fine clothj In hie younger 
dsye, he liked to drees well; he liked the sight of beautiful 
women dressed in fur#} he liked the ooapsnionehip of men. 
And Anderson had a real affeetlon for two or three sen dur­
ing hie lifetime, a deep affection which he ©ailed love. 
17 In Leaves £| »rae«... freo the "Oalamte Poe«®»* 
%7? 
fhe probl m at the lore of mm tor mm wm not fully 
explored, Anderson «tenl*r#«t, spying th«.t "There ssust h«ve 
been something, perhaps, a kind of **,*« ««1® eoitrfwttship 
i A 
in life sought* I h%« already r«®*t fthltamn * » •* Lutir, 
in Ilia urnoIf*  . published shortly sfter hi# desth in 1941, 
h@ d«v*lop«d this thea#, the basis of which he b«A r««#iv«ft 
from fait itfhlt»*nt 
thy is it that »«n, m nal««, oonstantly <t#ny their 
greatest inheritance, the lo*s of the wtlt for th# 
««!«*? The love of .eiiui for wois&n is a different 
matter* ?h® two possessions mr« not alike. The 
whole thing has nothing to &o with m «»n*s being, 
or not feeing, m fairy. 
I haif« always been afraid of fairies. Thsy sell you 
out* Thsy are, in son® queer way, outside the life 
stress. They know it. the male IOT® of the ®ale is 
so»«thing else. It is sonstliing that mist, sons day, 
ao«e batik into the world. 
It must to© proolaifted m wait Whitman proel&iNed it. 
Upon the understanding of it, the «ec«rpt&noe of it 
with pride, lung* the ohnnoe we wales havs of* again 
getting, a little ng&in, on top of our lives.*5* 
1® SSBSlEl# P- 1»7-




II) Oheekliet® of the writing® of flhentood Anderson. 
(2) OrltielM* ©f the writing® of Sherwood jyirt«rs©i*f 
books, chapters or essays in books, periodicals, and 
brief mention in boeke. 
(3) Baokgrottad etudiee in AMrloftn Literature, li00-1.948i 
Ptyotialogy in relation to the writings ©f Sherwood 
Anderson; studies on the Anerlo&n novel, orltiois® 
in general, Puritanism, and the intellectual ant 
g©el&l MlUw of th# United fltnttt in the late 
nineteenth and twentieth oenturiee. 
The ttheeklitt on th# following page® ha# been compiled ai 
mn aid for further study of Sherwood Andereon. 0$8ie of it 
hue been compiled froa other checklists, wliieh art listed 
on the following page, so that only those lt««# starred {*) 
have been read or entwined:,. The liftings are, of course, 
by no seane exhaustive or eoatplete. 
in 
I. .BXBLXQOBAPHXQAL OHSCKLXSTS OF F«I WRIFIITS OI? AMMMNA 
A*roa, laislsy. AgfEHf iiZSl MIBSM- A ssrlst of biblio­
graphic ©heekllst® edited by Merle Johnson ant Frsdsriok 
ii. Hopkins. Mo. ISj *gh®r«ood Anderson.* ElMllMzll 
Weekly. January 27, 1923. p. 851. 
8. Bryllion. ?h« Phsnoatsnon of Sherwood, Anderson. 
(Contontoi 0i»itio15Ss worksthrough' sling of 
orltiolsass in psriodioals, oh«pt«rs in books; brlsf 
biographical not®. 5 
H®fling, Helsn, and ftieharas, wtm, It*d«3c to Contsaoorary 
Biogpophy aoA grttlolsis. Bostont F.«. faiton Co., 1989 • 
•Jsssttp, flary E. "A Oheekl1st of th» Writings of Shsrwood 
An4i®r®0*** mmum v cj&miary, its®)* 
pp 167-8. 
Johnson, Itorlo #d.t A»y^ fifft ff|t>faf. Blblio-
graphis checklists of the work* of 105 anuriam Authors. 
Kew forks ft.l. Bowktr Co., 1929. Third edition, revised, 
193®; fourth sdition, revised and enlarged by Jacob 
Blauek, 1942. 
*Msuf$ly, John Matthews, and. ftleksrt, Sdlth. Contemporary Aa-
grip an Lltsr&tttrs. (filbllofr aphis® of works and refer-
enaes to articles *bout each author.) Kew York! Isrcourt, 
Brso# and So.# 1923. 
•Millett, Fred B. Contemporary American Authorsi A Crltieal 
Survey and 819 Bio-Blbl logmphies (Sherwood Anderson: 
pp. 221-225.) New York* Harcourt, Bract and Go., 1940. 
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xx* GRXTXCXSHS or tiUfiMs or mmmm mmmou 
h., 
•fagin, N. Brylllom fh« Phenomenon of Shtmodi Anderson. 
A study In Attorloan Life ana L*tt«r«» Baltimore: Sosei-
B*am# 1927. 
a«vl«ws of Faglnj jgig Fhmmmm 8jt«riroo4 Anderson; 
Fadta«n, Clifton. H&tlon. CXXVX (r»b. 15, 192§)f ISf. 
fgurrtii, ftobtrt Pomt* Saw Republic. LI? (May 10, 1928), 
399-401. 
•Gh*t»£̂ Cl«v«laftd 1. Sherwood AMtreon. New York: IteBrii# Go., 
of Oha#©t 8h»rwoo& Anflareom 
Fftd&asn, Clifton. MatIon. OXXfl fP®U. 15, 3928), 189. 
.... I®* fork times <F«b. 19, 1928}, 2. 
»m«rtenkô Joban̂  ftfTlff* M UlSSlBSI# • Iv» 
tarrtn, Robert P«nn. SS HiSSlM# Llv <»«y *®» > 
399-401. 
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g. Chapters in Books or ssaayg; 
Baldwin, Charles crittonton. fh© Mm who lat« Oar Novele. 
nev. ed. New York: Dodd, tte«d anS Co./T3&4. pp. fl-33. 
*Bl«unkenohlpf Rueaoll. mmum Literature} A® an Expression 
of Jhg national Hind. (jvnderooiti pp. 665-S?17 "The Batwo 
of the Vill ago, • |>P. 649-670.} Wew York; Henry Holt and 
Co., 1931. 
•Boynton, Percy H. 1S&I SgMMMMj MSZ|2SaS« <CH. VI1Ij 
"Sherwood Anderson,'* pp. 16?-!??.) eMaafOs University of 
Chicago Frtsi, 102?. 
GalL1 bright * mv Xorkt Bonl and 
C*nby, Henry Sitdel. goflnitlogii .Seoogd Series. Sew fork: 
Harcourt, Br&oe and Co., 1024. pp7g42̂ l48V 
Collin#, Joseph. x&S Btttjftg MsM 41 »®w *°**i 
Ceorge H. Dermn Co., 1024. pp. 63-66. 
—... i&i fm mi uifffm ft&M* p»yohoio«io«i stuai®B 
of Lift and Letters. cSRspterilAiiid II: Purity «nd Porno­
graphy; Oophlsm and Mr. Sherwood Anderson.) New York; 
George M. Dorsxn Co., 1924. 
Cowley* MaleolM, ed. ̂ gtfx 1M SS2MS1 2S|MM2S$ A*orio«n 
wrltore Slnoe ItlOTfrorwardi The Revolt again® t Centllity 
Chapter Vis •Sherwood Anderson,* by Robert Moree Lovett.) 
New Yorfct w.w. Norton -and Co., Xno., 1P57. 
»ell, Floyd. Looking at Life. A.a. Jtnopf # 1924. 
Farr&r, John 0., ed. 2Hf Ulf̂ tp leSllMli* Cherootor 
Studies of Contemporary Aiserican Authors. Hew York: 
George H. Dor*n Co., 1924. 
Green, Paul and Green, Elisabeth L. Contefi.oora.ry Amerloan 
Literature: A Study of fourteen Outstandingmeriem 
Author*. Rev. ed. Chapel Hill, N.c.: University of Worth 
Carol in# Preaa, 1927. 
Haokett, Pranoie. Horizons: A Book of Critiolsa. Mew York: 
l.f, Heubsch, 1918. 
im 
Chapter a In bootee or eagayo—2 
•Hansen, Harry. Midwest Portraitat A Book of memories and 
Friendships. Hew York: Haroourt, Bract and Go., 1923. 
Parrar snd H in eh art, 1935. 
award, Lucy U JM Ift̂ Uitr i£ fPMte MSiMlO' N«" 
York! Thoraa© xV^Cronrell Co,, 1927, 
Hind, Charles Lewis. Authors m& £. fortu John tan# 
Co., 1921# 
Huddles ton f §lsl«y. p£lff Ilifll; Mil# &&&8S"** 
Being Social, Artie tie, and Literary isestories, Phil­
adelphia and Londont J.8. Llppincott Co., 1938. 
Karentr, David. Sixteen Authors to One: Xntlwato Sketches 
e? Leading Aserlean story-tellers... .Hew York? Lewis 
Sop eland Co., 1§28. 
Lovefet, tobert Sores. See Cowley, ttAloolM, ed., afeove. 
Hale, S.P.B, goge Modern Authors. Hew York! Oodd, Mead 
and Co., 19837 pp. 17-31. 
•Pattee, fred Levis, the Hew Merlean Literature. 183Q-1.9S0. 
Mew forks the Century Co. » "1930, 
•Partington, Vernon Louis. J§m|n figmgls AS 
Illi "The Seginnlitgs of Critical Realism in Jtaterioat 
lS€O-l§g0.8 i@w Yorlt: Haroourt, Braee and Co.* 1&30# 
*Rosenfeld, Paul. Port of flew Yorkt Essays on fourteen 
American Moderns. ("Bherwood Anderson,• pp. 175-198.) 
Haroourt, Braet and Co., 1924. 
• , editor. Introduction to The .fotmftflJInfllMfgffi 
Header. Bostont Houghton Mifflin Company, 19*7• 
Sinclair, Upton 8. Money Writes I lev York? A * C Boni, n.d. 
test, iebeeca (pseud.K $$m 8&3H8* MmUilZi **•««*•. 
(Chapter on Sherwood Anderson, poet.) Harden City, f.Y, i 
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1928. 
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ghaptere In books op essay*—»3 
Sherman, Stuart Pratt. Critical ffoodouta. »ew Tories Charl** 
dc pilsner' s Son a, 1$$6. 
•fan l>ortf*» Carl, and fan 0©r#n, Mart, Maeylo&ti Mi MiiS 
Literature. Mew York: The (J#nt«r̂  Co., 1&:£&. 
•Van Doren, Carl. flfflflgMBftgasi: #|ftg|efg ISZllMS. M9.Q-MM* 
Mm Xorki Th& morntltm So., I90f. 
Whipple, Tho«a« I. Spokesmens nodem writer® and Asterloan 
Life, lew fork, London it). Appleton Co., 190®. 
vViokhasi, ftarrey. Th<& Ipvpurltiana: & fllapet of that rww world 
whose filgrl® Ftther® are otto welnlnger, ftavelook Bill®, 
J»»e* Brwrmti Cabell, Maroel Prowst, Joyot, tf.L. 
ifenolt&n, D.K. La*renoe, Sherwood Anderson, *t Id genu* 
o«ne. Be* Yorkj L. IfaaVeegh, Th® Dial Frees, lift. 
Sabel, Morton D., *4, i^tmST gRlff^ng J& fegfM§t S*»ay* 
Illustrating th© statue, methods, and probless® of 
criticise in the United State® since the war, edited 
with «n introduction by R.o. Zabel. ?f#w York? Harper 
and Brothers, 193?* 
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A<1 awe, tt» #A Smallvpovn B&ltor Alr§ his M. * The Kew York 
f l»ee September 88, 1329. AR interview with 
sHewood Andor*on, who dleoueae* the proxies® of a 
eountry editor «nd thereby reveals some biographical 
inf opffi^TIOR. 
Alexander, p&vid c. ** Sherwood Anderson. *; A study of the 
American realist who®# work reflects the cental awaken­
ing of the proletariat. Letters (Feb. 1, 1928.), 23-29. 
*Al®y, Robert f. *»herwood Anderson—fhe lion-Con forcing 
|gjt94sS\f'̂  M UfffSftirff* ®n. <Jw». 
&fioi*y»®«*§. *3h«p*ood And#wKm*« Dttpalr of Letter®.* 
Literary Digest, CXf fiay 13, 1W3), 15. 
—-——. "Reviewing « Book by Sherwood Anderson." Time, 
EXX1X (April go, 1948), 90. 
— ; — x r * M o n . *  m m  m i i t s *  
(Mareh( 108?), 140-180. 
•Sasto, Hamilton. *A Sherwood Anderson Anthology. * The New 
Yorker. XXIII (Kovem&er 18, 194?), 117-18. 
Buchanan, Annabel », "Sherwood Indtriofi, Country Editor. * 
I2£M toiaorro* {February, 1989), 848-80$. 
Galverton, Ylotor F. *Sherwood Anderson.* Modern Quarterly 
(Fall, 1924), 88-118. 
Colllne, Joaeph. "Exponent of Qrudlty at a Current Literary 
Qu&llty.* lew York Tiaof Book steview (June 84, 1923), 8. 
Crawford, Helson A. "Sherwood Anderson the wtatfully Faith-
ful. * Midland (iovesifoer, 1921s), 297-308. 
•Fadlnan, Clifton. "Sherwood Andersons ?he Search for Sal­
vation.« The Mation. CXXXV (ffov. t, 1958), 454-4S6. 
fagln, II.i, "Bherwood And ere on ami our Anthropological Age. * 
goafelt Pettier. VII, (Jsn.-Feb., 1925), 01*99. 
IS® 
54 Sherwood. Ami era on, the Liberator of oar Short 
Story** English Journal {April, l§2f% 27l~Wf9* 
fay, itm&rd. •portrait d® Sherwood Anderson, Aaerlcain.* 
£fUI IS mil Coot. IS, 1934), 886-901. 
ailaan, Luwrenoe, "An jynerloaii Mateterwork. * Worth American 
Review (Mtreh, 1948), 41S-416. 
•Gregory, Alyet. "Sherwood Anderson,* Mai. LXXVt (Sept., 
IfESi, 843-246. 
Henderson, Alio# C. *$f id-America Awake.1* Poetry (Jun#, 1910), 
156-168. 
KeubMh. B.i. "Footnotes to a Putolisher*s Life.* Oolootton* 
(Suamer, lS«57)f 408*486. 
•Ho*#, Irving. «8h«r«ood Anderson ! the Unavailable Self. * 
Pmrtl-g&f* Review. XV (April, 1946), 492*4t§* 
Johnson, A. fheodore. "Reallea In centwiporaiy American 
Literatures lotee on Dreiser, Anderson, Lewie.• 
Memphis, Tern, J the aouthwf tern Bulletin (Sept., 1929), 
5>16. 
Lovett* Robert M. "the Pronslee of Sherwood Andereon.* 
Mai (Jan., 1928), 79-83. 
—™:r~:Jsh0rrood And#p#on-" SBllS iasasl «><»*•» 
1924), 531-539. 
*MoColet Ganllls J, *Sherwood Anderson, Congenital Freudian.* 
MS&& (mvmher, 1929), 129-133. 
Morris, Lawrenoe 3* "Sherwood Anderson, Hick of fords.* 
HAS IWMIg Uugurt 3, 192?), 07?-2?». 
Bosenfeld, Paul. #8hen»ood Anderson.* Mai (January, 1922), 
29-42. 
3«ilth, Rachel. "Sherwood Anderson* sow a Entirely Arbritrary 
Reactions.* Sewantf Review XXXVII, (April-June, 1929), 
189-163. 
Perioaioale~5 
•frilling, Li©n«l. "the world ©f Sherwood Anderson* 
a#»iiiiffliniwg the Hat •rials ©I" Hi»" Art—and soae of 
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